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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is the result of a close examination of 

the functions of colour in the works of Alain Robbe-Grillet, 
undertaken in the expectation that the careful study of this 
limited element would reveal the finer details of some of 
the important characteristics of his novels and films. 

The Nouveau Roman and the works of Robbe-Grillet 
originate in a desire to produce creative literary forms 

which are a better representation of man's situation in 
the modern world of disorder and uncertainty, than the 

narrative forms of the traditional nineteenth century 
novel. An integral part of this search for new forms is 
the deliberate designation and subversion of the traditional 
conventions which Robbe-Grillet wishes to expose as neither 

natural nor necessary. Thus many of the colour terms in his 
works are used in ironic games with these traditional forms. 

The illusion of realism is ironically subverted by 
colour and lighting references, which 11 foreground1t• the text 

as a fabrication of words, and also reveal that perception 

of reality is a subjective function and then of only one 

among many "realities" possible. His works therefore 
constitute their own reality, without necessary reference 

to any world "out there". However they are "realist" 
in that they are constrained by the laws of physical 
nature, e.g. description is elaborated only with illumination. 
Traditional colour symbols are degraded by colour, as is 
the convention of character, as Robbe-Grillet shows that 

situation and clothing do not necessarily define character 
or function. Ficticious characters are not "real" people 

but constructions of the text. The traditional anthropomorphic 
relationship between man and the world is thus destroyed. 

A related convention subverted is "le petit d~tail qui 

fait vrai", which false colour details show to be largely 
meaningless. 

Robbe-Grillet•s other important subversive use for 

colour is to reveal the limitations of our linguistic 
structures; our ability to perceive colour is not matched 

by our ability to describe it. Colour thus plays a 

significant subversive role in Robbe-Grillet•s works. 



However, to replace the traditional narrative forms, 

Robbe-Grillet uses colour constructively in several ways, 
it becomes dynamic rather than descriptive. Colour terms, 
at both the level of the signifier and signified, are 
manipulated in games with meaning to construct new texts. 
Traditional colour symbols are replaced with colours 
which become "symbolic" only in the context of a particular 
novel, as each now constitutes its own reality. Changing 
colours show the shifting focus of a narrative and create 

the personality of a character, while colour oppositions 
give movement and rhythm to texts. Specific colours 

generate texts through their metaphorical associations, 
and metaphor itself, after initial rejection, becomes a 

dynamic element. Colour produces many constructive forms 
to replace those of the traditional novel, to thus create 

a new 11 6cri ture romanesque•'. 
The obvious dual subversive-constructive function of 

colour indicates a constant tension within Robbe-Grillet•s 
works, a tension which is perhaps the conflict basic to 

all literature. The many dif ferent functions of colour 
suggest that Robbe-Grillet•s works contain an inherent 
multiplicity, functioning on several levels of meaning. 

And the chan ging functions of colour through the various 
works point to a continual evolution in Robbe-Grillet•s 
creative production. Thus the Nouveau Roman of Robbe-Grillet 
is created through multiplicity, tension and evolution. 
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7 ._ 
1 , PROJET POUR UNE THESE 

(Introduction) 

In the works of Alain Robbe-Grillet there appears to 
be a significant use of colour, in both novels and films. 
Colour is in fact used more frequently as his works have 
evolved; in his novels the proportion of colour terms 
increases quite markedly from the first to the latest 
and in films Robbe-Grillet has moved from black and white 
to colour film, which, as we shall discuss, constitutes 
an important transition. 1 The intention of this thesis is 
to examine Robbe-Grillet•s use of colour in the expectation 
that this detailed investigation of an isolated element 
will assist in a fuller comprehension and appreciation 
of his creative works. 

Scholars have studied the use of colour in literature 
from all ages and from the earliest texts colour appears 
to have played a significant role in much creative 
writing. 2 That colour should assume this importance 
is probably due to the fact that it is a major element 
in man's dominant perceptive sense - sight. It is thus 
an important part of our perception and hence knowledge 
of the physical world and it is perhaps not surprising 
that the significance of colour is reflected in man's 
creativity. The study of colour in literature through 
the ages may thus provide information on man's changing 
view of the world and also the changing art of the 
creative writer. In a given work, colour is of interest 
in its own right, as specific colour symbols for example, 
but the study of colour in the works of a particular 
author or even group of authors may also be used as a 
means to obtain a more global insight into the works 
in question; that is a close examination of a limited 
element such as colour may illuminate more general 
characteristics in the work, the imposed constraints 
preventing the field of investigation from becoming 
unmanageably large. 

In this thesis we shall thus discuss -the various 

functions of colour in Robbe-Grillet•s works, seeking 
to establish from this perspective some of the major 
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characteristics of his creative production. Some of these 
functions are specifically functions of colour, while in 
others the colour terms play a part in the construction 
of much larger functions, which nevertheless reflect the 
important role of colour in Robbe-Grillet's works. 

For the purposes of this examination, we shall 
concentrate mainly on four of Robbe-Grillet•s works, 
taken as a representative cross-section of his novels 
and films to date; the four works are the novels 
La Jalousie and Projet pour une revolution~ New York, 
the colour film L' Eden et apr~s, and the ••picto-romann 
La Belle Captive which contains a text by Robbe-Grillet 
generated by a selection of paintings by the Belgian 
Surrealist Ren6 Magritte.3 Although concentrating 
largely on these four works, we shall also draw examples 
from Robbe-Grillet's other novels and films to illustrate 
particular points. In the course of our discussion we 
shall re fer to Ro bbe-Gr i llet' s "early" and 111a ter" novels, 
this distinction is made more for ease of reference 
rather than to indicate signi ficant differences between 
the two groups. We thus see the "early" novels as those 
up to La Maison de rendez-vous4which is pe rhaps a 
transitional novel, and the "later" group comprises 
Projet and subsequent works. Chronologicall y the first 
group contains those novels written in the fifties and 
the latter those written in the s eventies, with the 
transitional work La MaiMon de r endez-vous being 
Robbe-Grillet•s only novel from the intervening decade. 
Instantan6s (1 962) 5 , a collection of short prose pieces, 
has not been included in our discussion as it reveals 
little of significance about colour not already shown in 
other works, and is also diff icult to place chronologically 
as the pieces were written and revised at various times. 

In the course of our discussion, we shall use several 
examples more than once to il l ustrate different functions 
of the same colour term. This shows the complexity of 
the flit.nctioning of colour in Robbe-Grillet's works but 
also poses difficulties for the organisation of our 
discussion. To overcome these problems we shall discuss 
examples as they illustrate a particular function of colour, 
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rather than examine the various functions illustrated by 
one particular example. 

As we mentioned above, Robbe-Grillet's works are 
complex and this has resulted in him being regarded as 
a 11difficul ttt author, one best left to scholars and 

intellectuals. This attitude to Robbe-Grillet's works 
is probably due to the fact that they are not in general 
recognisably similar to conventional novels and films. 

The obvious deviation of his creative works from 

traditional forms immediately seems to arouse suspicion 

and mistrust, the traditional forms for some reason 
still being regarded as definitive by many in the literary 

world. For example, in an attack on the Nouveau Roman, 
a generally respected literary figure, Pierre de Boisdeffre, 

still appears to see a "goodn novel as one which best 
competes with the great novels of the past; 

Nous n'avons vu surgir depuis la guerre ni un 

nouveau Bernanos, ni un nouveau Celine, ni un nouveau 
Giono, encore moins un autre Proust ou une seconde 

Colette. 6 

Robbe-Grillet, however, does not accept that the 
modern novel should reproduce the forms of the past, and 

in Pour un nouveau roman7 , a theoretical reappraisal of 

the novel, Robbe-Grillet strongly attacks Balzac, or more 
specifically the forms of the Balzacian novel, which he 
sees as still exercising considerable influence on the 
novel today. Balzac is singled out as the most influential 

of the nineteenth century novelists and is attacked 

probably because of his vision of unity, of an interrelated, 
unified universe based on "mann. In many of his articles 
and interviews, "Une Voie pour le roman futur" being a 
good example, Robbe-Grillet constantly refers to the 
"r~cit balzacien", which much literary criticism appears 
to consider as the natural form of the novel to be 

imitated and reproduced ad infinitum, a view which 

Robbe-Grillet does not share; 
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L' erreur est de croire que le "vrai roman n 

s'est fige une fois pour toutes, & 1 1 6poque balzacienne, 
en des r~gles strictes et d6finitives. 8 

Robbe-Grillet is not attacking Balzac's novels in 
themselves, but rather the fact that the novel has not 
been allowed to evolve freely since his time; the 
successor of the Ba.lzacian novel - with plot, character 
and causal chronology to the fore - is still regarded 
today in literary circles, and certainly among the 11prix 

littlraires", as normative in form, content and style. 
Time in particular remains a major paradigm governing 
the novel and it is perhaps Robbe-Grillet•s deliberate 
rejection of causal chronology which gives much of his 
writing its '~ifficult" quality. 

One of Robbe-Grillet's main points of contention 
regarding Balzac's novels is that they reflect the 
society of his era and not ours. They mirror the social 
and political power of the bourgeoisie in the early 
nineteenth century, a bourgeoisie which reflected the 
belief that it was in control of the world and of events. 
Balzac's novels depict this society at the height of its 
power; however, its anthropomorphic view of the world 
is no longer the only possible relationship between man 

and the universe. 

Cet ordre, que l'on peut en effet qualifier de 
naturel, est li~ l tout un syst~me, rationaliste 
et organisateur, dont l'epanouissement correspond 
~ la prise du pouvoir par la classe bourgeoise. 
En cette premi~re moiti6 du XIX8 si~cle, qui vit 
l'apogle - avec la Com6die Humaine - d 1 une forme 
narrative dont on comprend qu'elle demeure pour 
beaucoup un paradis perdu du roman, quelques certitudes 
importantes avaient cours: la confiance en particulier 
dans une logique des chases justes et universelles.9 

But this society no longer exists and thus the 
novelistic conventions we have inherited from Balzac 
belong to a bygone era. The importance of powerful 
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individuals or family dynasties, the forms of our 
individuality have been replaced to some extent by the 
forms of our collectivity; man and his place in the world 
have changed greatly since Balzac. As Robbe-Grillet 
points out, even in Balzac's era the novel was evolving 
into new forms in the hands of writers like Flaubert 
and Stendhal; 

Non seulement l 1 lvolution a ete considerable depuis 
le milieu du XIXe si~cle, mais elle a commence 
tout de suite,~ 1 1 6poque de Balzac lui-m~me. 

Celui-ci ne rel~ve-t-il pas deja de la "confusion" 
dans les descriptions de la Chartreuse de Parme? 
Il est certain que la bataille de Waterloo telle que 
Stendhal nous la rapporte, n'appartient plus d6j~ 
i l'ordre balzacien. 10 

Certainly the novel has changed since Balzac, Proust's 
l la recherche du temps perdu being a noteable development 
with its replacement of the omniscient, omnipresent third 
person narrator by the subjective first person. However, 
in Robbe-Grillet's view, the forms of the Ba.lzacian novel 
which create a coherent, ordered, meaningful reality 
still predominate in much of contemporary literature, as 
does the humanistic view of the world they present, a 
world of which man is master. 

On voit tout de suite pourquoi les objets balzaciens 
etaient si rassurants: ils appartenaient ~ un monde 
dont l'homme etait le ma1tre ••• L1 homme ltait la 
raison de toute chose, la clef de l'univers, et son 
maitre naturel, de droit divin. 11 

But man is no longer in control of a totality, he 
has no natural or divine power over events and thus the 
novelistic forms which represent this control are no 

longer valid. However, even after writers like Proust, 
Joyce, Kafka and Beckett, there seems to be a desire in 
the sphere of the novel to perfect these past forms 

rather than renew and build on them. This insistence on 
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past forms, by people like Boisdeffre, implies that the 
novel does have definitive forms, forms which Robbe-Grillet 
still attributes, perhaps rather polemically and 
simplistically, to Balzac. 

La seule conception romanesque qui ait cours 
aujourd'hui est, en fait, celle de Balzac. 12 

Thus if, as claimed in "Une Voie pour le roman futurn, 
the aim of Robbe-Grillet and the Nouveau Roman in general 
is to produce a new "ecriture romanesque", then the 
traditional forms of the Balzacian novel must be 
replaced with new forms which better represent man's 
situation in the modern world. 

Hence Robbe-Grillet entered the literary world in 
a state of rebellion, intent on the subversion of the 
dominant conventions of the novel and with a desire to 
invent new forms and structures for creative writing. 
This thesis is to be an examination of how Robbe-Gril l et 
uses colour in both novel and film to bring about these 
changes and thus to create the Nouveau Roman. 

000000000 
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2. TOPOLOGI~ D' UNE R~ALI Tf FANT~ME 
( The Illusion of Realism) 

14 

Art, by definition, is an artificial phenomenon , 
that is it is a product of man ' s imagination . Yet as 
Robbe- Grillet remarks in 11Du r~alisme a la r~alit~,1, 

nearly all novelists aim to write novels which are 

representations of reality , denying that creative 

writing i s, by its very nature , a ficticious, unnatural 

process . Robbe- Grillet writes; 

Tousles ~crivains pensent ~tre r~alistes. 

Aucun jamais ne se pr~tend abstrait, illusi oniste , 

chim~rique , fantaisiste, faussaire •.• Le realisme 

n ' est pas une t h~orie, definie sans ambigu!t~, qui 

permettrait d ' opposer certains ro manciers aux autres; 

c'est au contraire un drapeau sous lequel se rangent 

l'immense majo rit~ - sinon l ' ensemble - des romanciers 

d 'aujourd'hui . ~t sans doute faut-il, sur ce point , 
l eur faire confiance a to us. C' est le monde r~el 

qui les interesse ; chacun s ' efforce bel et bi en de 
creer du "r~el ~, . 1 

He goes on to say that literary revolutions are 
always undertaken in the name of realism; the Nouveau 
Roman , we shall attempt to show , is itself no exception . 

However the reality which emerges in the Nouveau Roman 

corresponds to a worl d very differen t to that of natural , 
a bsolute laws, from whenc e emerged the traditional Realist 
novel , a novel which r eflected the stable , coherent 

universe of classical science . It corresponds rather to 

a world no longer seen a s naturally stable and ordered 

with man at its centre in control of a totality ; uncertainty, 
disorder and fragmentation abound, man does not necessarily 

have a dominant role . It is this new relativistic world 

which emerges from the descripti ons o f people , events 
and objects and f r om the general structures of Robbe- Gril let 's 

works , a world quite different to that r eflect ed in the 
nin eteenth century novel. 
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Le grand roman fran~ais du XI Xe siecle en particulier, 
Sa lzac en tete, regorge de maisons, de mobiliers, 
de costumes, longuement, minut(e usement decrits , sans S. 

compte r l es visages, les corps etc. Et il est 
certain que ces descriptions-11 ont pour but de 

faire voir et qu' elles y reus sissent . Il s ' a gissait 
alors le plus souvent de planter un decor, de d~finir 

l e cadre de 1 1action, de pr~senter l'apparence 

physique de ses protagonistes . Le poids des chases 

ainsi posees de faron precise constituait un univers 
stable et sGr, auquel on pouvait ens uite se r~f€rer, 

et qui garantissait par sa ressemblance avec le 

monde "reel" l'authenticit~ des ev~nements, des 

paroles , des gestes que le romancier y ferait surveni r. 2 

Thus in the traditional novel , this sure and stable 
universe allo ws the illusion of rea lism to be crea ted in 
that there is no unc e rtainty i n description, it is an 

exact operation . The narrative f unctions as a window on 

r eality, with, as Robbe- Grille t points out, the aim to 

"fai re voir", the reader being expe cted to forget that he 

is reading a written tex t and to look behind the words to 

f ind a r epresentation of some external r eality outside the 

printed page . The claim of novelists such as Balzac, Zola 
and their modern successors is that they produce a 

mirror image of real life through the medium of language, 
the medium bein g considered as somehow transparent . 

It is this no tion of art acting as a window on life 

against which Robbe- Grillet has r ebell ed . Reality , he claims, 

is not an entity above and beyond the text , ordering and 
controlling the narrative, a pre-constituted and immutable 
Nature . As the universe is no longer sure and stable , 

Robbe~Grillet believes that any pe rception of reality 

can only be tentative and most likely transient, as there 

is no guarantee that any one description of reality is 

the only accurate descrition, it is but a possible one . 

As physicist Paul Davies writes i n his book Other Worlds; 

Our consciousness weaves a route at r andom along the 

ever-branching evolutionary pathways of the cosmos, 
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so it is we, rather than God , who are playing dice . 3 

Therefore any one perception of reality merely 
represents one throw of the dice, many others are possible. 

And it is an interesting coincidence that the analogy of 
dice s hould be used, for from the unused shots of his 

film L' Eden et apres, Robbe- Grillet composed another film 

entitled Na pris les des4 (a near anagram of the first title), 
this film being another organisation of the shots and thus 

the story filmed in L ' F.den e t apres; it is in fact 
another throw of the dice. 

This proliferation of possible realities implies 

that the objective window of Zola and others is an 

illusion, as all writing must be subjective, one expression 

of many possible states. Such a multiplicity of worlds 

is discussed in 11Me tamagical 'fhemas " by Douglas R. Ho fstadter. 
For him many different wo rlds are possible and each is 
equally valid. 

And when a novelist simultaneously entertains a 
number of possible ways of extending a story, are the 

characters not, to speak metaphorically , in a mental 

supe r position of states? If the novel never ge ts set 

on paper, perhaps the split characters can continue 

to evolve their multiple stories in the author's 

brain . Furthermore, it would even s eem st range to ask 
which one is the genuine version. All the worlds are 
equally genuine. 5 (Hofstadter's emphasis) 

This mul tiplicity of possible wo rlds is to a degree 

expressed in La Jalousie, where the multiple stories are 

continued on paper . The narrator examines the various 

narrative possibilities, each of which has equal validity 

in that the r eader cannot state that any one scene is real 
and another no t. All the possibilities are equally genuine. 

The concept of the omniscient, omnipresent narrator 
a dopted by the traditional novel, and which was already 
under attack6 , can thus no longer function. The observation 

of this narrator is shown to be no more genuine than that 
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of any other observer; he was in fact only a convention 

of a particular historical, literary form. This realization 

is the basis for the descriptions in Robbe- grillet ' s novels. 

Art now constitutes and invents its own reality without 

reference to any one 11 true II view of the world , for that 

cannot exist. 

L '~criture romanesque ne vise pas A informer, comme 

le fait la chronologique, le temoignage, ou la 

relation scientifique, elle constitue la realit~. 7 

( Robbe- Grillet's emphasis). 

Thus Ro bbe-Grillet I s novels de fine their own 11 r eali ty 11 , 

an essentially subjective presentation of the world, which 

is always uncertain and transient, a function of the 

observer's and the writer's social and historical situation 
and perceptions . However it is also a world of surfaces 

and objects, for man ' s immediate perception of the world , 

according to Robbe- Grillet, is bounded by those things 

around him; what he can most surely know about a given 

object are its e mpiri cal, physical , tangible properties -

dimensions, surface texture, colour - properties which 

can be measured and quantified. Description then, must be 

a function of man's subjective perception of objects and 

hence initially Robbe-Grillet restricts description to 
111 1 adjectif optique, descriptif, celui qui se contente de 

mesurer, de situer, de limiter , de definir . 118 The anthro

pomorphic conventions of description in the traditional 

novel are rejected along with other conventions, to be 

discussed in the next chapter, in a general re-examination 

of narrative codes. As Robbe-Grillet himself said in an 

interview about his novels; 

••• there is an effort to undo the code of the 
narrative, that is, the normal practice , the 

established order . There is an established order 

for the novel, which I feel must constantly be put 

in question, destroyed, subverted. At the same time 

we must subvert the illusion of realism.9 
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The use of colour provides us with a goo d example 

of the way this subversion of the traditional forms and 

the illusion of realism is achi e ved . 

Of all the physical properties of an ob ject, colour 

is pr obably the hardest to define, where the subjective 

views of individuals can sho w the great est vari a tions . 

Colour is affected by many factors, such as the angle of 

inciden t light upon a s urface, the inten sity of the light, 

its spectral co mposition and so on . Hence any attempt at 

descri ption of co l our contains inherent difficulties and 

may often provoke disagre ement . Robbe- Grillet, however , 

does s e em to be a ware of such pro blems. I n La Jalousie 

for e xa mple, A • • • 's l ips appear red in daylight only to 

"virer au noir" under the li ght o f th e oil- lamp . Colour 

is never a constant nor readily definable quality , especially 

since an author must also contend with the limitations 

of language in de finin g it . 

The oth er major problem in dealin g with colour is its 

strong emotive power; the colour a d jective with its 

numerous cultural connotations can never be as innocent 

nor as neutral as a geometric te rm . Colour contains a stron g 

a s sociative element with whi ch a writer must also contend, 

t he link between red and the concepts of bloo d and violen ce 

being a goo d exa mple . 

Evidently obj ective de scripti on is not an ea sy task, 

but i n his earl y novels, Ro bbe- Gril l et does s eem to attempt 

to counter the problems posed above . In La Jalousie he does 

t his chiefly by not being definit e a bout t he co l our of a 

particular ob j ect , using mainly black, white and the primaries 

in description . These terms may then be qualified with 
11pale 11 or 11 fonce 0 or often by the even more indet erminate 

"- ~t re", which gives only a gen eral shading . Vaguer still 

is the use of nclair" and nsombre" , when colour canno t 

apparently be determined . This imprecision of colour 

terminology allows roo m for manoeuvre and interpretation . 

In her study of colour in La Jalousie , Marie- Georgette 

Steisel states t he situation thus ; 

Lenoi r ~tant pr~cis~ment 1 1 absence des couleurs , 

produite par l ' absorption complete de tousles rayons 
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l umineux , et le blanc la f usion de toutes les couleurs 
simples, percues simultanement sans qu'on arrive~ 

s 
les distinguer individuel l ement, peut-etre n'y aurait-il 

dans cet emploi des deux termes que le souci bien 
arrete de ne pas 11 faire en coul eurs 11 , de rest e r neutre. 

Precisement, du fait m~ me que Robbe- Grillet s 1 attache 

a representer la surface 11intacten des choses, les 

couleurs ne seraient rien qu'un attribut de surface. 

Cette volonte determin~e de laiss er a ux choses leur 

i ndividualite propre, en de hors et par-dela 1 1 oeil 

qui les regarde, le pousserait alors ~ n'employer que 

les couleurs el~mentaires le s plus vraies, exclues, 

si c'etait possible, de toute valeur affective, 
a doptant s eulement, suivant la distinction etablie 

par le linguiste allemand Gro os, les couleurs 

"figuratives" a l'exce ption de celles pourvues d'un 

con t enu 11s ensoriel 11 ; il rest erai t ainsi con vaincu 

qu'il appelle un chat noir 11un chat noir 11 •
10 ( Steisel's 

emphas is) 

Using t his t ec hnique, Robbe- Grillet doe s a ppear to 

produce a neutral description, the imprecision of the 

language employed preventing the emergence of symbolic 

and emotive a s sociations. However t he a pparent concern 

for neutral definition and description mi ght well be seen 

as a r elic of the traditional novel, for t hi s type of 

descri ption i mplies t hat there is stil l s ome external 

reality being depicted, " en de hors et par-dela l'oeil 

qui les r egarde 11 • Symbolic and associative language is 

avoi ded so that this ex ternal r eality will not be betrayed, 

its position as an absolute is thus maintained . Robbe-Grillet's 

vague t e r minolo gy thus seems to a dmit the existence of this 

external reality; it is merely apprehension and description 

of it that are i mperfect , These colour terms reflect the 

inadequacies of the human mind and of language, the 

uncertainty of colour perception. 

Yet, if, as Robbe-Grillet came to r eali ze, description 
is a subjective function, t his attempt at neutrality is 

a betrayal of his own beliefs, a denial of his own 

subjective pe rce ption of colour. I n fact a writ e r can be 
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as precise as he pleases in colour definition, for he has 

compl ete control over the text which is a function of 
words and not of the "world out there". Robbe-Grillet had, 
as we have seen, in fact become aware of this trap early 

in his career as a novelist. 

Il m'est arriv~, comme a tout le monde, d'~tre 

victime un instant de l'illusion realiste . A 1 1 epoque 

ou j'ecrivais Le Voyeur, par exe mple, tandis que je 

m'acharnais a decrire avec precision le vol des 

mouettes et le mouvement des vagues, j'eus l'occasion 

de faire un bref voyage d'hiver sur la cote bretonne. 

F,n route je me disais: voici une bonne occasion 

d 'observer les choses 11sur le vi f" et de me 11rafraichir 

la memoire 11 ••• Mais, des le premier oiseau de mer 

apercu, je compris mon erreur: d 1 une part les mouettes • 
que je voyais a pr~sent n'avaient que des rapports 

confus avec celles que j'etais en train de decrire 

dans mon livre, et d 1 autre part cela m'etait bien e gal . 

Les seules mouettes qui m'impo rtaient, ace moment-la , 

etaient celles qui se trouvaient dans ma t~te . 

Probabl ement venaient- elles aussi, d'une fa~on ou 

d 1 une autre, du monde exterieur, e t peut- ~t~e de 

Bretagne; mais elles s'etaient transformees, devenant 

en m~me temps comme plus r~elles, parce gu ' elles 

etaient maintenant imaginaires . 11 (Robbe- Grillet's 

emphasis) 

The preciseness of colour, like the flight of a 

seagull , is largely irrelevant , it has only a tenuous link 

with an external reality . An examination of the vocabulary 

used in Projet, for example, s hows that the colour terms 
have become much more exact; 11p~len, nfonc6" and the suffix 

"- ~tre" are used much less frequently (in proportion to 
the total number of colour terms). Robbe- Grillet is now 

accepting full responsibility for the text as his own 
invention , moreover he begins to utilize the associative, 

emotive content o f colour for his own purposes, as we shall 

discuss in later chapters . 

Thus the descriptions in Robbe- Grillet's novels are 
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of an essentially subjective reality , however as things 
cannot be apprehended 11en dehors et par- delA l'oeil qui 
les r egarde", any use of colour is limited to that whi ch 
the human eye can perceive. The colour used to describe 

an object can generally be accepted as a realist representation, 
where realist now means wi thin the generally accepted 

bounds of human colour perception . In his novels the colour 

of an object rarely appears incongruous or misplaced, the 

cultural conventions of verisimilitude and the empirical 

knowl edge o f the proper t ies of c olour a r e respected . 

Colour then, is not a constant, but is dependent on 
several variables, the most i mportant o f whi ch is light. 

The example of the cha•1ging colour of A • • • ' s lips suggests 

that Robbe- Grillet is well aware of this link . Thus before 
returning to colour in its own right , we will examine the 

role of light in his works, focusin g on the convention 
of verisimilitude in description . 

Colour, as we have mentioned , exists solely as a 
function of li ght; the colour of a ~iven object being 

det e rmined by the particular wavelengths in the visible 

spectrum v:hich the object ' s molecular structure reflects, 

absorbs or e ven transmits (e . g . gre en light passes through 

gold leaf) . Thus without light, colour does not exist and 
varies with different lighting and surfaces . For many 

years scholars were puzzled by Homer ' s references to the 
11wine- dark sea", but this appears to be the result of 
sunlight being reflected from a certain type of seaweed 

fo und in the shall ow waters of the Aegean Sea . Thus what 
at f irst appears to be an anomaly, may in fact be an 

accurate description of a physical phenomenon . 

Robbe- Grillet seems almost too aware of this link 

between light and colour, for from Un Regicide to Djinn1 2, 
there is a preoccupation with specifying light sources, 

such as the oil- lamp of La Jalousie and the street-light 
of Dans le labyrinthe13 , which provide the illumination 
necessary for the observer to elaborate a description . 

His novels could thus be called realist in that the 

physical laws of nature are apparently respec t ed . This 

respect for nature or a certai n level of physical reali ty 

(that of sensory perception), is evident in all his early 
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novels, and especial l y in La Jalousie whe re visual 
description is always accompanied by light, as the 

following scene of an evening on the terrace shows; 

La , l ' obscurit~ est totale . Pe rsonne ne parle 

plus . Les bruits des c r iquets ont cesse. On n •entend, 

ra et la, que le cri menu de quelque carnassier 
nocturne , le vrombissement subit d'un scarabee , le 

cho c d'une petite tasse en porcelaine que l' on 
r epose sur la table basse ••• , l a vue sur l a vallee 

n'existant plus ••• 

Le bois de la balustrade es t li sse au toucher, 

lo r s que les doi gt s suivent l e sens des veines et 
des pe tites fentes longitudinales .( p. 27) 

In this scene there is a progression from on e sense 

to the next ; f r om sight , t o hearing , to touch, the 

narrative advan cing as each differen t sense comes into 

pl ay . This also s ho ws the i mportance of sensory perception 

in Robbe- Gri lle t' s no vels as a narrative gene rator , there 
being an intensifi cation of the narrator ' s perception 

as he concentrates on various even t s around him. Altho ugh 

unable to see in the darkness , he can still hear and 
t ouch a nd thus continue the description . 

The whol e of La Jalousie functions i n this same 

detailed manner, sight and colour existing only with light . 
This principle is in fact quite r efined in this novel, 

for on a no t her evening on the terrace (or is it the same 

one?), Fr anck ' s shirt can be seen only as 11 une t ache clairen 
a gainst the increasing gloom of nightfall. Only t hose 

elements close to the oil-lamp, such as the 11coleopt~re 

rougeatre" which falls onto the table, can be distinguished 
by colour rather than a general shade. 

Only once in La Jalousie, in the scene o f the car-crash, 

does this realist principle appear to be transgressed. 

This incident occurs at night, but the car is still 
described as 111a conduite-int~rieure bleue 11 (p.1 67) . I n 

t heory at least, the colour of the car should be indistinct. 
This could simply be an over-sight on the part of 

Robbe-Grillet who , as autho r, is control ling a nd ordering 
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the mind of the "absent" narrator. However this could also 
be an example of what is known as "memory colourn. 

The human memory stores information about familiar 
objects, such as their colour, with the result that an 
individual will often see an object as having a particular 
colour regardless of the incident light, whereas another 
observer, unfamiliar with the object, may not correctly 
distinguish its "truen colour (i.e. in full daylight), 
which r einforces the fact that colour is a function of 
light. 

In La Jalousie, it is clearly impossible to state 
that a particular scene is happening, has happened, or 
is simply imagined (from the narrator's and thus the 
reader's point of view). However the scene of the car-crash 
could possibly be called imaginary with slightly more 
certainty than most others, and thus the faithful 
reproduction of physical law has not in fact been violated. 
The narrator knows that the car is blue, and t hus imagines 
it so. 

Hence as far as the physical demands of light and 
colour are concerned, La Jalousie and in fact all of 
Robbe-Grillet's novels, are "realist" in nature. It is 
a pparent that Robbe-Grillet•s sci entific mind is at work 
in his writing and that he displays an awareness of, and 
even a curioysi ty in the functionin g o f the physical world. 
The physical principles seem, to a certain extent, to be 
influencing and at times ordering the text, as they 
impose constraints upon the author. Robbe-Grillet's novels 
are thus 11vraisemblable 11 , not from the traditional literary 
point of view, but from a scientific one, controlled by 
the different modes of perception. However, as has already 
been noted, the author totally controls the narrative, 
and is thus free to ac cept or to ignore these physical 
limitations; any constraints are self-imposed. 

Although Robbe-Grillet's fiction has evolved 
considerably since the early works such as La Jalousie, 
the later novels do still maintain this level of realism; 
the need for light remains as an apparent constraint on 
description. For example, in Topologie d'une cite fant8me 
there is still "une torche qui eclaire d 'une fai ble 1 ueur 
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rouge~tre et vacillante un divan vide recouvert de velours 

noir . 111 4 But in his later novels Robbe- Grill e t no longer 

hides the fact that, as author, he has complete control 

ove r the text and can decide whether or not an object 

is to be illuminat ed for description . He no w openly 

displays the editorial omniscienc e that any author must 

have, the narrator(s) have no autonomous existence. 

I n t his way, for example, Projet functions 

simultaneously on two levels, firstly pro ducin g a realist 

description , and then cal l ing attention to this 

verisimilitude. This novel contains forty-three references 

to light sources and from the very first page the illusion 

of realism is apparently maintained; 

••• il y a si peu de lumiere de l'autre cote de la 

porte , qu'on n e distingue rien de ce qui peut, ou 

non, se trouver a l'interi eur . ( p .7 ) 

Re fer ences of this type abo und in th e text, the li ght 

oft en being de fined as 11 su ff isan te II or 11ins uffisan t e II to 

describe a particular object or scene . However Rob be-Grillet 

then re minds the reader t hat it is his choice as 11script eur 11 

which controls the l evel of illumina tion and henc e descript ion , 

and no t some external force o f nature . 

Ils observent la sc~ne , qui s'eclaire alors d 1 un 

seul coup: l e s lampadaires se sont allumes aux quatre 

coins de ce se gment de rue. C'est l'heure normale 

probablement; mais, pour des raisons ignorees du 

public , ceux des autres carrefours demeurent ~teints . 

( p .162) 

The reason for the other lights not coming on could 
simply be that they are not needed. On the one hand the 

realist illusion is maintained as the scene being de scribed 

is ill uminated, but on the othe r hand the 11 raisons ignor~es 
du publiclt signal the fact that thejtext has nothing to do 

with any external reality. Robbe;Grillet is ironically 

demonstratin g his power over the text whi ch is simply 

a construction of his own imagination and can thus be 
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freely manipulated, as the switching on and off of lights 

shows. A similar example occurs ten pages later, when 
the author's intervention is even more blatant. 

Sans que je sache clairement pourquoi, il est tres 

important que je d~chiffre les textes et dessins 
de ces panneaux publicitaires. Mais la faible e t 
breve clart~ des petites flammes fugitives, que je 
dois protlger de ma main, ne reussit a faire sortir 
de l'ombre que des details si agrandis par leur 
proximite immediate qu'il est impossible de leur 

attribuer un sens, et a plus forte raison de les 

replacer dans un ensemble. 
Heureusement, voila que des lampadaires d'une 

hauteur et d'une puiss ance inusit6es s'allument d'un 

8 
,; .... 

seul coup, de tous c tes a la fois; et je n'ai plus 

qu'~ me reculer pour regarder les affiches. (p.172) 

This whole passage is in fact pure artifice; Ro bbe-Grillet 
as author, firstly decid es that the light of a match is 
insuf ficient and so summons up more a ppropriate lighting. 
But again this whol e sequence is merely illusion, for, 

had he so wi s h ed, Robbe- Grill et could have illuminated the 
posters from the out-set. The game with match es and 
street-lights serves only to draw attention to the fact 

that all fiction is creati on. No explanation is given for 
this sudden illumination of the scene, but nor is any 

needed, for, as we have said, Robbe-Grillet is free to 
manipulate the text as he chooses. 

Physical constraints are thus outwardly respected -
no illumination, therefore no description - but this is 

at once an ironic comment on the function and the power of 
an author. The text announces its own artificiality, that 

it is a fabrication in the most literal sense of the word. 
Respect for physical laws is not a true constraint on the 

narrative, as Robbe-Grillet can obviously include or 
exclude lighting to suit his purpose; the notion of an 
external reality ordering the text is meaningless. 

This notion of reality in Projet is succinctly 

expressed by Susan Suleiman when she writes; 
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••• the r eade r is prevented from fal l ing into the 
i llusionistic traps s et for him by the traditional 

realistic novel, all of whose devices are essentially 
devices of naturalization - their aim being to make 

the r eader 11 forget 11 that he is reading a t ext, and 
11believe 11 that he is witnessing a representation 
o f reality. 1 5 

This , essentially, is how the references to lighting 
in Projet operate . They pretend to be real , but then draw 

attention to this pretence and thus, as Suleiman says , 

the reader is prevented from falling into the traditional 
realist trap. 

In Souvenirs du triangle d'or, this ironic treatment 
of r ealism is taken even further by Ro bbe-Grillet . A 

narr ator seems concerned as he is unable to identify the 
light source illuminating the scene befo r e him; 

La clart € ambiante, bl eue et laiteus e , pose 
d ' ail l eurs un autre pr obl~me , l'esprit en €veil 

de celui qui s ' avance (une fois de plus) a pas 

compt~s, bien qu'elle se soit accrue de facon 
f 

sensible, insensiblement, on ne parvient ~ deceler 

la presence d ' une source lumineuse. 16 

The 11espri t en ~veil" is perhaps an ironic reference 

t o the reade r expecting clues to aid a realist reading, 
but any such hope is quickly frustrated . This hidden 

lighting has increased 11de faron sensible , insensi blemen t", 
itself an ironic comment on language and meaning , but the 

reader is led to question the need for any lighting at all . 

Although still obsessed with identifying light 
squrc es, this obsession now being explicit , the t ext 

progresses perfectly well without them, demonstrating 

once 1rore that the 11story 11 is a fiction created and 

destroyed by Robbe- Grillet's imagination . The earlier 

principles of realist illumination are now destroyed or 

at least debased , by this passage which seems to imply 

that light sources a r e actually irrelevant. This problem 
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for the narrator perha ps adds an element of mystery to 
the "story", but the whole dilemma is quickly di s missed 

and left unanswered as the narrative continues; 

Ces diverses questions rest~es sans reponses 
s'effacent d 'un seul coup devant une information 

tout a fait neuve et remarquable. (p . 99) 

The implication is that concerns with li ghting are 

anything but 11neuve e t r emarquable", and therefore are 
not wo rth undue interest. This passage is but a pause in 

the narration to point once a gain to i ts own artificiality 

and to remind the reade r that the text is independent of 

any external reality, of the const r aints of verisimilitude, 
or even of physical laws; the traps o f t he traditional 
novel have all been sprung . 

Thus an evolutionary pro cess at wo r k in Robbe- Gr i l let's 
novels becomes a ppa r ent ; f r om early concerns with the 

physical constraints on perception , which l i mi t description , 

to t he later novels , from Projet on , which overtly 

announce that they define their ovm r eality . The reade r 

is no longer p r esented wi t h a text which clai ms to be 11real". 

I n Linguistics and the No vel, Roger Fowler states t his 
new perspective t hus; 

There is a dreadful t radition of vapid revi ewing whi ch 
treats novels as if they we re unedited , uncrafted , 

windows on life - the reade r is supposed to l ook 
s traight through the words at the pictured characters 
and settings, just as one pee rs out through a spotless 

pane on one 's nextdoor n ei ghbour. But the "worl d out 
there 11 of the novel is an artifice construc ted through 

the novelist's technique and we mus t be inquisitive 

a bout the means by which this shaping takes place , 17 

Robbe-Gril let, however, does no t allow the reader 
to look 11 through 11 the words at the " wo r ld out there " . 

The r eferences t o lighting in his novels make it quite 

clear that his wo rks are not windows on life , but constitute 
their own artificial world . Any attempt at a traditional 
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realist r eading, especially of the later novels , is 
doomed to failure from the outset . 

However it must be pointed out that , even in the 

"sub versive" later nov els , Ro bbe-Grillet•s s cientifi c min d 

is still at wo rk. In Souvenirs , for example , colour is 
sti l l seen as a function of li gh t and not simply as a 

prop erty of an object . 

C' es t le prin t emps deja , le printemps austral , un 

soleil encore p~le eclaire en vert tendre le feuillage 

neuf des marronniers. ( p .27) 

The gre en colour of the leaves is cl early a fun ction 

of the sunli ght; the 11 vert II being linked to 11soleil 11 

rather than to 11 feui l lage 11 in the sentence s t ructure , in 

this case the colour functions adverbial ly . But a very 

similar description is r epeat ed later in the novel, with 

the colour now becoming a property of t he lea f , an 

adjecti val function . 

C' est le printemps d~ja ,le print emps austral , 

un pale s oleil de fin d'apres- midi eclaire le premier 

feuillage , vert tendre et beige , des marronnie rs 

aux bourgeons tout just e eclos . (p .221) 

In this quotation , 11 ve r t" is no;;1 linked syntacti cally 

to 11 feuillage 11 , the leaf is green and not illuminated as 

green. Thus Robbe-Grillet is juxtaposing hi s more 

scientifi c a ppreciation of co lour with a conventional 

lite r ary use . The rep e tition with vari ations may itself 

constitute an ironic comment which undermines both a s 

descriptions of reality. 

Ano t her f eature of t hese t wo passage s is that they 

a re good exampl e s of the elaboration of a d escription . 

The second passa ge i s a sli ghtly expanded variation of 

the fi rst and demonst rat es how a text can be construc ted 

by the permutation of differen t elements. 

Hence , although the conventions of realism i n the 

early novels, in so far as li ght is concerned , are ironi cal l y 

treated and debased in the later wo r ks , they are n either 
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completely discarded nor ignored, for, perhaps surprisin gly, 

at no time is there description of colour wit hout light 

in any of the novels . This makes the evolutionary nature 

of Robbe-Grillet's works even more apparent, as early 
principles are modified and expan ded , while re maining 

as the base from which he works . 

This discussion of li ght and description shows that 

the texts be gin to function on ~ore than one level; firstly 

there is construction of an illusion of realism, followed 

by what Robbe-Grillet has called deconstruction , as this 

illusion is exposed as such. Physical laws are a cc epted 

as constraints on description, but it is mad e clear t hat 

these constraints are purely artificial, as Robbe-Gril l et 

accepts his edi to rial omnipotence as "scripteurn . The 

following comment made by Anthony Pugh about Dans le labyrinthe 

could also be applied to Robbe - Grillet 1 s other novels; 

Ultimately, Robbe-Grillet wishes us to realize that 

th e novelist is bound only by the requirement - so 

subtle and intangible - of the i ma gination , net of 

lo gic. And so he introduces into his last chapter 

details which t hro ugh doubt on our interpretation , 

and which suggest that the novelist is manipulating 

the narrator as freely as the fictional narrator 

is manipulating his own i nvented characters. 18 

That which should be logical in Rob be-Grillet's 

novels , such as the link between light and description , 

soon becomes a game in which lo gical principles are 

ironically desi gnated , as Robbe-Grillet the nove l ist 

manipulates the narrator and thus the text itself . 

Such ironic deconst ructio n of the text, ga me with 

its elements, was noted as a characteristic of the modern 

novel as far back as 1925 by the Russ ian critic 

B. Ei khenbaum, who wrote in Sur la theorie de la prose; 

Dans l '~volution de chaque genre, il se produit 
des moments ou l e genre utilise jusqu'alors avec des 

ob jectifs entierement s~rieux ••• prend une forme 

comique OU parodique ••• L1 interpretation serieuse ••• 
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fait pl ace a l ' ironie, a la plaisanterie , au pastiche ••• 
(e t) l'auteur l ui - meme vient au premier plan , et 
il detruit souvent l 'illusion d 'authen ticite et de 

serieux ; la construction du sujet devient un jeu •••• 
Ainsi se produit la r egenerat ion du genre : i l trouve 
de nouvelles possibilit~s et de nouvel les fo r me s. 19 

The general movement referred to by this quotation 

parallels the changing functio ns of lighting wi thin 

Robbe- Grillet ' s novels; the movement from serious 

exploration in descripti ve writing , to game , t o new forms . 

The role of lighting in Robbe-Grillet 1 s works has t hus 
been analysed in some detail, it may not, however , be clear 

that such a discussion of light is useful i n our 
examination of colour . Firstly light and colour are 

inseparably linked ; without li ght colour does not exist , 
a physical constrain t of whi ch Robbe- Grillet s ee ms well 

aware . Secondly , as our lat e r discussion will atte mpt to 
show , the functioning of l i ght in many ways parallels that 

of colour, an d the discussion so far thus s e rves as a basis 
fo r our examination of colour. 

Having attempted to demonst r ste how l i gh ting constructs 

and then subverts reality , we shall now examine how 

Robbe- Gril l e t also utilises co l our in this dual role . 

On reading almo st any one of Ro bbe- Grillet' s novels , 

the r eader may be struck by the persistent refe r ences 

to hair and more particularly by the fr equentl y appearing 
heads of hair "contaminated" by Hreflets n, this multiple 

colouring being the rule r athe r t han the exception in 
the later novels. 

Perhaps t he best- known exampl e o f this is A .•• ' s 

"chevelure noire aux reflets roux 11 in La Jalousie. As we 

shall discuss late r the "reflets ro ux n serve mo r e than 

one purpose, but taken, for the pr esent, at face value, 
this description would seem t o be a r ealist image of 

light bei ng refracted a round the ends of A ••• 's f ine hair , 
t hus producing the reddish tinge . In Souvenirs , thi s 

a pparently rea list appreciation of the principles o f physics 

appears a gain with "ses boucles brunes se parent, & la nuit , 

de r e fl e ts bleuat res" (p.92). Moonlight or li ght fro m 
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one of the "lampadai r es " o f whi ch Ro bbe-Grille t is so fon d , 
produce different effects to those of daylight , as is 

seemingly recorded here . However , towards the end of the 
n ovel, the heavy hand o f irony onc e again des troys this 
illusion of realism. 

Une jeune fille • .. , remarquable par sa chevelure 

blonde aux reflets de feu (est- c e un simple effet 

du so l eil couchant qui en illumine les boucles a 
con t re-jour? ) . ( p .222) 

By d r awing attention t o what was hitherto the 

implied, underlyin g scienti fic principl e , Robbe-Gr i l l e t 
destroys its effect . Such explici t comment immediatel y 

points t o its own pretence , its ovm artificia l ity . Neither 

the sun, the mo on, street- nor any o t her l i ght have any 
connection ·.,·i th the ttre flets". They are yet ae;ain merely 

inventions of the text, words on the written page . 

Ano t her example of t his ironic realism in Robbe- Gril let ' s 
wo rks is his use of blood and its associat ed redness. 

Firstly , i t is noteworthy t hat blood has onl y appeared 

in his novels since he began using colour film ; thus Pr ojet , 
his first "bloodied " nove l coincides with L ' Eden et apres, 
his first colour film , both appearing in 1970 . ~ore t han 
anythi ng else , t his is perhaps a r eflection of what had 

been, up until then , considered acceptable material for 
use in novels and films. L' Bden et apres probably could 
not have been made ten or even five years earlier , 

because of societyJ s restrictions on i mages of sex and 
violence . 

From the r eali st point of view i mages of blood are 

quite legitimate, as cuts and bullet wounds can bleed 

copiously. Robbe-Grillet notes that one of the f i rst films 

to use blood in any quantity was Bonnie and Clyde, the 

film ' s director de f ending his heavy- handedness on 

grounds of rea lism, but a s Ro bbe- Grillet comments ; 

• • • il aurait et~ frapp~ par la gr ande quantit~ de 
sang qui coulait des blessures r~elles , et cheque 
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par la parcimonie bienseante de celles du . / 20 cinema ••• 

So the blood which f lo ws through the post-Pro ,jet 
novels and films could be justified on the grounds of 

r ealism. 0ther realist de tails of blood also appear; 
dried blood in Topolo£;ie is identified as "petites gouttes 

brun es " (p.29 ), an d blood a ppears black under moonlight . 

The r ealist, scientific mind is still at wo r k . 

Fr om one point of view the images of blood are thus 

realist, but a closer <.:xa mination of the vocabula ry used 

to describe blo od a gain destroys the illusion of r ealism. 

In Pr o ,i e t for example , blood is often termed "rouge vi f", 

"~car late 11 , or 11vermeil n, the redness of the blood is 

constantly stressed , if not exaggerated . In L ' Eden et a pres, 

the bloo d also appears excessively red, and it soon 

becomes e vi den t t ha t it is not r eal blood at all , but is 

in fact r ed paint, which Ro bbe- Gri llet was no t , howe ver, 

the first to use. Jean- Luc Godard I s Le 'Veekend is the other 

fil m which ~obbe- Grill e t s ees a s having i n troduced blood 

t o the movie screen, and Godard admits that in an earlier 

film, Pierrot le fou, he used r ed paint ins tead of blood. 

This artifice is sho wn up in the fil m when a live pig 

is stuck and real blood flows . Robbe - Grillet defines the 

difference thus ; 

' Ace point , m~me, que l'on s e de mande si Godard n'a 

pas fait expres, pour af f irmer le parti qu'il prenait 

de la peinture rouge, de nous montrer par opposition 

un peu de vrai sang - celui d'un pore que l'on 

efgorge - noir~tre, avare, m~diocre, sans horreur 

ni attrait. 21 

The blood which Robbe-Gril l et uses is not real blood, 

and obviously not so. The great quanti t ies used create 

an initial illusion of realism, which is then betrayed 

by the exaggerated colour. A$ain it calls attention to 

its o~~ pretence, the red paint is intended to be seen 

as red paint. As Robbe-Grillet writes of L' Eden et apres 
and its images of blood; 
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Du sang •••• il faudrait maintenant quelques 

taches de sang, du beau sang vermeil, plus rouge 

que nature, plus brillant, plus abondant, plus 

cruel. 22 

Thus after the initial shock of the bloodied images, 

the artifice shows t hrough and the irony becomes obvious. 

In L' Eden et apres, for example, there is a scene in 

which Fare-Antoine is ban ging on a bri ght , red door. 

Observing a red imprint on his hand, he make s a humourous 

reference to Facbeth ( 11Merde, c'est Eacbeth a pre'sent 11 ); 

instantly the s pell is broken and the serious becomes a 

joke . 
Hence, as Robbe- Grillet intended, he has, even in 

the limited field of colour, subverted any illusion of 

reality in his works, first by cr eating the .il l usion 

and t hen by ironically un der~ining it . This process of 

construction-deconstruction is at work throughout his 

no vels and films , it is a game with the forms o f the 

tradi tional conventions of realism. This whole ope ration 

is probably best summa rized by Robbe- Gril le t himself in 

the f ollowing extract from the interview wi t h David Hayman; 

But there is also the fact that my novel s and films 

are quite tricky . That is, my relations with "realism" 

are not simple. I t hink there is a constant tension 

in my bo oks between a sort of ideal abstraction to 

which I give voice and, despite everything , the 

sort of empirical r eality we find in the novels of 

the last century . I feel that thin gs are not as 

simple as Ricardou would have them when he speaks 

of a f iction which has become almost mathematical . 

I think that my books maintain subtle and more or 

less fraudulent relations with what one could call 

the 11 traditional novel", relations which at times 

appear like pieces in a collage more or less 

distorted , but only more or less, some times a bit 

less, sometimes a bit more . 

Take Project for a Revolution in New York, 
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which is as realistic a novel as is possible, 

given the fact that the book does not concern itself 

with New York, and that the action is incredible, etc. 
There are fragments whi ch seem unexpectedly to belong 

to the still- possible literature of a s till-possible 
novelistic mode . The character of the little girl 

has at times a presence similar to the one she ~ight 

have in a traditional novel . And it is that which 

interests me . If you wish, it is these unresolved 

tensions between two poles, a t ension between the 

subjective and the objective , t he realistic illusion 

an d total abstraction , and between the erotic which 

functions as such and another which would be 

impossible within the domain of the erotic . Such 

unresolved contradictions maintain in the book or 

in the film lines of force, and I think if there 
is a possible readin g , its thanks to t his quality . 23 

Thus in his wo rks, Robbe- Grille t uses colour and light , 

first t o desi gnate and then to ironically subvert the 

realist illusion. As man is no longer the centre of a 

certain and stable universe, t his narrative convention 

is, in Robbe-Grille t's opinion, no l onger valid, as we 

can no longer be sur8 that any one description of reality 

is the only accurate one, it is but a possible one. Our 

perception of reality is thus an essentially subjective 

function, with our immediate knowledge o f the world 

limited to the surfaces of objects . As a result, art 

is no longer a mirror of the "real" world, but constitutes 
and invents its own reality. 

In his early no vels, Robbe - Gri l l et use s vague colour 
terms which perhaps imply that he was still conscious 

of an external reality above and beyond the text . However, 

he soon realized that he was in fact a victim of the 
r ealist illusion and consequently, in his later works , 
the colour terms become more precise, as he accepts that 

his texts are totally his own inventions. Nevertheless, 

he remains aware of the physical constraints of nature 

on man 's perception of the physical world, describing 
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only those objects and events which can be seen, heard, 

or touched (and occasionally s melled) . 

Although he allows his texts to be constrained by 
physical laws, Robbe-Gril let also announces in several 

exampl es that it is his decision as author to accept those 

limitations . Thus when it is too dark to see an object, 

he summons up appropriate li ghting be fore proceeding with 

the description . The text remains faithful to the physical 

constraints, but at the same time announces that it is 

nothing more than an artificial construction. The notion 

of an external reality ordering the text becomes meaningless , 

as Robbe- Grillet demonstrates the e ditorial omnipoten ce 

which any author ~rnst in fact have. Art is an artificial 

phenomenon . 

Robbe - Grillet uses colour, as well as light, in this 

process of subversion. The colours us ed in his descript i ons 

a r e generally "realist" in that they are appropriate to 

the objects in question, ho wever, by placing excessive 

stress on these "rea l ist" colours, Robbe-Grillet then 

undermines any pret ence of realism. This process is 

best seen in the images of blo od in hi s novels and films. 

In Robbe - Grillet's works the illusion of realism is 

initially created and then ironicall y subverted, as he 

rejects this and other anthropo morphic descriptive 

conventions which we shall examine in the next chapter. 

These traditional codes of the narrative are no longer 

valid in the modern world of uncertainty, disorder and 

multiplicity . However, as Robbe- Grillet states , this 

process of subversion also creates a tension within his 

works , between the traditional r ea l ist illusion and 

total abstraction, the illusion must first be present 

in order to be subverted. The subjective and the 

objective thus compete within his novels and films, but 

neither dominates, and the tension remains unresolved. 

The references to colour and light designate and subvert 

the realist il l usion, but they do not obliterate it, 

and so the conflict continues. 

000000000 
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(Tradition Subverted) 
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The illusion of r ealism and the mimetic function of 

writin g i n the novel are not the only traditional 

novelistic conv en tions to be subverted in Robbe-Gril l et•s 

works. 1Ve shall attempt to show in this cha pter how 

colour is also use d in an interrogation of some of the 

descriptive conventions in the traditional novel. 

In t his traditional novel , represented for 

Robbe- Gril l et by Balzac an d his successo rs, colours 

are often used symbolically , that is a colour is linked 

to a specific and generally known meaning, the relationship 

existin g be fore it is used by an author. Colour i s a 

"sign" for a particular meaning . Use of colour is thus 
governed by predetermined , if complex, conventions , 

available to both reader and writer. 

In his article discussing the use of colour in 

3alzac 1 s La Com~die Humaine , H. U. Forest demonst rates 

how this principle functions in Balzac ' s no vels. 1 For 

example , in La Fille aux yeux d ' or , most of the action 

takes place in a red , white and gold boudoir. Forest 

shows that the white symbolizes the heroines virginity, 

the red her love, and the go l d her passion . Similarly, 

in Le Lys dans la vall~e, Vme de Mor tsau f dresses in 

white and has exemplary conduc t. In this case both the 

colour white and th e lily symbolize her goo d conduct, 

both of these symbols having a long tradition in European 

literature. Thus the colours used by Balzac are dete r mined 

by the ac tion, characte rs and settings , the author 

drawing on the reservoir of accepted lite r a ry symbols . 

A careful reading of Robbe-Grillet 1 s early novels 

reveals that he has r eje ct ed this straightforward use 

of traditional colo ur symbols; we saw, for example, in 

the previous chapter that he integrat es th e conventional 

s ymbolism of the colour red, only to subsequently 

subvert it . A traditional analysis of Robbe- Grill et's 

novels has been attempted by Ben F. Stoltzfus, who sees 

the r ed curtains of the doctor's ro om in Dans le labyrinthe 
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as symbols of blood and life2 , but such analysis and 
indeed Stoltzfus's whole interpretation of Robbe-Grillet's 
writing is based on the very principles which Robbe-Grillet 
is trying to subvert. 

In Robbe-Grillet's later novels, this conventional 
symbolic use of colour makes an appearance, particularly 

in La Belle Captive and Souvenirs, but once again 
colours are used only to be subverted and metamorphosed. 

For example, the rose is traditionally used to symbolize 

a pure, young girl ( the Petit Robert de fines 11une rosieren 

as nune jeune fille, vertueuse, vierge.,•). Ro bbe-Grillet 

uses this rose symbol in La Belle Captive in "l' image 

m6taphorique de la fleur saignante~ (p.24). As we have 
seen in discussing the illusion of realism, explicit 

mention of a novelistic convention, in this case the 
metaphorical image, tends to be ironic. The words "l 'image 
me'taphorique" announce to the reader that n1a fleur 
saignanten is a symbol, thus subverting the traditional 
subconscious functioning of this convention. In this case 
the "fleur" is "saignanten due to rape and thus becomes 

a symbol for loss of virginity, but this could perhaps 

also be read as a symbol of Robbe-Grillet•s rape of the 
conventions of the traditional novel. Both the symbol 

itself and the functioning of symbols in a text are degraded 

in this example. 
In Souvenirs, this process is repeated with another 

of literature's symbolic colours; white. A group of 
young girls " sous la condui te de sev~res religieuses"' 

are dressed in; 

••• des collants en filet noir, des plumes, et 
leur longs cheveux, ou encore toutes sortes de 

d~shabill~s profanes et l~geres, lingeries intimes 
dont la blancheur virginale accentue encore le 
caractere licencieux. (p.111, my emphasis) 

This is a complete reversal of the traditional colour 

symbol, the irony almost excessive. The group of girls is 
under the control of nuns, supposedly the very paragons 
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of virtue and chastity , but these girls are all dres s ed, 

or rather undressed, in a very provocative fashion , the 
e f fe ct heigh t ened by the heavily iro:r_ ic 11 blancheur 

virginale" o f their underclothing . 

This inversion of symbols by Ro bbe-Grill e t is a 

demonstration of the power o f t he t ext and t hus t he writer . 

By crea ting its own r eali ty, the te xt can freel y 

mani pula t e colo ur s ymbol s , the author can chan ge them 

as he pleases. Such a pr ocess is not, of course, entirely 

new; for exampl e , in La Naus§e, Sartre r everses the 

traditional colour s yrn bolism of black and white. 3 

Another point to be noted in the a bove quotation , 

i s that 11 blancheur 11 and 11 virginale" appear t oge ther, t hat 

is th e colour and th e idea it symbo lizes ar e one entity 

in t he te xt, a clich~. ~h is pr oc edure also occurs in 

t he t hree follo wing exa mples from Souvenirs; 

son cerce uil de laque noir ( p .55); L'~pais liquide 

para~t noi r, sous les rayons fun~bres de la lune ( p .1 94 ); 

Lord Sorynth , pile comrne l a mort ( p . 237) . 

In each case this do ublin g-up process is repeated, 

with 11noir-fun€bre 11 , 11pale- mo rt 11 and 11noir-cerceuil 11 • 

Colour and ima ge appear in each phrase, "p~le" and "noir 11 

being tradi tional colour symbols of death . But this 

t andem us e a gain destroys, t o a certain degre e , the 

subconscious e ffect of the symbol, t he text rrnkes the 

a s so ciation and not t he reader. Although these thre e 

example s are not perhaps as subvers ive as "la blancheur 

virginale", they a gain point to the power of the te xt 

over symbols. The te xt creates its own reality an d hence 

its own symbols . 

In the novels of Balzac and Robbe-Grillet, a comparison 

of the eye-coloration of the principal characters also 

proves revealing . In his book Balzac - ou 1 1 envers de 

la creation romanesgue, Ramon Fernandez shows how the 

eye-colouring of Balzac 's protagonists is linked to 

their particular character and function.4 For example, 

blue eyes are often a sign of good character, the eyes 

being described with terms such as; "limpide, une douceur 
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angelique , le bleu de l'innocence, pure comme le bleu de 
ses yeux . 11 Mili tary and ac t ive men have eyes which are 
11~tincelants , francs, d ' un bleu d 1acier 11 , and black 
eyes symbolize myste ry or the Orient . 5 

r·owever it is green eyes which appear interesting 

for this study , fo r in ~any of Robbe - 1rillet 1 s novels 
appear beautiful green- eyed women , A ••• in La Jalousie 

being one example . Fernandez sees a l i nk in Balzac ' s 
novels between 11vert n of eyes and 11pervers" of 

behaviour , a correspondence which certainly describes 

A ••• ' s behaviour at times . It may be out of sheer 

perverseness that she s i ts in front of the window at 

the dining- table; 

Cette situation a contre-jour , dont le manque de 

commodite para1t flagrant , a ete choisie par elle- m~me 
une fois pour toutes .( p . 70 , my emphasis) 

Green may be the colour of perverseness , but it is 

also the classic symbol of jealousy . This may aeain , 
however, be considered ironi c, as A •• . is cer tainly not 
the jealous participant in La Jalousie . 

Green eyes are also an important feature in Djinn , 

but in this instance Robbe - Grillet points explicitly 
to their source . 

Ses grands yeux verts , encore elargis par la p~nombre , 

brillaient d 1 un ~clat etrange "comme ceux d ' une f ille 
qui serait venue d ' un autre monde". (p .1 08 ) 

The quotation marks are the obvious clue that this 

is a r eference to another wo rk, and thi s source appears 

to be' Baudelai re I s pr os e poem Les Bi enfai ts de l a lune; 

La lune qui est le caprice meme , r egar da par 

la fenetre pendant que tu do r mais dans ton berc cau , 
et se di t: 11Cette enfant me pl a1tu. 

F, t elle descendit moelleusement son escalier 

de nuages et passa sans bruit a trave r s les vitres . 
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Puis elle s ' ~tendit sur toi avec la t endresse souple 
d 'une mere , et elle deposa ses couleurs sur ta face . 
Tes prunelles en sont r estees ve r tes , et tes joues 

extraordinairement pales. C' est en contemplant 
cette visiteuse que tes yeux se sont si bizarrement 
agrandis ; et ell e t 1 a si tendrement serr~e i la 

go r ge que tu en as gar d~ pour toujour s 1 1 envie de 
pleurer . 6 

Djinn has these same large gre en eyes and pale 
complexion of such a moon- child and her erratic 

behaviour could certainly be called capricious. The 

difference be tween 11capr icieux11 and 11pervers" is not all 
that great and i t is no surprise that A ••• ' s eyes a r e i n 

fact much like those of Djinn and Baudelaire ' s moon- chi l d . 

Ses yeux sont tres grands , bril lants , de couleur 

verte , bordts de cils lon gs et courbes , Ils 
paraiss ent toujours se presenter de face , m~me 
quand le visage est de pro~il . ~l le les maintient 

continuell ement dans leur plus large ouverture, en 
toutes circonstances, sans jamais battre des 
paupi~res . (p . 202) 

This description gives A... a doll-like quality and 
in his later novels, Ro bbe-Grillet describes many of his 

female creations as 11poup~es 11 • Another famous woman with 
such eyes is t he Mona Li sa , whose eyes are also said t o 

s tare a viewer in the face from any angle. 

I n the li ght of a reading of Djinn , the postulation 
of a link between the eyes o f Baudelaire ' s moon- child 

and A ••• 's gre en eyes seems justified. 
After a comparison of eye-coloration , an analysis 

o f t he colour of the dress of the principal characters 

in Balzac's and Robbe-Grille t ' s novels pr oves r evealing . 
Clo thing is particularly r elevant to t hi s study as many 

of the colour terms in Ro bbe-Gril l et's novels are applied 

to items o f dress; approxi mately one in s even of the 

colotlll" terms used in La Jalousie , for example, desc ribe 
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clothing. 

In Balzac ' s novels , a character's cl othing generally 
refl8cts the personality and the function of that person , 

as seen in the white dress of Mme de Mo rtsauf . Robbe- Gril let 
sums up thi s process thus in "Nouveau roman , homme nouveau,•; 

Il y avait une constante identite entre ces objets 

(les objets balzaciens) et leur proprietaire : un 
simple gilet , c •etait dej~ un caractere, et une 
position sociale en m~me temps . 7 

And he makes this point even more explicit in a later 
article; 

Un simple bouton de gilet peut signi fier 
richesse , puissance , satisfaction . 8 

Possessions are t hus extensions of a character , one 
implies the other . This novelistic convention is one 
which continues long after Bal zac . Emile Zo l a , for 

example , writes in Le Roman exp€rimental; 

L' homme est compl et~ parses vetements , par sa 
maison , par sa ville, et sa province . 9 

It is this relationship between man and object which 

Robbe- Grillet wish es t o dest roy . I f, 11les choses sont 
les choses , et l ' homme n ' est que l ' homme 1110 , then this 
man- object correspondence of Balzac , Zola and much of 

traditional literature is no longe r valid, for it conceals 
man ' s true situation in the worl d . 

I n Robbe- Gril let ' s first publ ished novel Les Gommes , 
he explicitly questions this fals e r elationship between 

man and his dress . Chapter One opens with the following 
description of the central character , Wallas . 

Wallas s ' adosse au garde- fou , A l ' entr,e du por t . 
C' est un homme encore j eune , grand , tranquille , au 

visage r~gulier . Les v~tements qu ' ii porte et son 
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a pparence de fl~neur s ont , au passage, un vague 

sujet d ' etonne r.1 ent pour les derniers ouvriers qui 

se h~tent v ers le port: en ce moment, a cet endroit, 
il ne parait pas tout a fait normal de n e pas etre 

en costume de travail, de ne pas r ouler sur une 

bi cyclette, de n'avoir pas l'air presse, on ne va 
pas se p r omener un mardi au petit jour, d 'ailleurs 

on ne s e promene pas dans ce quartier- la . Cette 

i nde pendance vis-a-vis du lieu et de l'heure a 

quelque cho s e d 'un peu choquant. 11 

Wallas is presented in this desc ription not for what 

he is, bu t for what he is not, his dress and situation 

being defined by negatives : he is in the wrong place at 

the wrong time, dressed in the wrong way . Thus he is 

not linked to the worl d around hi E in t he way that 

Balzac's or Zola's characters are. As Zola wri tes ; 

Je definirai do ne l a descripti on : Un ~tat du 

monde qui d~tenni ne et compl~te l'homme . 12 

The des cri ption in th e above passage from Les Gommes 

in no way determines nor co mpletes Wal l as, it tell s us 

littl e about him or his function, he has no place in the 

wo rl d des cribed. Thus "cet t e independance" of his po sition 
in time and space is indeed 11un peu choquant 11 , for the 

reade r of the tradi tional novel wo uld expect a closer 

correlation between Wal l as and the en vironment . 

Furthermore , Wallas's "visage regulier" may also be an 

ironic reference to Balzac's int erest in physiognomy and 

phrenology, that is the judgement of character from 

facial and body features and the examination of the 

external confor~ation of the cranium to determine mental 

capabilities . The regularity of Wallas ' s face implies that 
the reader can learn nothing from it, it has no special 

features which 11betray 11 his character . This pseudo
scientific principle is further subverted when the 

reader learns that Wallas ' s chief has measured his 

cranial capacity and found him lacking a few vital 
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cubic centimetres of intel J i gence. 

The negative phraseology of the character description 

in the above passage shows that Les Gomrr.es is very much 

an exa mple of what Sartre has terme d the 11anti-roman 1113 , 

that is one whi ch goes a gainst many o f the traditional 
conventions of the no vel, in t his case that of character 
description . 

In La Jalousie, as far as clothing is concerned, 

Ro bbe-Gril l et uses t he tradi tional stereotype s o f the 

tropical plantation, but these are a gain ironically 

degraded, with colour be ginning to play a grea ter role 

in t hese descriptions. ?ro m hlle rea list point of view 

the use of these stereotypes is quite legi t i mate, for it 

is a fact that the owners of colonial plan tations 

gene ral l y dres s ed in a particular fashion . Thus there is 

no t hi ng surprising about the follo win g description of 

Fran ck ' s clothi ng when he comes to vi si t A •••• 

Il es t ve t u d 'un short e t d ' une ch emise kaki a 
manche s courtes, dent le s pa t tes d 'epaules et l es 

poches boutonnees ont une al l ure vaguement militaire. 

Sur se s demi - bas en coton rugueux , il porte de s 

chaus sures de tennis enduites d 'une t paisse couche 

de blanc, qui se craquelle a ux end r oits ou plie la 

toile sur l e dessus du pi ed . (p .46) 

I n both style and colour then , Franck 's dress 

epitomi ses t he tropical plantation own e r, as does the 

white suit he wears on the trip to town with A ••• ; in 

fact he would be quite at home i n a Graham Greene intrigue. 

Khaki and white are the traditional colours of men 's 

tropical clothing . 

However there is a chink in this conven tional faiade, 

for Franck's dress at the dinner table is not quite 

up to s t an dard. 

Il n•a ni veste ni cravate, et le col de sa chemise 

est largement deboutonne; mais c'est une chemise 
blanche irreprochable . (p.21, my emphasis) 
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Like Wal las , Franck is not dressed correctly for the 

occasion , he has no ti e and his shirt is undone (perhaps 

a sign of his virility) , and interestingly he is not 

wearing a 11gileti,, a garment which Robbe - Grillet seems 

determine d to link to Balzac . This is only a minor 

point , which perhaps ,:sives some idea of Franck ' s character , 

or the narrator ' s ovm pre j udices and suspicions , but one 

wonders if there is not yet a gain irony in the choice 

of the word 11irr eprochable " . Thus Franck' s breach of the 

traditional code of dress is another example of Robbe- Grillet 

debasing the man- object r e lationship o f the traditional 

novel ; Franck may suggest that dress is not necessarily 

det ermin ed by a particul a r s ituation . 

Franck ' s shirt is a 11blanche irr6prochable 11 , which 

brings to mind Balzac's Mme de Mortsauf . After spending 

a possibly adulterous ni ght in town with A •• • , Franck 

r e turns in a 11complet blanc a l'eclat t erni 11 ( p . 109 ) . 

This appe a rs t o be th e use of a traditional symbol , as 

th e 11irreprocha ble II becomes 11 terni II in both clothing and 

conduct . It could also be seen as a realist precision , 

as his clothes wil l obviously be dusty and s oil ed after 

the long trip over rough roads , However , both the symbol 

and the realist detail are somewhat ironic , as the reader 

can never be sure that anything really happens b e tween 

A ••• and Franck , or that th e trip to to wn ever takes place , 
it may all be a pro duct of t h e narrator ' s i ma gination . 

The s econd page of the novel indi cates that A ••• 's 

dress is , like Fran ck ' s , also unconventional for the 
circumstances . 

Elle est toujours habill~e de la robe claire , a col 

droit , tres collante , qu ' elle portait au d6jeuner . 

Christiane , une fois de plus , lui a rappele que 

des vet ements moins ajustes permettent de mieux 

support er la chaleur . Mais A ••• s ' est content~e 

de s ourire : elle ne souffrait pas de la chal eur , 

elle avait connu des climats beaucoup plus chauds -

en Afrique par exemple - et s ' y etait toujour s 

tr~s bien port6e . ( p .1 0) 
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Firstly this description s '!ows that A ••• is one 

of tho s e ·.·to men who remains coo l, calm and collecte d in 

any situa tion, but a gain it also demonstrates that 

clothing is not necessarily dictated by situation in 
time and spac e . From the realist pe rspe ctive , t here is 

a gain nothing unusual a bou t the colour of the dress , 

however the style seems unsuited to the tro pics . In yet 
another frame of r efe rence, A ••• 1 s ti gh t dress appears 

seductive, a dding to the sexual element in La Jalousie . 

The subversive pr ocess can even be s een in t he 

description of minor cha r a ct e rs in La Jalousie ; the natives • 

.•• un noir en short , tricot de corps , vieux 

chapeau mo u , ~ la demarche rapide et ondulante , 

pieds nus probablement . Son couvre- chef de fe utre , 

infor me , delave, rest e en memoire et de vrait le faire 

reconnaitre aussit8t parmi les ouvri ers de la plantation . 

Il n ' en est rien cependan t . (p . 53) 

This description a gain func t ions on more than one 

level . Firstly it may show the probable racism of the 

narrator , who s e a t titude s eems to be the traditional 
ltthey a ll look the same to me" , but it also shows tha t 

in fact "clothes do not make th the ma n" . In a Balzacian 

novel such a hat would have been a distinctive feature, 

but in La Jalousie, ironically, it is not . Finally the 

desc r iption may also be a com:I:ent on t he pro cesses of 

description; · verisimilitude seems to be at issue in the 

co mment 11probabl ement pieds nus 11 , as much as any physical 

limitations of the point of view o f the narrator . 

But pe r haps the best example of t his anti - Balzacian 

dress is the description of the calendar picture which 

hangs on t he wal l in A ••• ' s bedroom . In t his picture , there 

is a man who is first described as "un personna ge v~tu 

~ l'europeenne" , then in a later description his clothing 

is more detailed ; 

Il est v~tu d ' un complet blanc de bonne coup~, il 

est coiffe d ' un casque colonial . Il port e une 

moustache noire a bouts rel e ves , selon l ' ancienne 
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mode . (p .1 72) 

This appears to be an almost exaggerated description 
of the tradi t i onal European in the tropics, as is 
clearly indicated by the white suit , black moustache 

and colonia l helmet . However t he next paragraph continues ; 

Non. Son visage , qui n'es t pas eclaire par le 
s oleil, ne lais se rien deviner , mgme pas la couleur 
de sa peau . 

:rhus , onc e more, this correlation between a 

chara cter and his clothing is subverted, the reader ' s 
expectations are frustrate d . In La J a louise, man is 

neither success fully nor definitively 11compl~t6 par 
s es vetements 11 • 

Even in Robbe- Grillet ' s later novels, this process 
i s continued t hrough game- playing with the Bal zaci an 

conven tions o f characte r , dress and corres ponding colour . 
Like La Jalousie , Pr o j e t uses tradi t ional stereotypes, 

t he conventional underworld fi gures o f modern- day New York; 
r evolu t ionaries , pr ostitutes, mad doctors, de l inquent 

youths a nd private dete ctives . rhe characters in this 

novel are oressed according t o their part i cular r ole 

and it i s noticeabl e that wheneve r a new chara cter 

a ppears in the tex t , his dress is care ful ly described , 

t hus defining the s t ereotype . For exampl e , "le type en 

noir" keeping watch on a narrator ' s a ppartment is 
introduced in the fol l owin g mann e r ; 

C' est ace moment que j ' aperyois l e type en noir -
impermeable Verni a col r eleve, mains dans les poches , 

chapeau de feutre mou rabattu sur les yeux - qui 

attend sur le t r ottoir d 1 en face . ( p.1 4 ) 

This first descri ption of 11l e type en noir11 

immediately labels him as a private eye , the black 

rain- coat and felt hat being the traditional garb of 

such character s . The mad doctor is intr oduced in a 
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similar fashion; 

Mais voil~ qu 1un homme aux cheveux argentts , 
v&tu de la longue blouse blanche a col mon tant des 

chirurgiens, entr e dans le champ par la droite . (p . 9) 

This is the stereotyped doctor , authenticated by 
t he greying hair and white coat , and after this 

introduction the man is referred to as 11le docteur" for 
the rest of the scene . 

Thus it at first appears that Robbe - Grillet is 

following the novelistic c6nvention of linking dress 

with function and situation. However each new character , 

including very minor ones , is introduced by a detailed 
description of his clothing , and Robbe- Grillet thus 

undermines the convention by placing excessive emphasis 
upon it. The constant r epetition of the same for~ula makes 

the functioning o f this convention so blatantly obvious 
that its effect is degraded . 

In qobbe- Grille t ' s vi ew such stereotypes , which 

Balzac and Zola do in fact use , a re merely arti ficial 

constructions in the larger ~rtificial construction of 

the text itself. The difference between Robbe-Grillet 
and the traditional novel is that he no longer attempts 

to hide thi s artificiality; he does not pr etend that 
they are "real II people , t hey are :nerely elements in the 

game of constructing a text . 

Ce qui est nouveau , c ' est que tels fantemes , 

sur gis jadis mysterieusement des profondeurs abyssales, 
sont aujourd ' hui r envoyes a u grand jour a leur 

superficialite d ' images d ' Epinal , ou de bandes 

dessin~es . Il n ' y a plus pour nous que l es figures 

pl ates d ' un jeu de cartes , depourvues en elles- m~mes 

de signification connue, de valeur, mais auxquel les 
chaque joueur donnera un sens , le sien , en les 
disposan t dans sa main pui s en les abattant sur 

la table selon sa propre or donnance, sa propre 
invention de la partie qui se joue . 14 
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l~obbe-Grillet degrades characters t o the l evel of 

cardboard cut-outs - "images d ' ~pinal" - which have no 
meaning , but he then gives them a new meaning in the 
con text of the nar rat ion . He is subverting the novelisti c 

convention of charact er and also reinforcing the fact 
t hat his texts create their O\'m rea lity; characters and 

t heir dress therefore be come fun ctions of the text and 

not of some external reality . Again the dual process of 
construction- deconstruction is at work in Robbe - Grillet ' s 
novels . 

Colour, which is often , as we have s een , a part of 

the des cription of clothing , assists in these proc esses 

and also contributes to the breaking of the anthr opomo r phic, 

man- object relationship of the traditional novel . Colour 

is an essential element in creating the stereotypes whi ch 

Robbe- Gril l et uses and d ei::; rades ; Franck 's khaki shorts 

and s :r1irt , his white suit , Ben Sa:i.d I s black r ain-coat , 

all s e rve to r einforc e the st er eotyping of t he character . 

Although the traditional colour conventions 
discussed so far , are s till used in literature today , 

I 

this system, as Robbe- Grillet has already noted , was 

alreauy being questioned in the nineteenth century . The 

following en try in the Journal des Goncour t is quite 
r evealing; 

F1.aubert nous disai t au ,iourd ' hui : l ' histoi r e , 
l'aventure d ' un r oman, ~a m' est bien egal . J ' ai 
la pensee quand je fais un roman , de rendre un e 

co loration, une nuance . Par exemple dans mon roman 

carthaginois, je veux faire quelque chose de pourpre: 

dans Madame Bovary, je ntai eu que l'idee de rendre 

un ton , cette couleur de moisissure de l'existence 
des clopo rtes . 15 

In Salammb~, F1.aubert's Carthaginian novel , this 

process results in such phrases as; 11 pourpre comme l e 

soleil 11 and 11le fond du ciel pour pre 11 • These are hardly 

realist descriptions, thus it is again a case of the text 

constituting its own reality, giving importance to the 
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symbol, that is to r epresent royalty . Si milarly, in 
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Dans le labyrin t he , t his same t 8crmique is used to 

nrendre une colo ration", that of "grisaille " . This i s 
9roduced by the wallpaper and t he dul l s kies and is 

passed t o other oth e r obj ects s uch as; 111a fayade grise" 
( p . 47) ; "le tableau accroche au mur du fond n'est plus 
qu'un rectangle gris" ( p .79 ); 11un ovale gris 11 ( p . 80) ; 

"l e jour blafard" ( p .1 22) and 11leurs visage s bl~mes" (p .1 23) . 

In the context of our examination of the descriptive 

conventions of the novel, a related aspect which is of 

interest is the use of "le peti t detail qui fai t vrai 11, 

which is used in the traditional novel to make the story 
"ring true 11 • It reinfo rces the illusion of reali sm by 

"authentic " description of minor details . Zol a , for 

exrunple, before writing La Bet e humaine , travelled on t he 

foot- plate of several locomoti ves in order to accurately 

describe the actions of the stoker a nd the driver, although 
s uch de t ails add little to the main t hrust of the novel. 
11Le peti t detail " is used by the author to give t he 

ficti on t he a ppearance of being real life, again the aim 

is to make the reader forget that he is reading a 

fabrication of words on a page . This convention is 

commonly used in the tradi tional novel and it is yet 

again on e which Robbe- Grill et uses , only to subvert it 

with the help of colour. As Robbe- Grillet writ es in 
11Du realisme ~ la r~alite 11 , verisimilitude , which is 

partl y created by "le petit detail", is no l onge r 
t he aim o f the novelist; 

Dans ce r€alisme nouveau, il n ' est done plus 
du tout question de verisme . Le petit detail qui 

" fait vrai 11 ne r e t ien t plus l'attent ion du 

r omancier, dans le specta cle du monde ni en 

litterature; ce qui l e frappe - et que 1 1 on 

retrouve apres bien des avatars dans ce qu'il 

ecrit - , ce serait davantage , au cont raire , le 

pe tit detail qui fai t faux . 16 (Robbe- Grillet ' s emphasis ) 
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Thus to subvert 11le petit d6tail qui fait vrain, 

Robbe-Grillet uses "le peti t d~tail qui fai t fauxn. 
A subtle example of this is the following description 
from La Jalousie, where the narrator is watching A ••• , 
who is in the bathroom one evening as the sun is setting. 

Elle est debout centre la table laquee de blanc ••• 
son regard ne peut atteindre que la masse verte des 
bananiers. 

La nuit ensuite n'est pas longue a tomber ••• 

la table laquefe devient vite d'un ~ plus soutenu, 

ainsi que la robe, le sol blanc, les flancs de la 
baignoire. 

Seul le carre de la fen~tre fait une tache d'un 

violet plus clair ••• L'oeil maintenant ne discerne 

plus rien, malgre les fenetres ouvertes. (pp.136-138) 

As the sun sets there is a progression through the 

colours of the spectrum; from white, to green, to blue, 

to violet, and finally to total darkness. This sequence 
is that of the ultra-violet end of the spectrum and once 

violet is passed, the human eye 11ne discerne plus rienn. 

This description appears to obey the physical laws of 
nature as the sun sets, but in fact such a sequence is 

physically impossible in this particular situation. In 

"real n life, as the sun sets, there is a shift in light 
composition (on the earth's surface), not towards ultra
violet, but towards the infra-red end of the spectrum, 

thus producing the glowing, red sunsets for which the 

tropics are famous. 

Although the geometry of the house in La Jalousie 
cannot be precisely established, it appears that the 

bathroom is on the western side of the house, that is 

facing the setting sun. In this scene, the narrator is 

probably watching A ••• through the bathroom door from the 
office, and therefore is watching the sun set over A ••• •s 

shoulder. She is between the sun and the narrator. In 

such circumstances, the bathroom and objects in it should 
take on reddish hues and thus the description of this 
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scene is the very opposite of the 11 real'1 life situation .. 
Apparently realist detail is , in this case , false, but 

like Flaubert' s purple sun, the fa l s ehood has little 
e f f ect on the narrative , showin g that 11le pe tit detail" , 

true or false, is largely irrelevant . Again the te xt 

is creating its own rea lity . 

In Pro ,jet, the r ole of 11l e peti t detail qui fai t vrai 11 

is also subverted, as was t hat of characte r . The following 

extract from Da vid Hayman's i ntervie w with Ro bbe-Grille t 

is particularly revealing ; 

Q: In Project for a Re volut i on I sense that you are 

toyin g wi th a particular no velis t ic convention, 

namely the convention of situating th e action 

in an America of the mind (the dream) . For 

example, the ap partmen t you describe, far f r om 

being an Ame rican appartment, is completely 

Parisian . Even the door ••• 

A: A door wi th a key hole. There is no such door 

in New Yor k • .• and a minu t e- rni s er in the hal lway . 

The re a re no mi nute -misers in New Yor k . And when 

yo u hear th e firetrucks, you hear t he noise made 

by Par isia n fir etrucks. 

Q: And t hen I have a feeling that all the i magery 

of t he novel is inspired by t he pa i nt-patterns 

on the door, that ugly i mi t a tion-wood-tex tured 

paint one fi nds on all the doors o f Paris . 

A: Yes , of course, and tha t one fi nds in every one 

of my bo oks . There is also one in Le Voyeur . 

And the subway its elf . In t he New York subway 

th e benches run parallel to the sides of the 

train, whereas here they are arranged in rows, 

like in t he Paris Metro . 17 

Surprisingly for many reade rs, such false details 

are also explicitly discussed in the text of Projet ; 

••• Autre chose: vous parlez du quarti e r de Greenwich, 

ou de la station de m~tro Madison; n ' importe quel 

Americain dirai t 11le Village" et "Madison Avenue " . (p . 189 ) 
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The 11peti ts details qui font faux" used in Pro jet 

reinforce the complete sub jectivity of the narrator and 

destroy any pr e tence of mimetic, realist description . 

In drawing attention to these false details , Ro bbe-G rill et 
s .ows that t hey are in fact uni mpo rtant, for the only 

reali ty in question is that of t he text. Robbe-Gril le t 

continues later in the interview with Hayman; 

I 've r eceived l e t t ers from American readers , men , 

and particularly women, living in New York , who tell 

me , "Really, it's extraordinary how you manage to 

describe the anguish of thi s city . I live with that 

anguish and now each time I pass the window over 

t he fire - escape , I che ck to see if it ' s really 

fastened shut, etc . 11 You see , they have lived the 

book totall y in terms of the realist illusion 

without being disturbed by the accumula tion of 

details that are compl e t ely , historically , false . 18 

llLe peti t de'tail qui fai t vrai II is thus shown to 

be superfluous and its role is humo urously undermined 

in Robbe- Grillet ' s novels . This is particularly true of 

Projet , which could be r ea d as a revolution a gainst the 

conventions of th e tradi tional novel , which are integrated 

into the text, only to be interrogated and degraded . As 

Robbe- Grillet said in an ORTF interview; 

Jene suis pas de ceux qui veulent supprimer 

du roman tous ces el~ments du pass6, je suis de ceux 

qui veulent les contester , et pour les contester 

il faut qu'ils soient pr~sents . Ce qui m'interesse , 

c 1 est de les interroger . 19 

As we have attempted to show in this chapter , 

Robbe- Grillet does question some of 11ces 616ments du 

passe" which produced the traditional novel . Our 

examination reveals that he us es colour to subvert 

some of the traditional conventions of description in 

the novel . 
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The traditional colour symbol , widely used by Balzac 

and his successors , is integrated into ~obbe- Grillet ' s 
works , only to be subsequently degraded in an ironic game . 

Robbe- Gril let also plays a isame with another significant 

element of Balzac ' s colour use ; the eye colouring of 

characters . A large number of the colour terms in 
Robbe- Grillet's novels are used in descriptions of 

clothing , these terms also working to subvert tradi tional 

conventions . In the novels of writers like Balzac and 

Zola, clothing is an extension of a characte r , one implies 

the other ; thus a description of a character ' s clothing 

can immediately reveal his social position , wealth, power 
and so on . However Ro bbe- Grillet uses descriptions of 

clothi ng t o show that this relationship between character 

and clothing is often false , that cl othing need not be 

dictated by situation in time and space . He also uses 
stereo types which at firs t appear to link character with 

situati on, but t he excessive stress plac ed on t hese 

stereotypes announces that they are only a r ti ficial 

constructions, and do not reflect "real" people , as the 

traditional novel woul d have us believe . Thus Ro bbe- Grill e t 

uses descriptions of clothing , of which colour terms are 
a signi ficant par t, t o undermine the anthropo mo r phic 

relationship between man and objects which is re f lected 
in the traditional ni neteenth century novel . 

The related aspect of "le petit detail qui fait vrai", 

which is often used to give the appearance of authenticity , 

is also subverted by the colour terms in Robbe- 3rille t 1 s 
works . He deliberately uses false details to s how that 

in fact this convention is irrelevant . A t ext creates its 

own reality and thus a no velist is fre e to manipula te 
detai ls wi t hout r eference to t he 11r eal ll world . 

Thus colour is one of the means through which 

Robbe - Grillet questions some of the conventions of 

description in the t r aditional novel. The conventions 

are apparen t l y r espec t ed , but a r e in fact ironically 
subverted and r ewo rked . 

However , as the next chapter will attempt to 
demons trate , this complex use is not ye t a complet e 
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Ro bbe- Grillet . Colour functions in his works , not 
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only to subvert conventional meaning , but more importantly 
t o create new meaning . 
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Colour has thus far been shown to play a part in the 
subversion of some of the conventions of the traditional 
novel, but Robbe-Grillet also uses colour for more 
constructive purposes. His concern with modes of signification 
leads him to use colour in an investigation of the processes 
of meaning and of the possibility of creating new meaning , 
a meaning which is no t a pre-established element in the 

novel in the way that traditional colour symbolism was . 
Robbe- Grillet writes in "Nouveau roman,homme nouveau,'; 

Le Nouveau Roman n ' est pas une theorie, c'est une 
recherche . l i 

In his novels then, the use of colour cannot be 
reduced to deconstruction , colour does appear to be an 
element in a creative experimentation and is not limited 
to a subversive, critic al role . However this "recherche 11 

does not simply produce a new symbolic colour theory 
which is to be the basis for all novels; indeed each novel 
must invent its own reality, its own forms . As Robbe- Grillet 

' writes in "A quoi servent les theories"; 

Il n ' est pas question, nous l ' avons vu , d'etablir 
une theorie, un moule prealable pour y couler les 
livres futurs . Chaque romancier, chaque roman doit 
inventer sa propre forme . Aucune recet te ne peut 
remplacer cette reflexion continuelle . Le livre cree 
pour lui seul ses propres r egles . Encore le mouvement 

de l ' ecriture doit-il souvent conduire ~ les mettre 
en peril, en echec peut-gtre, et ales faire eclat er . 
Loin de respecter des formes immuables, chaque nouveau 

livre tend a constituer ses l ois de fonctionnement 
en meme temps qu ' A produire leur destruction . Une 
fois l ' oeuvre achevee, la reflexion critique de 
1 ' 6crivain lui servira encore a prendre ses distances 
par rapport~ elle, alimentant aussit8t de nouvelles 
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recherches, un nouveau depart. 2 

Thus each novel should constitute a new departure 

which extends old forms and produces n ew ones . The aim 
of this chapter is to show how colour is us ed in different 

processes and to demonstrate that Robbe-Grillet's novels 
show an evolution in colour use from one to the next. For 

the moment di s cussion will be limited to the ea rly works , 

up to and including Dans le labyrinthe( 1959), which a re 
' roughly contemporary to the above quote from 11A quoi servent 

les th~ories 11 • The later novels warrant separate discussion 

and wil l be considered in later chapters. 

In Les Gommes, Robbe- Grillet's first published novel , 
colour does not appear to play a significant r ol e , with 

comparatively fe w colour terms.3 Th e function of colour 

in this novel is perhaps best summed up by the following 
quotation from the text itself. 

Les boutiques sont petites , mais nettes, bien lav~es, 
souvent repeintes; presque toutes sont de s magasins 

d ' alimentation : une boulangerie ocre , une cremerie 
bleue, une poissonerie blanche . Leur couleur s eulement 

et le titre qu'elles po~tent au fronton les distinguent 

les unes des autres. 4 

Colour in Les Gomme s is very much the 11a d j ectif optique , 

descriptif, celui qui se contente de mesurer , de s ituer, 

de limiter, de d~finir ."5 In the above description colour 

is merely a method of distinguishing one shop from another; 
it de fines and limits and thus functions much like the 
geometric adjectives with which many critics believe 

Robbe-Grillet to be obsessed . The functioning of colour 

in this novel is hence n eutral and non-emotive. 

This does not appear to be the case in La Jalousie 

where, as we have s een in the previous chapter, colour 

is used subversively , moreover in this novel colour also 
has an important creative function - used to direct the 

focus of the narrative, to show heightening emotions as 

the nar rator's jealousy a pproaches paroxysm and to i dentify 

"suspect" objects as he searches for possible evidence 
of A ••• 's affair with Franck. Jealousy thus literally 
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"colours" the world in La Jalousie . This wider role for 
colour is reflected in a proportionally greater number 

of colour terms compared to Les Gommes , and there are 
in fact as many colour terms as geometric t e r ms in the 
nove1 . 6 

Probably t he most widely known and discussed element 

in La Jalousie is the centipede and the stain it leaves 
on the wall; an examination of the various descriptions 

of this scene provides interesting information on the 

way colour functions creatively in t his novel . 
The centipede first appear s in the narrative as 11une 

tache noiratre " on the dining-room wall and we read that 
it has been killed at some time in the past , "la semaine 

derni~re , au d~but du mois , le mois prec6dent peut-~tre, 

ou plus tard 11 ( p. 27 ). It next appear s as 111a trace du 

mille- pattes tcrase" on the "peinture Claire" ( p. 50) . The 

colour t erm has been transferred from the centipede to the 

wall . However in the next description these two coloured 

elements are combined , producing 11une tache sombre , juste 

en face de A ••• , ressort sur l a peinture claire , unie et 
mate " (p . 56 ). Hence the colour terms are accumulating as 

the narrative progresses and the narrator ' s jealousy grows . 

In his study La Jalousie de Robbe - Grillet, Jean- Pierre 
Vidal points out that the colour "sombre " may be the 

product of an earlier description in the text of Franck ' s 
shadow on the wall , 11l 1 ombre agrandie et flou d 'une te te 

d 1homrne - celle de Fr anck" ( p . 21 ) • The centipede takes 

the place of Franck ' s shadow on the wall, creating a link 
between the two , and the "noiratre II of the first description 

of the centipede becomes 0 sombre 11 as the result of a 

word- game with 11l' ombren of Franck ' s head . 7 

This ntache sombre,•,1 is then de fined in more detail 

as "l'image du mille-pattes ecrase se dessine alors , non 

pas integral e , mai s composee de fragments assez precis 

pour ne l aisser aucun dout e 11 ( p . 56 ). Thus there is a 
movement in the descript ion from an undefined stain to 

the identifi a ble , but still fragmen ted image of a centipede . 

The centi pede now having reached a preci se fo rm, its 

killing is described for the first time at the end of the 

second sec tion . In this description the only colour terms 
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are a gain "claire '" and then "sombre 11 • The des cription 

opens with 11sur la peinture cla ire de la cloison" , and 

ends eight paragraphs later with 111a peinture reste 

marquee d 1 une forme sombre" , with A ••• ' s movements being 
care fully scrutinised between the two . There is also 
mov emen t from the who l e c en tipede which Franck crushes , 

back t o the fragmented image on the wall, 11un petit arc 

qui s e tord en po int d'interrogation, s ' estompant ~ demi 

d 'un cote, en tour~ ra et 1~ de si bnes plus t enus", (pp . 61- 64 ) . 

Hence this description of t he crushing inve rts the 

elements of the previous scene . The centipede starts as 
11une tach e s ombre" in the previous scene, be comes the 

fragmented but r e cognisable image of the centipede , then 

th e who le centi pede which is kil led , finally rev erting to 
11 une f or me sombre II and a f r a gmen t ed image vrhi eh is 

desc ribed as a questio n mark , an d not as a c entipede . 

Similarly the col ours r0 ove fro m 11un e tac he somb r e II on 
the 11pein ture cla ir.e :r, t o the 11pein ture claire II vihich 

bears 11un e fo r me s ombr e" . In both cases t he r e is a 

circular description which is an exa mple of int e rio r 

dupli cation in the text, t hat is an el ement in th e novel 

r epr oduces the fo r m o f t he novel itself . 

The circularity in t he description per haps indicates 

a ris e to peak, followed by a fall , whi ch do es in fact 
describe th e chan gin i emotions of th e nar r ator. At first 
he has no suspic i ons , but as t he centipede is crushed he 

care f ully note s A ••• ' s r eac t ions; her hand clenching 

he r kni fe and her quicken ed breathing . This appears t o 

be th e first sign o f A ••• ' s interest in Fran ck, the 

narrator's first suspicions are aroused . However, the 

description of th e c entipede in the third s e ction indicates 

that this was only a minor crisi s , a t emporary flush of 

emotion . 
The centi pede next appears as 111a t ache fo rm~e par 

les restes du mille- pat tes 11 which significantly is 11a 
peine visible sous ! ' inc i dence rasant e 11 ( p . 69) . The colour 
has now gone fro m the barely visible stai n and it has 

f ragmented even fu r th er, which may i ndicate that , after 

t he first ki lling , the suspicions of t he narrator have 

been a llayed , if on ly t emporarily . Further proof o f this 
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calmer period is that Franck is not present, although 

the third plate on the table suggests that he is 

expected for lunch. However, Franck does not arrive 
and this may explain the description of A ••• as 11assise 

ri gi de et muette & sa propre place". Franck's non-arrival 

s eems, on the other hand, to further calm the nar r ator, 

for now 111a peinture immacul~e n'offre pourtant pas la 

moindre prise au r egard". The stain has disappeared 

altogether (p.70). 

In the fourth section, A ••• and Franck return from 
t o,,m after spending the night in a hotel, and al though 

~ranck does not stay long, the narrator's suspicions again 

seem to have been aroused by A ••• 's absence, for 111a 

trace du mille-pattes est encore parfaitement visible" (p.90). 
This is f ollowe d in the fifth section by another 

description of the killing of the centipede. The actual 

killing is quickly described withou t colour, 11C'est ~ ce 

moment que se produit la scene de l'ecrasement du mille

pattes sur l emur nu" (p.112), and again this completes 

a movement from partial to whole form, fro m 111a trace du 

mille-pattes" t o "le mille-pattes" itself. Although the 

cen tipede is not coloured in this s cen e , many other 

elements are, for the description is now centred on 

A ••• 's r eaction to the event an d the narrator becomes 

very aware of the objects on the table around A ••• 's hand 

which is clenching the table-cloth. Thus immediately 

following the crushing there is; 111a toile blanche - un 

mince ruban d 1or - une surface blanche uniforme - la main 

de Franck, brune, r obuste, ornte d 1 un anneau d'or - une 

petite tache sombre - la main brune 11 • From A ••• , attention 

is then focused on Franck, the narrator noting the 

khaki colour of his clothing, which is insisted upon 

(dont la couleur khaki), even noting the yellow plastic 

buttons on Franc~'s shirt, which indicate the intensity 

o f his interest. Particular attention is paid to 111a 

lettre bleu pale" protruding from his pocket, which may 

be a note from A ••• and thus proof of their complicity. 

The narrative then r e turns to A ••• •s arrival back from 

town, the event which earlier caused t he reappearance 
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of the centipede in the narra~ive. 

Thus this description demonstrates ho w colour reflects 
the shifting focus o f the narrative away from the centipede 
itself , firstly to A ••• and her reactions and then to 

Franck and the possibly incri minating blue letter. 

I n the sixth section, attention again focuses on 
t he centipede, and its killing is described without 

mention of either A ••• or Franck . At the time of this 
event A ••• and Franck are away in town which h ei ghtens 
the importance of the centi pede , as onl y it remains for 

t he narr ator to focus his a ttention upon. 

The episode opens with a pseudo- scient ific 
discussion of the centipede , as the narrator attempts 

to identify the par ticular species in question . tloweve r 
tne centipede suddenly moves and the tone of the 

narrative immediately changes . 

Soudain la partie anterieure du corps se met 

en marche, executant une rotation sur place , qui 

incurve le trait sombre vers le bas du mur. Et 

aussitot, sans avoir l e temps d ' aller plus loin, 

la bestiole choi t sur le carrelage, s e t ordant encore 

l demi et crispant par degr~s ses longues pattes, 
tandi s que les m!choires s•ouvrent et se ferment 
& toute vitesse autour de la bouche , ~ vide, dans 
un tremblement reflexe . 

Dix secondes plus tard , tout cela n ' est plus 
qu•une bouilli e rousse , ou se m~lent des dtbris 
d 'articles, meconnaissables . 

Mais sur lemur nu , au contraire , l'image de 
la scutigere ecrasee s e distingue parfaitement, 

inachevee mais sans bavure, reproduite avec la 

fidelite d 'une planche anatomique ou ne se r aient 

f igures qu'une partie des el~ments ••• (p.128) 

Once the centipede moves there seems t o be a sudden 
burst of emo tion and the creature is crushed beyong 
recognition, becoming "une bouillie roussen. This is 

obviously an image of blood which reinforces the 
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excessive emotions the narrator appears to display. But 

it also creates a link with A ••• 's "chevelure noire aux 
reflets roux 11 which is another highly charged emotional 

element in the novel. In both cases the colour adds 

greatly to the emotional content of the images. 

Again there is also movement from whole to 
fragmentary in this description. Once the centipede falls 

from the wall and is crushed, the sudden rush of emotion 

seems to subside, for attention now returns to 111 1 image 

de la scutig~re" which is "rep rodui te avec la fid~li te' 

d'une planche anatomi que", the pseudo-scientific tone 

being adopted once more . The image on the wall has only 
11une partie des ~l~mentsn, thus completing the destruction 

of th e centipede and then the fragmentation of its image 

as the outburst passes. This also shows clearly that the 

whole centipede is a more emotive element than its stain 

on th e wall; the more complete the centipede, the greater 

the emotion of the narrator. 

The stain on the wall is like "une encre brune 

impregnant la couche superficielle de l ' enduit" and the 

narrator sets about removing it, using a rubber and a 

rasor (pp.129-131). He is obviously determined to erase 

this permanent correlative which he has come to associate 

with the possible liaison between A ••• and Franck. At 

first the mark disappears eas i ly, but "la t~te et les 

premiers anneaux necessit ent un travail plus pouss€: apres 

avoir perdu tr~s vite sa couleur, la forme qui persiste 

reste ensuite stationnaire durant un temps assez long". 

Signifi cantly the stain quickly loses its colour, completing 

the movement from the whole centipede which becomes 11une 

bouillie roussen , to the fragmented and now colourless 

mark on the wall. Again the narrator is becoming calmer 

as the section ends. 

I n the seven th s ection, the narrator's jealousy 

appears to r each its paroxysm, a state which is again 

reflected in the descriptions of the centipede. As the 
narrator wanders through the house at night with the 

oil-lamp, the centipede suddenly appears; 
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Laporte de l'office est ferm~e. Entre elle et 

l ' ouverture beante du couloir, il y a l e mille-pattes . 

Il est gigant esque: un des plus gros qui puissent 

se remontrer sous ces climats. (p.1 63 ) 

The cen tipede has grown co nsi de rably in size, but 

significantly is still without colour. The colour of 

the stain was removed in the last sc ene, but events 

described are not necessarily in any chronolo gical 

order , so Robbe- Gril l et may a gain be ironical l y playing 

wi th the illusion of realism, underlining the fact that 
there is no distinction between real and imaginary scenes 

in La J a lousie. Anothe r explanation for this lack of colour 

could be that attention is focused on the sound of the 

centipede after it falls to the floor, the same sound 

as that produced by A ••• brushing her hair, thus 

establishing another link, a ddi t ional t o colour, between 

th e centipede and A ••• 's hair. This sound 11 le gresill ement 11 , 

then links A •.• 's hair back to the centipede which is now 

in a hotel r oom where A ••. and Franck are spending the 

night . This scene marks the pea k of the narrator's 

jealousy, as he envisions A ••• in bed while Franck crushes 

the centipede once more (p.166). But again there is no 

colour, as sound haS3 replaced sight (and hence colo ur) as 

the narrating sense, in this case r einforcing the realist 

illusion. 
This use of sound extends into the next scene , when 

Franck's car crashes in the night. It immediately 

catches fire and the sound of the fire is noted, and not 

the colour of the flames as might be expected. 

Aussit8t des flammes jaillissent. Toute la 

brousse en est illuminte, dans le crepitement de 

l'incendie qui se propage. C'est le bruit que fait 

le mille-pattes, de nouveau immobile sur lemur, 
en plein milieu du panneau. (p.167) 

Thus, although colour is used to indicate heightened 

emotion, lack of colour does not necessarily indicate 
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weakening emotions, the change in the narrating sense 
accounting for the lack of colour. 

In the eighth SPction colour r eappears in description 
of the centipede, but now s hows the dying j ealousy of 

the narrator, for the re is only passing mention of 11les 
res tes brunatres du mille-pat tes ecras t, qui marquent 
la pein ture nue" ( p. 202). Signi f icantly, li'ranck is not 

present, th·e centipede is once more fragmented and its 

colour i mprecise ;the narrative has come full circle, 
back to the ''tache noir~tre" of the first description. 

However the change of colour in the course of the 
narrative is quite noticeable, the stain has been 

transformed from 11noir.1tre", to "sombre", to 11 brune 11 , 

to "brun~tre". Each colour is close enough to its predecessor 

for the changes to pass almost unnoticed , but comparison 
o f the first and last terms s hows that there has been a 

conside rable progression in the colour descriptions. This 

firstly mocks "l e peti t detail qui fai t vrai", as 
Robbe-®rillet changes these l i ttle details without the 
reader being truly aware of t he transition, thus again 

sho wing the irrelevance of the convention. However it 

also shows that l an guage does not always adequately 
describe our perception of the world around us and that 

any view of r eality is subjective , but furth e r discussion 
of t his point will be l e ft until the next chapter. 

In the final short section o f La Jalousie, the 

reader learns that in fact "la tache a tou jours et ~ la., 

sur l e mur" (p.211). All r e f e rence to colour has 
disappeared and the stain is no longer even attributed 

t o a centipede, thus showing that the narrator is once 
mo r e quite calm. 

Hence the various descriptions o f the c en tipde in 

La Jalousie show how Robbe-Grillet uses colour to direct 
the focus of the narrative and also t o show the changing 

emo t i ons of the narrator. It is also clear from this 

discussion that Robbe-Grillet is creating his own system 

of colour use; the use of colour in La Jalousie is 

obviously different from its symbolism i n the traditional 

novel. Colour now acts more as an arbitrarily created 
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sign of emotions, rather than a predetermined symbol 

of them. It is very much part of the creative process 

at work in Robbe-Grillet's novels, an integral part 

of the search for new forms. 

However this process using colour is not limit ed 
to the centipede. A similar process can be seen operating 
in the descriptions of the banana plantation which 

surrounds the house in La Jalousie. Description of this 

plantation follows a similar pattern to that of the 

centipede, with movement from fragmentation to whole and 

the associated changes in colour. 

At the start of the second section, the narrator is 

seated on the terrace looking out over the plantation 

and he care fully describes the disposition of the 

banana trees. This description is extremely precise and 

uses many geometric terms, but no colour. For example, 

one section is described thus; 

Sans s 1 occ upe r de l'ordre dans leque l se 

trouvent les bananiers reellement visibl es e t les 

bananiers coupes, la sixi~me ligne donne les nombres 

suivants: vingt-deux, vingt-et-un, vingt, dix-neuf 

- qui repr~sentent respectivement le rectangle, le 
vrai trap~ze, le trap~ze ~ bord incurvt, le meme 

enfin apres deduction des pieds abattus pour la 

rtcolte. (p.36) 

In this description the emphasis is on the geometry 

of the plantation and each banana tree or stump can be 

counted individually, that is the plantation is 

co mposed of distinct fragments, as was the centipede in 

the early descriptions. However towards the end of this 

section, when the centipede is first killed, this 

fragmented , colourless description of the plantation 

suddenly condenses into "la masse verte des bananiers" (p.55). 

Again, as in description of the centipede, there is 

movement from fra gmentation to completeness, and also 

towards definite colour. As emotion increases, objects 
become more unified and more highly coloured. 
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Description of the plantation as n1a masse verten 
also creates a link with "la masse noire in of A ••• • s hair, 
another emotive element in the narrative. As has already 
been discussed, A ••• •s hair is also linked to the 
centipede by common sound and colour ("rouxn), and it 
is perhaps no great surprise that this sequence is 
continued by linking the plantation to the centipede. 
When viewed through the imperfect window pane in the 
dining-room, the plantatio1appears as ttdes taches de 
verdure circulaire" (p.57), which immediately link it 
to the "tache" left on the wall by the centipede. Thus 
all three of these coloured elements are linked to each 
other, constituting an important part of the creative process 
which reveals the rising jealousy of the narrator. These 
links between elements are also characteristic of this 
one novel, they function internally without reference to 
any external symbolism, and thus again demonstrate that 
La Jalousie is creating its own reality and its own system 
of colour use . The importanc e o f these three inter-related 
elements is perhaps best shown in the fol l owing passage, 
in which they appear in close succ ession. 

Au delA du verre grossier, d 1 une propret6 
parfaite, il n 1y a plus que la cour caillouteuse, 
puis, montant vers la route et l e bord du pla teau, 

la masse verte des bananiers. Dans leur feuillage 
sans nuance les defauts de la vitre dessinent des 
cercles mouvants. 

Lalumiere elle-meme est comme Verdie qui 
eclaire la salle a manger, les cheveux noirs aux 
improbables circonvolutions, la nappe sur la tabl e 

et la cloison nue ou une tache sombre, juste en face 
de A ••• , ressort sur la peinture claire, unie et 
mate. (p. 55, my emphasis) 

In this description, the colour adjectives help to 
hi ghlight these three important elements; the plantation, 
A ••• •s hair and the stain on the wall. Jean-Pierr e Vidal 
writes of this process; 
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Il y a dans La Jalousie un nombre consid6rable 

de s6ries organisatrices qui communiquent entre 
elles par un syst~me de rimes d'une complexit~ 
telle que toute s~rie choisie entra1ne l'ensemble 
du texte. 8 

Throughout the narrative this process of fragmentation 

and coloration continues as the narrator's jealousy 
waxes and wanes . At the start of the fourth section, the 

plantation is again seen in fragmented, geometric terms; 

Devant lui, sur l'autre 
pi~ce en trap~ze, curviligne 

dont tousles bananiers ont 

,, 
rive, s'etend une 
du c8te de l'eau, 

ete recoltes ~ une 

date plus ou moins r~cente~ Il est facile d 'y 

compter les souches ••• (p.80) 

But by the sixth section, this has transformed 

back into "la masse verte des bananiers 0 , as the 
narrator's emotions rise towards their peak . However 
in the seventh section when paroxysm is reached, sound 
is again the dominant sense and thus, although the 

pl~ntation is still seen as one mass , its colour has

now disappeared. 

Aigu et bref, le cri d 'un animal retentit, 
tout proche, paraissant venir du jardin, juste 

au pied de la terrace. Puis le m~me cri, au bout 

de trois secondes, signale sa presence de l'autre 

c~te de la maison. Et de nouveau c'est le silence, 

qui n'est pas le silence, mais une succession de 
cris identiques, plus menus, plus lointains, dans 

la masse des bananiers, pr~s de la riviere, sur le 

versant oppost peut-etre, d 1 un bout~ l'autre du 
vallon. (p.149, my emphasis) 

Sound is obviously the dominant sense, and night has 

also fallen, thus the absence of colour in 111a masse des 

bananiers" again emphasizes the realist illusion, as 
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colour does not exist without light . 

Then as the narrator's jealousy dies down in the 

two final sections, there are corresponding changes 
in description of the plantation. At the beginning of 

the eighth section, it is described as "la verte etendue 

des bananiers" (p.1 84), colour is still present but 
the position of the adjective before the noun weakens 

its effect , re ducing the phrase to little more than a 

banal cliche, devoid of much emotive power. Geometry 

then reappears in description , the plantation becoming 
111a li gne verte des bananiers" (p.1 88 ), fra gmentation 

is beginning as "la masse" no vr becomes "la ligne", a far 

more precise term. In the short final section , colour 

disappears complet ely and description comes full-circle 

ba ck to its precise but fragmented starting form. 

Tout en bas, au fon d de la vallee, devant la 

parcelle taillee en trapeze OU les rayons obliques 

du soleil decoupent chaque panache, chaque feuille 

de bananier , avec une net t ete e xtr@me, l'eau de 

la petite riviere montre une s urface plis s ~e, qui 

temoigne de la rapidite du courant. (p.213) 

Individual leaves on the banana trees are now 

clearly distinct, i ndicating that the narrator's 

jealousy has recede d and that he can now cont emplate 

his plantation calmly as he did in the opening scenes. 

Thus colour and fragmentation are again used, as they 

were in describing the centipede, to show the changing 

emotions of the narrator. However, in such descriptions , 

the colour itself is not symbolic, as it is in the 
traditional novel, it is rather the presence or absence 

of colour which is the 11symbolion element. The colour 

itself appears to be a realist description, that is 

banana plants, fo r example,~ green, but the interest 

lies in the way in which colour is used, its position 

and rhythm of occurence in the course of the narrative. 

Hence colour is in fact functioning on two levels in 

La Jalousie. For the narrator it functions at th e level 
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of the signified, that is he is concerned with the concept 
of greenness. As his jealousy increases, he becomes more 
aware of the colours of objects around him , his interest 
is obviously in the colour itself. But for the reader, 
colour also acts at the textual level of the signifier, 

the word itself. The appearance in the te xt of colour 
words like "noir,roux,vert" immediately indicate the 

changing moods of the narrator to the reader. The 
appearance of the colour word becomes more important than 

the colour itself. This is seen in the chan ging colours 

use d to describe the centipede; the presence or absenc e 
of colour is perhaps more noticeable to the r eader than 

the changes in the colours used. This use of colours at 
the level of their linguis tic form will be dicussed more 

fully in th e next chapter. 

The important role which colour plays in the creative 
process at work in La Jalousie has been demonstrated by 
the preceeding analysis of descriptions of the banana 
plantation and of the centipede. These descriptions show 

t hat the colours used are not specifically "symbolic", 

However , in this novel, some colour is also used at the 
l evel of the signified , that is the colour itself 

becomes important . 

The mo st obvious example of this in La Jalousie is 

probably the "reflets roux 11 of A ••• ' s hair and the 11bouillie 
r ousse 11 of the centipede . The 11rousse 0 of the crushed 

centipede is clearly an image of blood, while the 11reflets 
roux 11 perhaps suggest the anger of the narrator who is 
"seeing red"; both are images of violence. The colour 
red is often associat ed with violence , bloodshed and 

passion, and Rob be-Grillet thus appears to be using a 

ttraditional symbol.Zola, for example, uses "sanglant 11 

seventeen times as a synonym for "rougen in Germinal. 9 

However the s ymbolic functioning of red is perhaps 

slightly different to that of other colours. As Carl Sagan 

points out in The Dragons of Eden , the colour red is 

s ymbolic of danger and violence b ecause we associate the 

colour with that of our own blood, the drawin g of which 

is generally painfu1. 10 Hence the power of red as a literary 
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symbol could be derived from the personal experience of 

each reader, rather than from th e code of traditional 
symbols. 

The reddish images in La Jalousie do seem to provoke 
a primarily emotional response in the reader, the images 
helping to create the feeling of t ension and, i ncreasing 
emotion in the narrator, and maybe even a suggestion of 

suppressed violence . In this case, the specific colour 
11roux" provokes this reaction, the particular colour used 
being more important than the t extual appear ance of the 

colour. 

Another specific colour which has an important role 

in La Jalousie is blue; the blue of Franck's car and the 
blue of the letter which appears frequently in the 

narrative . Blue does not have the emotive content of 
11r ouxtt , but suspect objects in the novel are "contaminated " 
by the co l our , the frequent r e ferences to t hese objects 

supporting the narrator ' s gr owing suspicions. 
In t he opening scenes of the novel A • •• is reading 

a letter whi ch has been writ ten on paper 11de couleur bleue 

tres p~le ", and then sits down to write a letter herself 

on similar paper (p.14). Reference t o this blue letter is 

then absent until the fifth section , wh en A ••• is again 
described s eated at her desk ~riting a letter on this pale 

blue paper, in "son ecriture fine,serree,reguliere 11 (p .1 03) . 
Then late r in the section , just before the centipede is 

kil l ed, the narrator notices a similar sheet of folded 
paper protruding f r om the pock e t of Franck 1 s shirt . 

Comme sa voisine, Franck rega r de droit devant 

soi, tout en haut du versant oppost. Une feuille 

de papier d 1 un bleu tres p~le , pli~e plusieurs fois 

sur elle- m~me - en huit probabl ement - deborde a 
present hors de la pochette droite de sa chemise . 

La poche gauche est encore soigneusement boutonnee, 

tandis qu e la patte de l'autre est maintenant relev~e 
par la l ettre, qui d6passe d ' un bon centimetre le 

bord de toile kaki . ( p .1 06) 
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"Une feuille II quickly becomes 111a let t r e II an d the 

obvious conclusion for both narrator and reader is t hat 

A ••• has writ t en a private note t o Fran ck , a suspicion 
whi ch is further r einfo rced when we read that the letter 

in Fr anck ' s po cke t "est couverte d 'une e'criture f ine et 
,,, 

serree", which resscrn bles A ••• •s. Hence th e blue l e tter 
bec omes a pos sibl e clue that A ••• and Franck are 

involved in so me sort of secret liaison . However, as 

t he narr ator 's jealousy die s towards the end of the section, 

colour a gain disappears an d the sheet of paper becomes 

an undefined lett er. 

In th e six t h section, the narrator examines A .•• 's 

wri ting pad and tries to read some erased wri ting, his 

suspicions obviously aroused by the blue letter in Franck 's 

pocket . Then as paroxysm a pproaches in the seventh section, 

he goes further and searches t hrough A ••• 's desk, the 

blue writing pape r again being th e centre of attention. 

Dans le tiroir de la table, il y a deux blocs 

de papier pour la correspondance; l'un est neuf, le 

second largement entam6 . La dimension des f euilles, 

l eur qualit~, l eur couleur bl eu pal e , sont absolument 

i dentiques a ce11 es des pr~c~dents . l cote sont 

rang~s trois paquets d 1 e nveloppe s assorties , doublees 

de bleu fonc~, encore entourees de leur bande. (p.169) 

Evidently t h e narrator is care fully examining the 

contents of th e drawer and looks closely at t he pads of 

blue paper which led him to go t hrough A ••• ' s personal 

belongings. Ho '!rnver as the narrator calms down in the 

final s ection, colour again di sappears, as it did in 

description of the cen tipede and of the plantation, 

and we read that A ••• 11es t en train de relire la lettre 

rerue de 1' '8urope 11 and that she is going to write a letter 

on 11une feuille de papier" of no s peci fie colour ( p. 211 ) • 

Thus in descriptio n of "la lettre" and 111a feuille 

de papier" , colour is used as a distinguishing feature, 

the pale blue sheets of paper on A ••• 's desk and in 

Franck's pocket become suspicious because of their common 
colour. Again an internal link is created and the colour 
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blue become s "symbolic" of the possible affair between 
A ••• and Franck , the sheets of paper are "contaminated" 
by the colour and are thus rendered suspect. 

The other suspect blue element in La Jalousie is 
Franck ' s car which also appears at regular intervals 
in the narrative . The descriptions of this car follow 
a similar pattern to those of the elements discussed 
above and further reinforce the 11symbolicn nature of 

blue in the conte xt of this novel . 

As with the elements already discussed , there is a 

movement in the description of Franck ' s car and the yard 
in front of the house, this movement again using colour 

to show the changing emotions of t he narrator . The yard 

is first described as a large space whi ch 11permet la 

manoeuvre des voitures", a general and imprecise 
description. Description then becomes more spe cific 
with first the 11camionette bach~e" and t hen Franck ' s 
blue car appearing . Again the process closely follows 

that use d in describing the centipede , the blue letter 
etc . , the appearance of the blue car corresponding to 

an increase in the narrator's jealousy. It is also 
closely linked , by descriptive processes similar to 

those already discussed, to the other emotive elements . 

Dans le battant gauche , le paysage r~fl~chi 

est plus brillant quoique plus sombre. Mais il est 

distordu par les defauts du verre , des taches de 
verdure circulaires ou en forme de croissan ts, de 

la teinte des banani ers, se promenant au milieu 

de la cour devant les hangars . 
Entam6e par un de ces ann eaux mobiles de 

feuillage , la grosse conduite- inttrieure bleue 
demeure n6anmoins bien r econnaissable , ainsi que 

la robe de A ••• , debout pr~s de la voiture . (p . 57 ) 

The blue car most often appears in the narrative 

associated with A ••• ' s return from her possibly adulterous 

night in town with Franck . Significantly , references to 

two other emotive elements also appear in the above passage ; 
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11des taches 11 which bring to mind the centipede, and the 

plantation itself. The imperfections in the glass cause 
the reflected 11 taches 14 of the plantation to appear in 
the yard, bringing to mind the blue car and A ••• ' s 
return, but also , as we have said , ma king a reference 
to the 11 tach e 11 left by the centipede on the wall . Once 
a gain internal links are creat ed between the emotive, 
coloured elemen ts of t he novel , which form a chain of 

associations throughout the narrative. 
The accumulation of these different elements is also 

seen as the narrator 's j ealousy reaches paroxysm in the 

seventh section; once more the blue car appea rs closely 

linke d to other supporting el ements. 

Dans sa h~te d'arriver au but, Franck acc~lere 

encore l' allure. Les caho t s deviennent plus violents. 
/ , ; 

Il con tinue neanmoin s d'accelerer . Il n ' a pas vu, dans 

la nuit, le trou qui coupe la moitie de la pi ste. 

La voiture fait un saut, un e embard~ e ••• Sur cette 

chause e defectueuse le conducteur ne peut r edresser 

~temps .La conduite-int~ri eure bleue va s'ecraser, 

sur l e bas cot~ , contre un arbre au feuillage rigide 
qui tremble~ peine sous l e choc, malgrt sa violence. 

Aussit8t des f l ammes jaillissent. To ute la 
brousse en es t illuminee , dans le cr~pitement de 
l'incendie qui se propage . C'est le bruit que fait 

le mille-pat t es, de nouveau i mmobil e sur l e mur, en 

plein milieu du panneau. (p.166) 

The first three sentences of this passage are 

ambiguous, they could refer either to the car or to the 

s exual activity of A ••• and Franck in the hotel room. 
The blue car is thus clearly linked to their "adul terous 11 

behaviour, in the erotic i ma ginings of the narrator. 

As discussed earlier , the noise of the flames from the 

crash,conjures up images of the c entipede and A ••• 
brushing her hair, so yet a gain we see t hat Robbe- Grillet 

is interweaving thes e emotional, coloured elements to 

reinforce the chan ging emotions of the narrator. Such 
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interweaving also shows the care which Rob j e-Grillet 

takes in constructing the text, and the tight control 

which he exercises over the choice of each word . The 

previous discussion of colour in La Jalousie further 

demonstrates that the novel is very much a deliberate, 

carefully organised construction. The text is no longer 

pro duc ed by a "literary genius" but has become what 

Levi-Strauss calls 11bricolage 11 , that is the physical 

world (centipedes, letters, cars etc) is ordered and 

classified into struc tn~es. In the case of La Jalousie, 
the physical world described in the novel is ordered 

so that the suspect objects correspond to the emotions 

of t he narrator, with colour being a significant element 

in this ordering. The mind of the jea lous narrator is 

in fact structuring the phys ical wo rld around him, to 

find proo f of the suspected a ffair between A ••• and Franck. 

The obviously sub jective nature o f this structuring a gain 

sho ws that La J alousie creates its own r ec3.lity, this 

parti cular struc ture being elaborated as a function of 

the 11hidden II nar:ca tor , and thus is peculiar to this one 

novel. 

However this does not mean that each novel is a 

completely separate entity, for as Bruce Morrissette 

has shown, Robbe-Grillet makes extensive use o f 

intertextual assemblage11 ; that is elements of a novel 
reappear in different contexts in later novels, a 

technique which also applies to colour. In La Jalousie, 

blue becomes closely as sociated with A ••• 's suspected 

adulterous behaviour , the blue letter and Franck's blue 

car being part of the evidence which supports this 

suspicion. This association with A ••• 's sexual encounters 

gives the colour blue some erotic significance which, 

while not perhaps explicit, is intima ted by the constant 

reappearance of the blue objects in suggestive contexts. 

This erotic symbolism of blue then reappears in La Maison 

de rendez-vous as "la Villa Bleue 11 which is the scene 

of erotic entertainments performed by several prostitutes. 

In fact , as shall be discusse d in de tail later, blue, and 

particularly the blue sea, acquires even more erotic 
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importance in Robbe-Grillet's later novels, the blue sea 

becoming a powerful erotic metaphor for women and 
their function in t hese novels . 

The interweaving of el ements discussed previously 
can also be se en in a s lightly different s tructural 

technique which Robbe- Grille t uses . This is the us e 

of interior duplication o f el ements in the text . This 
t echnique ha s been used before , particula rly in painti ng , 
but it a ppear s that An dre Gi de was the f i rst t o propose 

i t as a par t icular literary t heory, and due t o the 

followin g entry i n his diary the t e rm "mise en abyme 11 

wa s adopted t o describe it . 

J ' aime ass ez qu ' en une oeuvre d ' art , on 

retrouve ainsi transpos~ a l'ech~lle des pe rsonnages, 

le sujet m~me de cc tte oeuvre . Rien ne l'~claire 
mi eux e t n'etabli t plus surement toute s les 

pr oportions de l 1 ensemble . Ainsi dans t els tableaux 

de Memling ou de Quenti n Metzys, un pe tit miroir 

convexe et sombre reflete a s on t our, l ' interieur 

de la pi~ce ou s e joue la scene p einte. Ai nsi dans 
l e t abl eau des Menines de Velasquez (mais un peu 

differemrr~nt) . Enfin , en litterature, dans Hamlet , 

la scene de la comedie; e t d ' ailleurs d ' autres pieces . 
Dans Wilhelm Meister, les scenes de marionnettes OU 

de fete de chateau . Dans la Chute de la Mai son Usher , 
la lecture que 1 1 on fait 1 Roderick etc ••• Aucun de 

ces exemples n'est absolument juste . Ce qui le serait 
beaucoup plus , ce qui dir ait bien mieux ce que j 1ai 

voulu dans mes Cahiers,dans mon Narcisse et dans la 

Tentative, c ' est la comparaison avec ce proced~ du 

blason qui consiste, dans le premier , 1 en mettre 
un second 11en abymen . 12 

This seems to mean for Gide that elements contained 
in a novel mirror the functioning of the novel itself, 
thus the play within a play of Hamlet reproduces the 

central confl ict with which Hamlet is confronted . A good 

example of t his in La Jalousie is the native ' s s ong, the 
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novel itslef. 
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Sans doute est-ce toujours le m~me poeme qui 
se continue. Si parfois le s t hemes s'estompent, 

' c•est pour revenir un peu plus tard, affermis, a 
peu de chose pr~s i dentiques. Cependant ces 
repetitions, ces infimes variantes, ces coupures, 
c es retours en arriere, peuvent donner lieu a de s 

mo difications - bien qu'~ peine s ensiblGs - entra1nant 
a la longue fort loin du point de d~part. (p.101) 

The construction of this song parallels, and in 

fact almost describes, that of the narrative as a whole, 

with the repetition of virtually identical scenes 
containing slight changes which draw the narrative far 
from its starting point through the various stages of 
the narrator's jealousy . Thus the structuring principle 

governing the whole novel is reproduced 11en abyme" in 

the functioning o f limited elemen~s contained in the text. 
This technique of 11mise en abyme n, or interior 

duplication, can also be seen in the functioning of 

colour in La Jalousie . Descriptions of A ••• 'slips 
show this process almost in microcosm using colour • 

• •• ses l ~vres sont fard6es, de ce rouge identique 

~ leur rouge naturel, l peine un peu plus soutenu • • • (p . 42) 

As with the native's song, the lipstick on A • • • 's 

lips is the same - 11identique 11 - but different - ''un peu 

plus soutenu" - to their natural colour. The slight 
modification draws the narrative forward in the same 

manner as the changes in the descriptions of the 

centipede and of the other elements discussed above . 

Each smai1 change contributes to the overall construction 

of the narrator's jealousy . 

A similar process can also be seen at work in 
descriptions of the balustrade on the terrace which 

frequently appear in La Jal~usie . The paint peeling from 
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the balustrade reveals different colours underneath . 

Entre la peinture grise qui cubsiste, p~lie 
par l 'age , et le bois devenu gris sous l ' action de 
l'humidite, paraissent de petites sur faces d 1 un 

brun rougeatre - la couleur naturelle du bois - la 
OU celui- ci Vient d ' ~tre laisse a d~couvert par la 

chute recente de nouvelles ecailles . (p. 182) 

The diff erent coloured layers on the balustrade 

could be read as interi o r duplication of the different 

levels of meaning in the novel . The narrator peeling off 

the paint with his fingernail parallels the function of 
the reader r econstructing the various possible l evels of 
the nar rative , or the stages of the narrat or ' s jealousy. 

Thus the men tion of "la chute recente de nouvelles ecailles" 

is possibly a humourous reference t o t he scal es fal l ing 
from the eyes of the reader , as he realizes that 

La Jalousie is more t han just an endless r epetition of 

t he same geome tri c, expressionless descriptions , and is 

in fact a novel of some complexity and sophistication . 

Howeve r the functioning of the balustrade is open 
to more than one interpretation . In his Marxist analysis 

of La Jalousie , Lecture politigue du r oman , Jacques 

Leenhardt offers another explanation for the coloured 

layers and several of the other coloured el ements in 
La Jalousie. This appears to be the only signi f icant 

critical study of La Jalousie which t akes more than 
passing note of the colours used , so it i s now perhaps 

appropriate to discuss some aspects of Leenhardt's 
analysis .13 

Leenhardt sees La Jalousie as a representation of 
the breakdown of Western colonial imperialism, with a 

corresponding resurgence of the "natural II world of the 

natives . Thus , in his view, the principal opposition in 

the book is black versus white , the natural world ve rsus 

the civilized . In Leenhardt 's opinion, the balustrade is 

one of the el emen ts in La Jalousie which expresses this 
resurgence in black power, an int erpr e tation based on 
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the colours of the different layers. He interprets the 
above descr iption of the balustrade thus; 

Tout est gris d 'abord , milieu entre blanc et 

noir; mais des evenements r~cents, la chute de 
nouvelles 6cailles, ont fait appara1tre une couleur 

naturelle, qui est du registre de la nature : le brun 
r ouge~tre (couleur de la cruche indigene). 14 

The peeling pain t thus shows the decay of the white 

man 's world , and significantly A ••• wants the balustrade 
r epainted . 

Toute la balustrade doit etre repeinte en jaune vif: 

ainsi en a decid~ A ••• (p.40) 

Le enhardt sees this repainting as a symbol of the 

white man reasserting his dominance over the natural 

wo rld, by covering the threatening natural colour of the 
bare wood . However, yet another interpretation is possible, 

another level of meaning . 'l'he colours used may also be 
indications of the personalities of both A ••• and the 
narrator. The grey paint, with which much o f the house 

s eems to be covered, could possibly point to the 
narrator having a rather dull personality . In fact there 

are clues in th e followin g quotation that he is responsible 

for this dull colour on the walls and the balustrade. 

Un lavage du mur, d 1 autre part , n'est guere 

praticable. Cette peinture mate ne le supporterait 

sans doute pas, car elle est beaucoup plus fragile 

que la peinture vernie ordinaire , a l ' huile de lin, 
qui existait auparavant dans la pi~ce. (p.129) 

Knowledge of t he previous paint covering and of 
the type of paint now on the walls i ndicate that the 
narrator probably either, repainted the house himself , 

or chose the paint for the job. Thus this matt, grey paint 

could be seen as indicative of a rather dull personality. 
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This se ems even more likely when one considers that 
A ••• now wants the balustrade repai nted in bri gh t yellow, 
suggesting a more lively personality, but also the 

conflict between the two, for A ••• has chosen an almost 
"opposite" colour scheme. This could well be due to the 
same deliberate "perverseness" as her choice of seat at 
the dining- table. Hence the opposition of colours could 

symbolize the conflict between A ••• and the narrator 

instead of , or as well as, the conflict between black 
and white . 

The colours of the bare patches on the balustrade -

"le bois devenu gris" and "de petites surfaces d ' un brun 

rouge~tre " - could also be further clues to t he personality 
of the narra tor. The pain t wo rk is obviously in very poor 

condition , the narrator detaches flakes of paint wi th his 
fingernail, and in fact; 

••• l a peinture , qui a pr esque compl~t ement disparu 

sur l e dessus de la barre d 'appui, commence egalement 

a s ' ~cailler sur les parties bomb6es des bal us tres. (p .39 ) 

If the bare wood is now grey due to the humidity, 

it would seem that this decaying process has been going 

on for some time, and is still continuing. Thus it appears 

that thfarrator is allowing the condition of his house 
to run down , again indicating a rather dull, lazy 
personality, especial ly when one considers that the 

native workmen would probably do the actual repainting . 

However there are plans for some wo rk i n the future . 

Il n'est question de repeindre, pour l'instant, que 

les jalousies et la balustrade - cette derniere en 

jaune vif. Ainsi en a decide A ••• ( p .211) 

This perhaps implies that more of the house needs 

painting than will be done , and in this case the 11ainsi 
en a decid~ A ••• n could apply to the colour of the 

balustrade and also to the decision to repaint. Thus the 
work will be· done on her urging , again pointing to a 

certain passivity on the part of the narrator, or a 
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possible difference of opinion with A •••• Similarly the 
yard in front of the house is partly overgrown, which 
Le enhardt again sees as a symbol of the resurgent native 

world , but this, like the peeling balustrade , could also 
be interpreted on a more personal level, pointing to the 

laziness and inefficiency of the narrator. 

The descriptions of the balustrade also r eveal 
some other interesting points . The r efer ence to 111a 

couleur naturelle du bois " is again ironic, as the grey 
colour of the exposed wood, caused by the humidity , is 

also "natural", that is, caused by the action of nature 

and not of man . The balustrade has more than one "natural " 

colour, blurring the distinction between the pair of 

opposites; natural - artificial. These peeling layers are 
also an example of Robbe-Grillet ' s preoccupation with 
the instability and the decomposition of the material 
world . 

J'ai d~couvert des pout res pourries dans une 
maison que j 1 ai ~ la campagne e t que j'aime l'image 

des solives qui tombent en poussi~re 

J'ai toujours l'impression de vivre 

~in6, menacl par un cataclysme, pr~t 

C' es t contre ra que je lutte . 1 5 

me poursuit ••• 

dans un monde 

a s '~crouler. 

The paintwork on the balust rade shows this decay in 
pr ogress, but the pl an to repaint it also shows t he 

cyclical nature of time in Robbe-Grillet ' s works . The 
process of decay is follo wed by that of renewal and the 

cycle starts over . In La Jalousie , the wall of the 
dining-room has already been repainted, the balustrade 
is to be repainted, and the bridge, which termites and 

floods are destroying, is in the process of being replaced 
during the course of the narrative. A more detailed 
discussion of this process is beyond the scope of t his 

thesis, but the balustrade is one example of the general 

cyclical functioning of time in Ro bbe- Srillet's works . 

The above dicussion shows that, like the layers of 

paint on the balustrade, there are several possible levels 

of meaning in La Jalousie . The balustrade can be seen as 
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a structural device of i nterior dupl i cation, as an 

indication of the r espective personaliti es of A ••• and 

the narrator , or as part of Le enhardt ' s Marxist analysis . 
Similarly t he other coloured elements in La Jalousie 

which Leenhar dt discusses , are also open to mul tiple 
int erpretations . 

The 11c rucl1e indig~ne" mentioned in the above 
quotation fro m Leenhardt is linked to the balustrade 

and the natives' world by its colour - 11 brun rouge~tre " -
and , according to Leenhardt , i ts r ounded as opposed to 

' linear shape str esses "l ' appartenance de l a cruche a 

l'univers chtonien des noirs 11 • The presence of the 11 cruche 11 

in the dining-room thus signals the gradual take- over 
of the white world by the natives . Significantly , the 
11cruche 11 appears in the seventh section just before the 

narrator ' s jealousy r eaches its pa r oxysm , as he imagines 

A ••• an d Franck t oge ther in the hotel ro om . 

Derri ~re la table, au centre d u long buffet , 

la cruche i ndig~ne ~ 1 1air encore plus volumineuse : 

son gr os ventre sph~rique , en terre rouge non 

vernissee , pr ojette sur lemur une ombre dense qui 
A ' s 1acc r o1t a mesure que la source lumineuse se rapproche , 

disque noir surmont6 d ' un trapeze isoc~le ( don t la 
grande base se trouve en haut) et d ' une mince courbe 

fortement arquet , qui r elie le flanc circulaire ~ 

" l ' un des sommets du trapeze. ( p . 163) 

However the shadow cast by the 11cruche 11 could also 
be read as a vaginal image - 11disque noir11 , t he vaginal 

entrance , surmounted by the 11trapeze isoc~le 11 of the pubis 

( emphasized by the extra precision tha t the trapezium 

is inverted ). This interpretation seems even more 

credible on r eading the r eference two sen t ences later to 
111 'ouverture be'ante du couloir" , a no the r possible 

vaginal i mage, which is followed by the appearance of the 

centipede , the most emotive of the supports for the 

narrator' s jealousy. Similarly , "son gros ventre sph~rique" 
could be an oblique image of a pregnant femal e , t he 
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absence of chil dr en in La Jalo usie being noticeable. Thus 

once more Leenhardt ' s discussion can be reinterpreted 

at another level , that of the characters, in thi s case 

showing the frustrated sexual desires o f t he narrator . 

Another e r otic element in La Jalousie is A • • • ' s 
black hair, with which the narrator seems obsessed . 
Leenhardt again in t e rprets this as a symbol of the 

native world , cl aiming that in a truly white- dominated 
world A •• • ' s hair would be blonde . 

Si nous r eprenons l'opposition principale du 

livre, noir vs. blanc, nous pourrions nous attendre 

~ ce que la chevelure de A •• • , comme toute sa pe rsonne, 

s'inscrive pleinement dans le registre de la blancheur, 

et que le narrateur nous la pr6sente done comme une 
blonde . Le paradigme cons titut autour de blanc aurait 

done inclu "blonde " . l la lueur de ce qui nous est 

apparu des conditions de possibilit6 de 1 1 6rotisation, 
savoir un arri~re- fond de menace, nous comprenons 

qu'i l ait ete plus coherent de faire se dlrouler 

le fantasme erotique ~ partir d 'une chevelure noi r e , 

c ' est-a-dire dejl porteuse elle-m~me des signes 
mena¥ants (la couleur noire), que d'une blondeur 
n ' offrant l l ' erotisation rien sur quoi se detacher. 
Il fal lait que la chevelure fut noire pour que le 
fantasme fonctionnat pleinement . 16 

Obviously individual fetishes will influence the 

erotic functioning of a particular colour , but black 

is probably generally accepted in Wes tern civilization 

as the most powerful colour of seduction and e roticism. 

However, it does not necessarily function as such because 

of the inherent menace of the black world, as Leenhardt 

suggests . Black can also function erotically in other 

contexts . Elizabeth Taylor , for exampl e , has both A ••• ' s 
unblinking green eyes and her black hair, and she has 

appeared in many seductive film roles without the help 

of racial overtones . And then one of Hollywood ' s greatest 

sex symbols , Marilyn Munr oe , was as blonde as i s possible , 

and was no doubt the subject of many an er otic day-dream. 
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Thus A ••• does not necessarily have to have black hair , 
which itself is not necessarily a racial symbol . 

The black colour of A ••• •s hair perhaps derives its 
erotic power from popular pornography , the black leather 
and black lingerie of sado- erotic movies and magazines , 
elements of the ~estern world ' s collective sexual 
fantasy displayed in the sex-shops of 42nd Street in New 

York and many other cities the world over . Thus in the 

context of La Jalousie , A ••• ' s black hair does perhaps 

contain an element of racial contamination , however , 
Leenhardt is perhaps overlooking the already s trong 

sexual connotations of black in Western culture . 

The other colour in La Jalousie which Leenhardt 

attributed to the natives ' world is gr een , especially the 
green of the plantation overtaking the yar d as mentioned 
above . Vegetation is very much a part of the natural , 

pr imitive world of the blacks and in Leenhardt ' s view , 

the desc ription of the car- crash in the seventh section , 

when Franck ' s car leaves the road and crashes into a tree , 
constitutes a movement from the world of t he whites , the 

car , to the world of the blacks , the tree; again the 

black world is reasserting itself . However this argument 

appears somewhat exaggerated when one considers that 

Albert Camus died in a similar crash in the middle of a 

very white- dominated , civilized France. M. Leenhardt is 
perhaps seeing symbols whe r e none exis t . 

Like the green vegetation , Leenhardt also sees the 

green blotter on A ••• ' s desk as an element of the natural , 

uncivilized wo r ld ( significantly it is covered in 111 1 6cri ture 
l l' encre noire") . 

Levert , l a masse amorphe du buvar d coul eur de 
17 nature .•• 

This blotter is only a very mino r element in the 

novel, whereas Leenhar dt has completely i gno r ed the blue 
l etter, which , as we poi nted out previously, seems of 

much greate r i mportance. He makes no reference to the blue 

colour of this l etter nor of Franck ' s car , which is 

surprising when one considers that blue, a pi gment 
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difficult to obtain from natural sources, is seldom 
found in primitive societies. It is very much a product 

of t he material, Western world, as are the blue objects 

th ems elves . Hence the car and the let t er ( written language ), 
through both their functions and their colour, are 

definitely part of "le paradigme consti tue au tour de blanc''· 18 

These coloure d obj ects, which have prominent positions 

in the narrative and which Le enhard t has overlooked, 

could i n fa ct support his analysis of La Jalous ie . 

In claiming that the principal opposition of this 

novel is black versus white, Leenhardt is perhaps also 

ov erlooking the fact that in all of Robbe-Grillet's 

novels, black and white are, by a wide margin, the 

colours most fr equently used . However it appears that only 

in Projet could this distribution be accounted for in 

racial terms, which, surprisingly perhaps, Le enhardt 

does not do . In Projet pour une critique , a paper he 

presented at the Col l oque de Cerisy on Robbe-Gri lllet, he 

i gnores the obviously significant role of colo ur in this 

novel . However this was only a s hort paper and can only 

be considered a very limited analysis compared to his 

critique of La Jalousie .19 

The omission of the blue elements and the s pecific 

rol e attributed to black and white i n Leenhardt's discussion 

perhaps show t he limitations of examining any one of 

Robbe - Grillet's novels in isolation. If, as Robbe-Grillet 

says, 111a reflexion critique de l 1ecrivain 11 is at work 

on previous novels to construct 11 de nouvelles recherches, 

un nouv eau depart", then no one novel s hould be e xamined 

in isolation as Leenhardt has done . 

Some of M. Le enhardt's interpretations may seem only 

slightly questionable, but he has, however, made one 

major mistake in his analysis of La Jalousie . His whole 

discussi on is based on the assumption that the novel is 

set in Africa, and can thus be compared to colonial life 

in that continent, but on the very first page of the 

novel we read; 

Mais A ••• s ' est content6e de sourire; elle ne 
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souffrait pas de la chaleur, elle avait connu des 

climats beaucoup plus chauds - en Afrique par exempl e 

- et s'y ~tait toujours tr~s bien port~e . (p.10) 

This clearly implies that th e novel is not set in 

Africa, although A ••• once lived there: M. Leenhardt 

appears to have co mmitted a major faux pas . However, in 

a ll fairness, it must be pointed out that the setting of 

La Jalousie appears to be an amal gam of life in th e 

West Indies, where Robbe-Grillet worked for some time, 

and plantations in French ~quatorial Africa. Thus 

M. Leenhardt is guilty at least of an indiscretion in 

either missing this fact or in not declaring it to his 

readers, although this omissi on does not in fact greatly 

affect the logic of hi s discussion . 

Whether or not one accepts Leenhardt's interpretations 

probably depends to some extent on the reader's own 

political persuasions and views on literature, but the 

above discussion does show that Robbe-Grillet's wo rks are 

open to a number of possible interpre tations at varying 

levels, t h ey have an inherent mul ti pl i city of meaning. 

La Jalousie, for example, can be viewed as the construction 

of a narrative , from a more traditional perspective as 

the story of a 11m~nage ~ trois", or from a political 

viewpoint as a Marxist critique . The elements of La Jalousie 

fulfill multiple functions and these functions are open 

t o multiple interpretations, stressing the polysemous 

nature of all Robbe-Grillet's works . 
Our discussion of the various elements in the novel, 

shows the importance of colour in La Jalousie, that its 

use is a new departure both from his earlier novels and 

perhaps more i mportantly from traditional li terature. 

La Jalousi e is a search for a new colour symbolism , a 

symbolism whi ch is now a function of the internal 

structure of the novel . 

If Robbe-Grillet is faithful to his theoretical 

pronouncements (which has not always been the case), 

then one would expect colour use in his next novel , 

Dans le labyrinthe, to procede from the techniques of 

La Jalousie . Leenhardt claimed that the principal 
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opposition of La Jalousie was blac~ versus white, an 
opposition symbotic of racial conflict. However the 
opposition of colours also works on a te xtual level 
in constructing the narrative itself. Leenhardt's 
statement is thus true but perhaps for the wrong 

reasons. 
In La Jalousie, the most obvious use of this 

colour opposition is seen in description of A ••• 
brushing her hair, the black hair falling across the 

white silk of her robe. 

Elle a gard! son deshabille matinale, mais sa 

chevelure, libre encore de tous enroulements ou 

chignons, est deja peign!e avec soin; elle brille 

au grand jour, lorsque la ttte en tournant dtplace 

les boucles souples, lourdes , dont la masse noire 
retombe sur la soie blanche de l'epaule, tandis que 
la silhouette s•lloigne derechef vers le fond de la 

pi~ce en longeant la cloison du couloir . (p.186) 

The opposition of black and white creates a 

movement in the description, similar to that ih the 
descriptions of elements such as the centipede. In fact 

description of these elements uses the same principle 

of colour opposition, as the movement from no colour to 
colour is equivalent to the movement from black - absence 

of colour - to white - fusion of all colours. Thus in 
La Jalousie, the opposition of colours is an important 
structural element , producing movement in description 

which Stephen Heath also notes in The Nouveau Roman; 

It is perhaps La Jalousie that provides the 
clearest example of this mov emen t in the series 
of versions of the killing of the centipede and 

t he various descriptions of the stain left on the 
wall of the bungalow. 20 

In Dans le labyrinthe, this structural principle 

is even more basic to the construction of the text, 
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the direct opposition of elements seems to play a more 
important role than in La Jalousie. The opening lines 
of Dans le labyrinthe immediately show this process 
in operation. 

Je suis seul ici, maintenant, bien ~ l'abri . 

Dehors il pleut, dehors on marche sous la pluie en 

courbant la t~te, s'abritant les yeux d'une main 

tout en regardant quand m~me devant soi, .•• (p.9) 

There is a movement in this description from the 

inside - 11bien ~ 1 'a bri 11 - to the outside - !JDehors il 
pleutn - folowed by a partial return to shelter - "s'abritant 
les yeux 11 • Thus as each element is introduced, it is 
balanced by its opposite. In Robbe-Grillet's novels, 
description no longer defines a static situation but is 

itself a dynamic progression . Heath summarizes this 
process thus; 

The opposition is cen tral to the development of the 

course of the writing which moves constantly from 

room to street, and is one exampl e of a basic 

structural principle of the text,progression by 
the substitution of elements in a relation of 

antonymy the one with the other along the narrative 

line of the novel. This use of opposites as a 
structural principle presents an i mmediate rhythm 

of composition and this rhythm is stressed in the 

development of the indivdual paragraphs and 
sentences of the text. 21 

The colours used in description a l so follow this 
principle of oppositions. As in La Jalousie, black and 

white are the principal colours used in this process, this 

fundamental oolour opposition appearing in the first 
paragraph of Dans le labyrinthe. 

Dehors il fait froid, le vent souffle entre les 

branches noires denudees; le vent souffle dans les 

feuilles, entrainant les rameaux entiers dans un 
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balancement, dans un balancement , balancement, qui 

projette son ombre sur le cr~pi blanc des murs . (p . 9) 

The description progresses from the black branches 
to the white wall , via the intermediary of the shadow; 
again each element is balanced by its opposite (e.g . 
d$nud~es - feuilles) , and as Heath remarks, it i s not 

by chance that the word 11balancen:ent 11 appears in this 
first paragraph . 

There is also more direct opposition o f black and 

white in the t ext, as the colours are used in direct 

contrast, as shown by; "la t~te bl~me du soldat qui se 

detache toujours sur le fond noir de la nuit" (p.39) , 
and the young boy "serrt dans sa p~lerine noire, d~jl 
blanche de neige" (p .1 18) . However this technique is 

not limited to only black and white , but also includes 

other combinations of colours, producing 11~ ce moment 
il aperyoit une silhouette noire, devant lui , dont la 

t~te et le haut du corps se d6coupent sur l es carreaux 

lumineux de papier mauve " (p.134), and "les lampadaires 

noires ••• dont le$ ampoules brillent d 1 un {clat jaune 
dans le jour blafard 11 ( p . 1 22) . Again the juxtaposition 
of different colours gives movement and rhythm t o the 
narrative . This allows pr ogression from one elemen t t o 

another while preserving an overall unity in the text , 

as each element is r elated in some way to the next , by 

both synonymous and more often a n tonymous associations . 

In Vertige fixe , Girard Genette (to whom Heath also 
acknowledges a debt ), again using the opening lines of 
Dans le labyrinthe as an exampl e , summarizes the fictional 

technique of Robbe- Grillet thus ; 

••• l'art de Robbe-Grillet consiste ~ disposer 

dans l ' ordre m6tonymique de la narration et de la 
description romanesques un mat6riel de nature 

mttaphorique ,.. puisque rlsultant d ' analogies entre 

~llments differents ou de transformations d '~l~ments 

identiques . Apr~s une sc~ne d 1 un roman de Robbe- Grillet, 
le lecteur attend l!gitimement , selon 1 1ordre 
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classique du r~cit, une autre sc~ne contigue dans 

le temps ou l'espace; ce qui lui offre Robbe-Grillet, 
C 1 est la me me scene leg~rement modifiee , OU une 
autre scene analogue. Autrement dit, il ttale 
horizontalement, dans la continuite spatio-temporelle , 
la relation verticale qui unit les diverses variantes 

d 'un th~me, il dispose en serie les termes d 1un choix, 
il transpose une concurrence en concatenation. 22 

( Genette •s emphasis) 

The use of colour in Dans le labyrinthe is an example 

of this general process at work in the novel, a process 

most clearly seen in the direct oppositions which appear 

in the text, such as inside-outside or black-white. 

Colour is used to link diverse elements in this horizontal 
progression of the narrative. By using colour oppositions, 
the text can progress through a sequence of seemingly 

unassociated elements without overt use of editorial 
omnipotence; that is one scene links to the next without 

an obvious lacuna betraying the role of the author who 
is in fact controlling the narrator's point of view. This 
can be seen in the following passage from the novel; 

Le soldat croit avoir definitivement perdu 

la piste , quand il voit ~ quelques pas de lui, 
sous un reverbere, le gamin arrttl qui l'attend, 

serre dans sa p~lerine noire, dtj~ blanche de neige. 

"C I est 1l, 11 di t-il en dtsignan t la po rte, 
toute semblable aux autres. (p.118) 

The soldier appears to have lost his way , but the 

child, his guide, reappears; the first association in the 
chain is established, path-guide. The child is standing 

"sous un r~verb~re" which is described as black in other 

descriptions, t hus creating a link to the "p~lerine noire"; 

association by colour. The child is reduced by synecdoche 

to the 11p~lerine noire". These first three examples are 
all synonymous associations whi ch are followed by three 

antonymous links. The function of the "P~lerine 11 is to 

provide warmth against the cold of the snow, which now 
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appears, this association being further r einforced by the 
contrast of the black coat and the white snow. This 
sequence thus contains a double antonym ; warm-cold, 

black- whi te. The words spoken by the child - 11C1 est 1~11 -

i mply a further opposition , that is 11 ce n' est pas i ci", 
producing movement from "i ci II to u1i 11 • The 111}" is the 

door which l eads inside out of t he snow ,creating the 

fundamental inside- outside opposition of the novel . 

This sequence of associations thus al lows th e 
narrative to pr ogress smoothly, the opposition of black 

and white allowing the series of synonymous links t o 
become antonymous , and hence allowing the trans i ti on 

from outside to inside t o occur almost unnoticed. The 
next s entence then continues; 11Puis c ' est l'ampoule 

tlectrique qui se balanc e au bout de son long fil 11 (p.119) . 

The transition is thus compl e te and a gain , as the t ext 
tells us , balance is maintained . In his analysis of 
Dans le labyrinthe , J ean- Pierre Vidal de fines this 

pr ocess thus; 

F.lle (l'epur e ) n ' est for m~e , nous l ' avons vu, 

que de deux li eux extr~mes; les autres parties se 

caract~risent par l'adjonc t ion d ' un ou de plusieurs 

li eux inte rm~diaires qui vont insensi blement combler 

l'espace et 6tablir un lien (un li eu m~me) de 
continuit~ entre ces deux poles extr~mes. Une 
continuitt qu' en fin la fiction r(cuperera . 23 

In t his analysis of the structure of the novel, Vidal 

also discusses some other linking s equenc es which use 
colour. For example, he notes a progression fro m the sun , 

t o light, to flame, which in turn produces colour. 

Enfin il commande tout e la s6rie des m~taphores 

basles sur la f l amme et il introduit la couleur 

( 111a l ampe en cuivr e ", p. 11 - 11 r ideaux r ouges", p .11 

-
11le bois, brun rouge" , p.13; not er l e s trois 

mati~res sur quoi se pose l e rouge: metal, tissu , 

bois : elles formen t avec le verre les mat&riaux de 
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base de la premiere partie). 24 

Again colour is part of the progression fro m outside 

the sun - to inside - th e red objects. An d as discus sed 
previously, Robbe- Grillet appea rs to 11 rendre une colorationn 
in Dans le la byrin the, with the pervading "grisaille H of 
both the inside an d the outside settings. Vidal notes that 
this "grisaille" originates in the dust on the flo or and 
the grey wallpaper and is then transferred to the 

exterior fa1ades. 

Et lemur tout entier adopte, dans le m~me temps, 

l'image de la neige qui tombe dans un jour gris 

( 11un papier gris p~le, raye verticalement de bandes 

a peine plus foncees",p . 20) 25 

And this "grisaille n is also transferred to the 

soldier standing beneath the street-light. 

Son visage est formee de cet t e "grisaille" qui 

vient de la chambre . 26 

This produces the following description ; 

Son visage est gris~tre; les traits en sont 

tir~s, et donnent l'impressi on d 'une ex treme fati gue; 

mais peut-~tre une barbe de plus d'un jour est-elle 
pour beaucoup dans cette impression . L'attente 

prolongee, l'imrnobilite prolongee dans le froid 
peuvent au ssi avoir enleve leurs couleurs aux joues, 

' au front, aux levres. 

Les paupi~res sont grises, co mme le reste; 

elles sont baisstes. (p.16) 

Once more there is this movement from inside to 

outside, the "grisaille" of the room being transferred 

to external objects. Similarly, there is transferral of 

elements in horizontal planes to vertical planes (and 

vice-versa); for example, the grey of the dust on the 

floor (horizontal) reappears on the exterior fa~ades 
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(vertical) . Vidal points out that a similar process occurs 
in the emergence of the static soldier from the painting 

on the wall, to become a dynamic element in the t ext , 

a process which again uses colour . 

Son extraction du tableau - entra1nant celle 
de l'enfant, puisque les deux personnages sont li6s 
- se fait par la transposition horizontale d 1 une 
couleur d'abord verticale. En effet , le soldat, dans 
la rue, portait un numero matricule noir sur fond 
rouge . Apres l'evocation ici de ce num€ro ( dont il 

est di t, p .31 , qU I il a deja ett 11 rapport4H; leS de UX 

soldats, par lui, ne font done plus qu'un), la 
couleur, comme transportee implicitement, appara!t 

dans le tableau qui !tait, lors de la premi~re 

description, 11une gravure en noir et blanc 11 , p . 25. 
Voici mainter-ant que la toile cir~e l des carreaux 
11blancs et rouges" (p.31) . Oti l' on peut lire la 
modifi cation d ' une palette: noir sur r ouge ( ma tricule) 

- noi r et blanc (gravure) - blanc et rouge (toile 
ciree, abolition de la gravure ). 27 

Thus , by using colours, elements can move from one 
setting to anothe r, as boundaries between i mmo bility 

( gravure ) and animation (l e s oldat) are abolished. As 

Vidal then says; 

Tout est en place , le tableau peut devenir sc~ne 
et le 11cabaretlf cafe. 

Colour would seem to play an important role in the 

construction of Dans le labyrinth e , the opposition and 
transposition of colours giMing movement and rhythm to 

the narrative . Our discussion thus far already shows how 

study of a limited element can be fruitful in discerning 

more general trends in the overall construction of a novel . 

The extensive use of black and white in Dans le labyrinthe, 
as elements of a construction, may perhaps cas t more light 

on their fr~quent use in Robbe- Grillet 's other novels , 
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for black and white are by far the most often used 

colours in all o f them . Cer0ainly Leenhardt's Varxist 

interpretation of racial conflict seems inadequate . 

Nor is the predominance of black an d white limited 

t o Robbe- Grillet ' s novels . In discussing his film 
Excalibur , director ,John Boorman stated that he believed 

the function of films is to express man ' s inner visions , 

his fantasies, and that black and white heightened the 

dream- like quality of a film . Man does generally dream 

in monochrome , i mages tend to be more important than 

colours, which only be come significant in certain states 

of d reaming . Robbe- Grillet ' s first four fil ms were made 

in black and white , and fo r L ' homme gui men~ , he 

deliberately chose black and white in pre ference to 

colour film. 

Vo us savez que les producteurs e t les distributeurs 

aiment la couleur , et pour L ' ho mme gui ment , en 

particulier , l e distributeur a ur a it voulu qu'il soit 

en coul eurs, ce que je n ' ai pu ac cepter puisque je 

le voyais en noir et blanc . 28 

Thus Robbe- Gril le t's choic e of monochrome perhaps 

follo ws Boorman's view that it heightens the oneiric 

quality , yet paradoxically Robbe-Grillet was unhappy 

with just this reaction to his earli er film L'ann~e 

derni~re ~ Mari enbad . 

J ' avais ~tt g~n~ moi-m~me par ce c8t~ 11onirique 11 

que j ' avais donn, ~ Marienbad . 29 

Significantly the grey shades in this film were 

suppressed using special laboratory t echniques to 

produce a strong contrast between black and white , 

which could thus be partly r esponsible for the dream 
interpretation . Although Robbe- Grill e t may initially 

have seen L ' homme gui ment in black and white , he stresses 

that his works are fictional inventions rather than dreams . 

He continues; 
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Le r4cit moderne , qu 1il soit dans l e roman o u 

dans l e cin6ma , af f irme l ' invention . Les personnages 
sont des fictions ; i l ne s ont que des fic tions, et 

c ' est l eur caract~re f ictif qui est justement le 
sujet m~me de l ' oeuvre . 30 

Interpreting L1 a nnl e derni~re 1 Mari cnbad as a dr eam , 
is to impose a frame of reference on the film which 
i. .mediately r enders it "rlcupcfrab le " in traditional, 

humanistic terms and deni es its l iteral r eality . In 

such t erms the film is no longer a fictional construction , 
but me r ely the representation o f a disoriented human mi nd , 

thus r endering its a ppar ent strangeness harmless and 

comprehensibl e . I n Topologie , Robbe- Grillet a gain affirms 

that his novels and films should not be r ead as dreams . 

~ t d ' abord, si c •ttait un r~ve , il n 'y aurait pas 

de couleurs . (p. 125) 

Henc e the presence of colours , o t her than black 

and white , in all his novels , a r gues a gainst such 

interpretations . For example , this implies that La Jalousie 
canno t be interpreted as t he visions of the wandering 

min d of t he narrator , as he sits on the terrace one 
evenin g r ecall ing past events . Distinguishing be t ween 
11real 11 and "imagined" events is a meaningless exercise 

and as Heath notes , Ro bbe- Grillet "was able to treat the 
composition of La Jalousie as a matter of g r eater 
importance than the situation o f the jealous husband 

which is now seen as no mo r e than a pr op for the 

accomplishment of the writing 11 •
31 To construct is not the 

same as to dream , even though both processes are func t ions 
of the imagination . 

The r e is however another possibl e explanation for 

this excessive use of b l ack and white in Robbe- Gr illet •s 

novels, one which is provided by the t ext itsel f , that is 

t he black letters on the whi te page . The contrast 

produced on the page of a novel (o r on a film screen ) 

coul d wo r k on the subconscious mind of the reader in 

a s sisting t o cr eate an image, an image which i s probably 
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specific effort to visualize a particular colour. A 

colour adjective us ed in a text will not necessarily 

produce an image of that colour in the reader ' s mind . 
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Such a use of black and white also emphasizes the 
11te xtuality 11 of a novel, and as we shall see in discussion 

of Pro jet in Chapter Six , Robbe - Grillet in fact s ees the 

basic opposition of a novel as the conflict between the 

blank , white page and the black words a wri t er wishes 

to impose upon it . Thus this black-white contrast also 

points to the 11artificiality 11 of fiction, that it is 

a product of the writer ' s imagination and that it is 

n ever more than words on a page , which again undermines 

eny belief that there is a reality above and beyond the 

te xt . What is described is no longer important , but rather 

how it is described, what Roland Barthes calls 11le plaisir 
du texte 11. 

However it must also be point ed out that Robbe - Grillet 

is not alone in his predeliction for black and white . In 

his article The Colour- Sense in Literature32 , Havelock 

Ellis reviews colour use by various writers of different 

nationalities from ancient to modern times . His findings 

show that black and white (although not always both), are 

ve ry often among the preferred colours of these writ ers 

(a notable exception is the Lake Poets who prefer green 

and other bright colours for obvious reasons) . In the 

first three books of Homer 's Iliad black and white are 

the most frequently use d colours, a preference which may , 

however , be as much a result of language limitations as 

of Homer ' s own choice , for in Homeric Greece (and modern 

India) black could also mean dark, and white equate with 

light . This anomaly has already caused much ink to flow 

in discussion of Homer ' s use of colour in description . 

At the end of the nineteenth c entury there was a 

debate , led by William Gladstone , concerning man's 

ability to perceive colour in Homeric times33• This 

debate stemmed from the predominance of black and white 

and the relative paucity of other colours in the Iliad . 

It was postulated , with Gladstone leading the attack, that 
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perceiving first black and white, then red, fol lowed 
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by orange and so on through the spect rum, a theory whi ch 

seemed co mpatible with anci ent literature from various 

sources. 34 Howe ver, through testing the colour perception 

of primitive tribes, that is people considered to be at 

an equivalent stage of development to ancient man, it was 

found that the problem lay, not in the ability to percei ve 

colour, but in the ability to express the colour pe rceived. 

An African tribesman, for example , may only have a two 

word colour vocabulary, one word for each half of the 

spectrum; that is r ed, orange and yel l ow are all described 

by one word , even though t he tribesman can distinguish 

between each of t he three (similarly for gre en to violet) . 

It is now thought that anci ent man had a fully 

developed colour-sense which was not, however, matched 

by the development of his vocabulary. Division of the 

s pectrum is in fact a function of language and not of 

nature. Black and white predominate in the Iliad because 

Ho mer lacked words to describe other colours; there was 

a gap between his perception of colour and the vocabulary 

at his disposal to express this perception, he was not 

in fact colour-blind as some have suggested . In fact this 

problem stil l extsts today, as shown by Robbe-Grillet's 

use of indeterminat e colour terms. This probl em of 
relating language to colour is to be the subject of 

the ne xt chapt er. 

In his early novels, Robbe-Grillet a ppears t o use 

colour to fullfil several different functions . In 

Les Gommes, colour adjectives are use d in the sa:i11.e way 

as geometric terms , that is to situat e and define a 

particular obj ect; they are neutral, scientific terms. 

In La Jalousie, colour is used to show the shifting focus 

of the narrator's attention and his changing emotions. 

It is also part of Leenhardt's Marxist analysis and plays 

a role in other elements of the novel, such as the use 

of interior duplication , the cyclical nature of time and 

erotic imagery. In Dans le labyrinthe, colour is used 

largely as a structural device , the opposition of colours, 
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especially black and white , giving movement and r hythm 
to the narrative . Colours are also used in this novel 
to generate new el ements in the text, such as the red 

i mages based on flames and the transposition of grey 
from interior to exterior elements . The frequ ent use of 
black and white in Robbe- Grillet 1 s novels and films 

provides interesting comparisons with other wo r ks and 

also some possible insights into Robbe- Grillet 1 s own aims . 

This chapter has a ttemp ted t o demonstrate that the 

functioning of colour in Robbe- Grillet 1 s early novels 
is a departure from t r aditional colour symbolism and 
that the techniques which he uses evolve from novel to 

novel, as each constitutes a new investigation of the 

powe rs of l anguage . In writing these early novels , 
Robbe- Grillet was very much 11dans l e laboratoire 11 • 
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( Is the Word God? ) 
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In the beginning was the '1/ord and the Vfo r d was God , 
but if, as Nietzche informs us, God is dead, what has 
happened to the Word? 

Words are the fundamental elements from which all 
literature is constructed and so it is perhaps only 
natural that literate man should be inquisitive as to 

their functioning . In the modern world of mass media , 

the wo r d , both written and spoken , has immense influence, 

bu t can we ever be sure that t h e words we read and hear 

are telling the 11Truthn ? This chapter is not to be a 

discus sion on the nature of Truth , but an examination of 

the way in which language functions in description , of 

the relationship between lan guage and our perception of 

r eality . In fact , we have already mentioned examples 
which show that descriptions of colour are functions of 

language and not of perception , and similar examples 
will now be examined in mo re detail in this chapte r . 

In the previous chapter , we noted that a word or 
linguistic si gn consists of two components , what Ferdinand 

de Sauss ure called the signified and the signifier . The 

former is the i mage or concept which the word produces 

and the latter is the word its elf, as sound or as letters 
on a page . The relationship between these two terms is 

completel y a r bitrary, there is no "reason II why the word 
11 tree 11 for example, should be used to describe a physical 

tree g rowing in the ground. Our aim in this chapter is 

to examine closely the functioning of language, at both 

the level of the signifier and the signified , in 
Robbe - Grillet ' s novels . 

In dealing with colour, there i s often a problem , 

as many of the following examples will demonst r ate , in 

relating our limited c9lour vocabulary to an infinite 

physical r eality , t hat is the colour spectrum is infinite 

in the sense that it is a continuum . There is of course 

a limit to the individual distinctions man can make in 
th e spectrum , but the number of colours which he can 

distinguish is nevertheless extremely large , far larger 
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in fact than our colour vo cabulary, a point we hope to 
clearly demonstrate. 

In description our vocabulary is often inadequate 
to describe a particular colour, Robbe- Grillet ' s 

frequent use of the colour suffix 11-~tre " is evidence 

of this . This whole chapte r is closely linked to Chapter 
Two which dis cussed the illusion of r ealism , for this 
illusi0n is created through the medium of language , it 

invites the reader to f orget that he is r eading written 

words on a page . As Roe;er Fowler remarks in Linguistics 
and the No vel; 

Generally prose fiction of the eighteenth to the 

twentieth centuries, unlike verse, avoids 

"foregrounding" the physical subs t ance of the text. 

Claiming to be rational, referential discourse 
poin t ing to a 11reali ty 11 beyond language, the novel 
preten ds that its medium is transparent, playine 

down the visual and phonetic shape of the text. 1 

Robbe- Grillet, it seems , is a novelist who no longer 
ignores the physical substance of the text , his ironic 

comments undermine the real ist illusion and l eave the 
reader in no doubt that he is reading a ficticious 

construction of words on a pa~e. Robbe- Grillet s tat ed 

in the colloquium on the Nouveau Roman at Cerisy ; 

Aujourd'hui nous sommes decides~ assumer pleinement 

l ' artificialite de notre travail : il n ' y a pas 

d ' ordre naturel ni mo ral ni politique ni narratif , 

il n• existe que des ordres humains crtts par 1 1 homme, 
~vec tout ce quc ccla cuppose de pravisaire ~t 
d ' arbitraire . 2 

Language , above all, is an order created by man, a 

completely arbitrary order. Na thali e Sarraute, fo r example , 

s ees language as 11un syst~me de conventions extr~mement 

simplifiee, un code grossi~rement etabli pour la commodit6 

de la communication 11 •
3 It is the simplification and 
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writer , who may not always be able to find the exact 
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word or words to convey the exa c t i mage , a colour for 
example , that he has in mind . A text containing imprecise 
terms immediately reveal s , either deliberately or in an 

attempt to fai th ful l y reproduce an exte rnal r eality , bo t h 
the arbitrarines s of linguistic structures a nd the 

incompl e te nature of any descrip t ion . We shall at tempt 

t o show in this chapter that Robbe- Grill et deli berately 

utilizes the linguistic sign , not to ill ustrate a reality 

beyond the langua ge system, but to il l uminate the 
workings of the linguistic system itsel f . 

It must also be pointed out that an author , who 
has compl e te control over his text , can hide any 

limitations of our language system by using onl y exac t, 

pre cise t e rms. The "realist" write r would use vague 

terms as they best fit a particular descripti on , while 

novelists l ike Robbe- Grillet use such t erms delibe ra tely 

t o poin t t o the i mprecisi on and inadequacy o f our 
language system. 

Al though an author may "foregr ound " t he phys ical 
subs tance o f a text, many critics a r e stil l quick to 

account for any irregularities in colour description 

i n terms o f th e realist il l usion. Despite some de gr e e 
of acceptanc e of Robbe- Grill e t a nd the Nouveau Roman 

in the literary world ( they a re studi ed in uni versities 
for example) , inte rpretation of novels which t o tally 

i gnores th e work a t the l evel of the signifier s t ill 

persists. In hi s thesis on Pr oust•s use of colour in 
' A l a recherche du temps pe r du, Allan H. Pasco has 

deliberately omitted what he calls "doubt ful " colour 
terms, that is those which r.oul n in f:=ir'.t. hP. .c3;::ii rl. t.0 

highlight the problem o f relating a linguisti c sign 

to a physical reality . 

Color terms such as 11couleur de gr~s " ( I , 662), 

1
1teint de feu 11 (II , 63) a nd 11en jupe ho r tensia" (II,1 77), 

have also been deleted if I am s ufficientl y 

doubt ful as to the colo ur involved . Sandstone , for 

exampl e , is of many colors from yellow brown to 
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"rouge" (I,910) to "noir~tre" (ii,81 ,531). Fire may 
also include the whole range from yel l ow to red to 
blue. The decisions as to whether or not to include 

such borderline ca ses are in a sense arbitrary, but 

they reflect a constant desire to downgrade dubious 
4 data . 

This also reflects a constant desire to dovmgrade 

Proust ' s wo r k to a "realist 11 novel. Pasco is concerned 

only with the image (signified ), that is the r eality 

described , ignoring the role of the words as text (signifier), 

that is the way a reality is described. His labelling 

of these terms , all of which clearly refer to colours, 
as dubious , immediately points to the inadequacies of 

our colour vocabulary, in that th e meaning of these 

terms is unclear, our system allows imprecision. To some 

extent this represents poor scholarship , as Pasco is in 

a sense , editing Proust's work , i gnoring the intentions 

of the author in deliberately excluding the colour terms 

mentioned in the above quote from his study. Omission of 

these t e r ms r enders his thesis incomplete, although in 

terms o f traditional, 11 r ealist 11 lit erary criticism , 

Pasco 's avoidance of the problem is probably acceptabl e . 

However Pasco 's attitude seems even more puzzling whe n 

on e conside rs that he is acquainted with Ro bbe-Grill et's 

novels, using Dans le labyrinthe for comparative 

purposes in his thesis, for there are many examples in 

Robbe- Grill et's novels, similar to the above examples 

from Proust which Pasco has omitted . These examples in 

Robbe-Grillet 's works cannot be ignored as so many of 

the colour terms which he usesJ highlight the problems 

in attempting to describe colour. 

In Ro bbe-Grillet's first two novels, Un Regicide 
and Les Gommes, colour appears to function in a fairly 

limited fashion; the terms used appear to be part of 

"realist" description . However in Le Voyeur, Robbe-Grillet 

begins to use colour in an interrogation of our 

linguistic structures. 

After cycling around the island trying to sell his 

watches , Mathias stops at a cafef whe re he is served an 
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aperitif . The colour of this drink is first dsecribea as 
11un brun rouge~tre assez fonce 11 ( p . 107 ), there being 

nothing unusual in thi s desc r iption as it is a wine- based 
drink . Qowever i n immediately following descriptions 

this same a peritif is described as 11cette boisson rouge~tre" 
and then "le liquide brun n, the colour terms o f the 

original description a r e each appli ed separately in the 

subsequent ones . This change in terminology points to the 

difficulties in a ccurately describing colour, that the 

limited number of words in our colour vocabulary canno t 

cove r t he wide range of co l our s in the spectrum. It also 

emphasizes the subjec tive nature of colour description , 

as the range from 11rouge~tre 11 through "brun rouge~tre " 
to 11brun 11 is not great , t he choice of one colour t e rm 
over ano t her becomes a matter of personal preference . 

We do not always have a specific colour term for every 

point on e migh t select from the continuum , and we must 
t hus formulate hybrids , such as 11brun rouge~tre 11 , to 
cover the gaps in our vocabula ry . 

nowever as the writing of a novel is an artificial 

operati on , an author can change colour terms as he chooses , 

as ~obbe- Gril let does in the above exampl e from Le Voyeur . 
He ne ed no t in fact a t tempt to faithful l y r eproduce 
the world 11out there" . 

This minor exampl e from Le Voyeur thus serves a 
dual function ; the changing colour terms show the 
artificial ity of all creative writing, and a lso that 

our vocabulary is often inadequa t e t o describe a physical 
reality. We are a ttempting to cover an infinite r ange 

with a finit e sys t em , a s yst em whic h Robbe- Grillet, like 

Nat halie Sarr aute , '.vould seem to consider an extremely 
simplified group o f conventions . 

In Robbe-Grillet' s next novel, La J alousie , there 
ar e e ven mo r e examples , using colour, which ques t ion 
our lingui stic structures , exampl es whi ch again 

highlight the often arbitrary and i ncompl ete co rrelation 

between our abili ty to describe and our ability t o 
perc eive the physical world . 

An example in La Jalousie wi th simil a r characteristics 

to the aperitif o f Le Voy eur, is the desc ript ion of the 
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lizard as 11gris- rose" (p. 51) . Again a hybrid term is 
used to describe a colour for which there is no specific 

word in our colour vocabulary . The co l ouring of the 
lizard lies between the two , just as th e aperitif lies 

between 11 brun 11 and "rouge" . 
Si milarly there are inconsistencies in descriptions 

of the stain left by the centipede, which is "noir~tre", 

" 1~sombre II a nd 11 bruna t re 11 • Ho ws ve r the first description 

( 11noir~tre 11 ) is at night under the light o f the oil- lamp , 

while the last ( 11brunatre 11 ) is in daylight , and thus the 

discrepancy could be a ccounte d for by the change of 

li ghting , that is it is a 11realistn precision , the 

indeterminate "sombre" covering both of the other two. 
This example again emphas izes that colour is a function 

of light , a fact shown even more clearly in the following 

description of A ••• ' s lips. 

A ••• est en train determiner son discret maquillage : 

ce rouge sur les l~vres qui se contente de reproduire 

l eur naturell e , mais qui para1t plus noir sous cette 

lumi~re trap crue . (p . 141) 

The harsh light of the oil- lamp makes obj ects appear 

darker than in daylight , as these descriptions of t he 

centipede and A ••• 's lips show . Description of th e 

centipede thus first appears to show the imprecision of 

our colour vocabulary, but closer examination reveals 

that th e colour terms used are , in this case , 11realist 0 • 

Mhe realist us e of colour in this example , however, serves 

to highligh t the questioning of linguistic structures i n 

e xample s we shall now dis cuss, e xamples which cannot be 

accounted for in rea list terms . The juxtaposi tion of the 

two cases points to the art ificiality of wri ting fiction 

and of language as a whole, as a gain the choice of 

t e r minology is , in both cases, the author 's choice. 

An example from La Jalousi e which is difficult to 

explain in realist terms, is description o f the "brousse " 

which surrounds the plantation. The colour of this scrub 

is mentioned four t i mes , and is each time di ffe rent; 

"roussie" (p.41) "rouss~tre" ( p.117), "jaun~tre" (p.1 80 ), 
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and "jaunies" ( p. 18 4) . From a realist point of view, 
these changes could perhaps indicate changing seasons, 
whi ch woul d tend to support an inte r pretation of this 

novel as being th e recollections o f the jealous 
narrator, t hat is he is r ecal ling events f r om vari ous 
times i n the past . 

The r e is also a patte rn to t hese changes in description 
which can be seen in the changing endings of the 

adjectives ; "-ie, - atre, - ~tre, - ie 11 • These changes create 

a movement i n the description from a r easonably precise 

term to a mo r e gen eral one and back again . Again t he 
colours used are reasonably "simil ar" , r ed and yellow 

are a djacent in the spectruM, and thus the transiti on 
fro m reddi sh to yellowish hues is not pe rhaps too 

incongruous , and can easily pass unno ticed . This change 

again underlines t he subjective nature of expressing 

our colour perception in specific words; what one person 

describes as 11 r ouss~tre ", another might describe as 
11 jaun~t re 11 • 

I n this case , however , an examination of the colours 

themselves ( s ignifieds ) proves revealing . As discussed 
in the pr evious chapter , t h e colour 11 roux" acquires an 
emo tional charge in La Jal ousie , through the colouring 

of A • • • ' s hair and the crushing of the centipede . It 

i s thus s igni£icant that the two desc r iptions using 
11 r ousse 11 appear in the narrative befor e paroxysm is 

reached , that i s a s the narrator ' s jealousy is g rowing 
(note also the 11 br ousse- brosse 11 link which reinforces 
the colour one ) . Be tween the pairs of r ed and yellow 

desc riptions of the scrub is the scene of the car- crash 

( p . 167) , in which the scrub is illuminated by flames . As 

was noted in the pr evious discussion of this s cene , colour 

is absent. However the red colour of the flames has 

perhaps already been sugges ted by the previous 11r ed 11 

descriptions of the scrub . Thus when the scrub is lit 
up by the f l ames, the combination of the earlier 

reference and t he no doubt reddish flames lead the 

reade r to again a ssociate the sc r ub with the series of 

reddish correlatifs . After paroxysm has passed , the 

narr ator becomes les s emotional and t he reddish hues 
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change to less emotionally charged (for the narrator) 
yello wish ones . 

An example from La Jalousie which perhaps nore 
specifically questions our linguistic structires , the 
limitations of our colour vocabulary , is {ascription 
of the blue letter on which the narrator o ften f ocuses 

his attention . The following passage is particularly 
revealing; 

Dans la poche latlrale sont glissees onze feui lles 

de papier ~ lettres , d'un bleu tr~s p~le, du fo rmat 
commercial ordinaire ••• 

Dans le tiroir de la table , il y a deux blocs 
de papier pour la correspondance; l ' un est neuf, 

l e second largement entame. La dimension des feuilles, 

l eur qualit~, l eur couleur bleu p~le , sont absolument 

i dentiques a celles des precedents . (pp .1 68- 169) 

The first she ets of paper are coloured 11d ' un bleu 

tr~s p~le ", but the other blocks of paper which are 
11absolument identiques" to the first, are only 11bleu p~le ", 

that is the colour is not identical , it is the same but 
different . 

This contradiction se ems to suggest that the 

precisions in the text are in fact meaningless . For 
' I\ the reader, the distinction betwe en 11bleu tres pale" and 

11bleu p~le II probably exists only in the words on the 

page ( signifier) a nd not i n the colours produced (signified) . 
Preference for one term over the other in describing a 

light blue object is again a subjective choice, so yet 

again Robbe- Grillet is calling our attention to the 

limi tations of our colour vocabulary in precisely defining 
colours; fine distinctions in shade are in fact very 
difficult to express . 

As we have mentioned several times, division of the 

spectrum is a function of language and not of nature, 
which results in our description of colour being 

influenced and limited by this arbitrary di vision . We 

see seven colours in the rainbow, because Isaac Newton 
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named only those seven colours when he first refracted 
light to produce the spectrum, and we have defined nearl y 
all colours in terms of these seven ever since . However 

the average individual can in fact distinguish between 
128 pure colours (light of homogeno us wavel ength) in the 
visible spectrum if allowed to make comparisons. Taking 

blue as an exa mpl e , the average person can detect a 

variation between a blue of 450 millimicrons wavelength 

and one of 455 millimicrons if they are projected side 
by side on a screen . Bowever , as the description of the 

blue paper suggests , expressing this distinction in words 

is a difficult task. The eye can easily distinguish 

between 11 bleu tr~s p~le 11 and 11bleu p~le" , but verbal 
definition of this distinction is not at all easy ; as 

far as our colour vocabulary is concerned they are 

virtually the same colour . Any distinction we can make , 

is of only limited value and still rather vague . This 
pro blem of Via 1dng fine distJ nc tions a ppea r s a gain in 

Dans le labyrinthe, the colour in question a gain being blue; 

Tout cet ensemble est de la m~me couleur bl e u- marine , 

ou plus exactement de diverses nuanc es se rattachant 

a cette couleur. (p.90) 

In this case , Robbe- Grillet does not attempt to 
describe each shade of colour, he merel y tells the reader 
that they exist, but again this i mplies that our 

language is inadequate for a more detailed desctip~ion , 

it can only sug6est, it cannot exactly define . Our 

language system is, quite simply , not as refined as 

our ability to perceive colour. Blue is not the only 

colour to highlight these limitations in La Jalousie , 
the narrator also has difficulty in describing A ••• 's 
lips and lipstick; 

••• ses l~vres sont fardles , de ce rouge identiques 

~ l eur rouge naturel ,} peine un peu plus soutenu ••• (p . 42) 

Like the blue letter, A ••• 's reddened lips a r e the 

same , but different . Our system of colour definition can 
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make the distinction only in this limited manner. 

These limitations on colour defini tion may also 
account for the frequent use of primary colours in 

Robbe- Grillet•s novels . Since Newton's first defini tion 
of t he spectrum , our language has to some extent 
influenced our perception of colour , fo r man (in the 

Western world) is trained from birth by our language 

system t o see colour in terms of those of the spect r um , 
they arc generally the colours we use to define others 

(see any dictionary for example) , we relate all colours 
back to what we consider the basic colours of the spectrum. 

Thus Robbe- Grillet uses the colours which have th e most 

"meaning " f or readers . 

In order t o increase the finite range of our colour 
vocabulary , we use words which have multiple meanings ; 

each of the seven colours which we name in the spectrum 
fo r example , is in fact a eeneral term covering a range 

of simil a r colours . However one limitation t o this use 

of multiple meanings is that they can lead t o ambi guity 

and meaninglessness, for the multiple meanings attached 

to a particular wo rd are not necessarily interchangeable . 

Such limitations can be seen in description of one of 
the native workers in La Jalousie; 

C' est un indig~n e , v~tu d 'un pantalon bleu et d 'un 

tricot de corps, sans coul eur, qui laisse nue les 
epaules . (p . 37) 

His singlet is 11sans couleur" which, taken li terally, 
implies that it i s transparent , a physical impossibility 

for a knitted garment . The Petit Robert gives "sans couleur11 

as a definition for the adjective "incolore", a wo rd 
which Robbe-Grillet also uses (Le Voyeur, p. 226; Projet , p . 90, 
both of these examples us ing it as meaning transparenij . 

However the Pe tit Robert also gives "sans couleur" as a 

definition for 11p~le 11 and thus a possible ambiguity arises ; 

"sans couleur11 can in fact refer to two diff erent colour 
terms . 

This description of the native ' s singlet as "sans 

couleur" may also be a r eference to tpe fact that many 



primitive societies do not name the colour of common 
objects . For example , the colour of the sky or of 

vegetation is seldom mentioned in ancient literature, 
as they in fact define their own colour, the sky is blue 
and trees are green and thus to name their colours would 
be redundant . 

This example of the native ' s singlet shows the 
problem which can r esult from a wo r d having mul tiple 

meanings . It shows that meaning is dependent on context , 
which above would mean that 11 p~le 11 is the preferred 
definition . In taking a word out of context meaning can 

be destroyed . As Jacques Ehrmann states ; 
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Meaning is organized within non- meaning ; it does not 

take its place . It neither covers over nor obliterates 

it . It designates and "presen ts" it . Therefore , since 
non- meaning does not efface itself (poli t ely) before 
meaning , we cannot claim that the latter is ever 

established . Since it cuts , disposes , executes, 
meaning is a cc essible only in the form of violence , 

scandal, tyranny . Always a usurper , meaning is never 
legitimate . That is why it is a dvisable to denounce 

it rather than submit to it . 5 ( Ehr mann ' s emphasis) 

In the above exampl e of the native's singlet, conflict 

does a ppear, one meaning must domina t e the other in 
order to make the description :;tunderstandable" . It is , as 

Ehrmann says , an usurper . The description thus denounces 

and subverts t he processes of meaning and signification 
of our linguistic structures . It suggests that meaning 

is related to context and if the context is removed then 

ambiguity results and meaning becomes non-meaning . Charles 

Russell writes of Robbe- Grillet ' s early novels ; 

It is i mportant to realize , however , that the obsessive 
vision and recording of experience by his early 

characters , particularly the husband of La Jalousie , 
reveals more about the structure and failure of the 

characters' language and initerpretation than it 

describes those characters ' worlds . 6 
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In revealing the structure and failure of his 

characters ' language , Robbe- Grillet also r eveals in his 
early novels, by implication , the structure and failure 

of our language as a whole; their language is our language . 
Russell continues; 

The novels offer a critique of language , the images 
demanding of the reader an awareness of the 

structure and the unavoidable tenuousness of the 

process o f interpretation . ~ven though one might 

"interpret II the story of the characters ' psychological 

obsessions , it is evident that Robbe-Grillet is 

seeking to shift the reader ' s attention from the 

events of the tale to the tell ing of the tale . The 

move is one from the false pr ofundity of the 

characters ' world to flatness , to the surface of 
the text as it is being read and created . 

The move from the events of t he tale t o the telling 

of the tale, is equivalent to a mo ve from t he level of 
the signified to that of the signifier , from the images 

to the words creating those images . It is thus not so 

much , as Russell suggests, the images which demand the 
reader ' s attention , as the way in which these images are 

created . In the words of J ean Ricar dou 11le rGcit d 1 une 

aventure 11 has now become 111 1 aventure d ' un recit" . 7 

In the examples from La Jalousie which we have 

examined, it is the limitations and the imprecision o f 

our colour vocabul ary which make the reader aware of the 

tenuousness of the process of interpretation. Our 
interpretation of r eality is limited and influenc ed by 

our linguistic structures,structures which, Robbe- Grillet 

seems to suggest, are at times grossly inadequate and 

imprecise . 

In Robbe- Grillet ' s next novel, Dans le labyrinthe , 
the questioning of our linguistic forms and significations 

in t he field of colour s eems less developed than in 

La J alousie, there being fewer examples VJhich illustrate 

the wo rkings and limitations of our language system . 

However some terms point to the same aspects of colour 
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desc r iption as t hose questioned in La Jalousie . The 

sol di er , for example , is dressed in 11une capote militaire 
de t einte douteuse , pass e e , tirant s ur le vert ou sur 

le ka ki 11 (p .1 6) . As with the aperitif in Le Voyeur, t he 

di f fe r ence between the t wo colours, green and khaki, is 

not gr eat and either could be used depending on personal 

prefer ence . The pr obl em of colour defini tion again arises , 
as the description implies that there is no specific wo r d 

fo r thi s colour ; the des cript ion is itself "douteuse 11 • 

However this exampl e also points to Robbe- Grillet•s 
con trol over the t ext , fo r the oroblem could be avoided 

by omitting either colour. The apparent concern for exact 

colour description at fi r st r einforces the reali s t illusion , 

it is as though the narrator were obse r ving and attempting 

to descri be ths col di e r ' s coat in °real life", and no t 
in a fictici ous nar rative . But this distinc ti on is in f a c t 
a fal se ~r ~cision which denounces t h e r ealist ill usion , 

as i t b, trays the edito r ial omnipotenc e of the author. 

I n La Mai son de r endez-vous, Ro bbe-Grill e t a eain 
uses colour in a ga me with both meaning and our linguistic 
di vision of the s pec trum. Description of a canape on 

which Lady Ava is seated appears severa l times in the 

narrative , and an examination of the colour terms use d 
is of interes t fo r our discussion . 

La plus a g~e des deux , assis e sur s on canap~ de 

velours r ouge - ou pl ut~ t de velours jaune - observe 
en so ur iant la plus jeune , debout devan t elle , mais 

tourn& de pr ofil dans une a utre di r e ction; ••• elle 
/ \. fai t un pas ve r s l e canape r ouge et, tres lentement , 

relevant un peu l e bas de sa r obe d 'un geste souple 
et g r aci eux du bras gauche , el le met un genou en terre 

devant Lady Ava ••• (p. 37, my emphasis) 

I n t he spac e of t wo s enten ces , Robbe-Grillet 
contradicts hims elf t wice , t he canape is first red , then 

yellow , then r ed again . This is once mo re an exampl e 

which r eveals t hat division of the s pectrum is a function 

o f our language, a s some societies wi th an even less 

refinec/:,olour vocabulary than our own , would use one 
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word for both red and yellow. The Hill Tribes of India , 
for example , although they can distinguish the different 

colours , use the same t erm t o express blue, green and 
violet. The linguisti c distinc tion between r ed and 

yellow in the West ern world is in fact a compl etely 
arbi trary decision . 

The canap~ , wi t h its changing colours , is a gain r ed 
in t he next descripti on ( p . 62 ) , but on the fol lowing 
page returns to yellow and then becomes s triped . 

J e traverse cette partie du salon pour a t teindre 

& mon tour le canapef j aune - OU plut 8t a bandes 

jaunes et rouges , comme je l e constate de plus pres . (p . 63) 

The conflict i s apparently resolved by making the 

canap~ str iped , in t his case neither ter m can dominate , 

as in the context they are exactly equivalent . The 
earlie r contradictions are explained away as being d ue 

t o the di stance of the narrator from the canap6. Howeve r , 
the "comr-: e je le constate de plus pr~s l1 is an ironic 

coument which again subverts the r ealist illusi on . It 
again impli es that the narrator , moving about the room , 

is attempting to descri be a physical reality , but it is 

i n fa c t another indication of Robbe- Grillet ' s editorial 

powe r , he, not the narrator , is c r eat ing the description 
of the canap~. 

The colour of the canape then changes once mo r e , as 

the narrator appears to avoid th e problem altoge ther 

by resorting to vague terms ; 

, 
Lady Ava , a ssise solitaire sur son canape aux 

couleurs indefinies , a pris tout l coup une 
fi gure fatigute. (p . 83) 

The indefinite colours poin t to an indefinite 

colour vocabulary , to say that the colours are indefinite 
is in fact to say that we lack adequate vocabulary t o 

describe them . Our language system must resort to vague 

and i mpre cise terms such a s 11ind6finie " due to the 
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limitations and arbitrary nature of our colour terminology. 

Such words, 11 p~le ", 14clair" and "sombre II are other 

example s which Robbe-Grillet frequently uses , are 
convenient hold-alls which can be inserted when a more 
precise term is difficult to choose. 

This game with colour and meaning continues in the 

next description of the canap~; 

Sur l e c~te, pr~s d'une embrasure de fen ~tre aux 

lourdes rideaux fermes, Lady Ava est toujours 

assise sur son canape sans couleur ••• ( p . 184) 

The 11 couleurs indefinies 11 are further transformed 
to become "sans couleur" in a manipulation of meaning . 

Indefinite means without definition which Robbe-Gril l et 

then extrapolates to mean without colour . Thus t h rough 

the successive transformations of meaning the canape 

has passed from its original red to be now either 
colourle ss or pale . The context i mplies that pale is 
the preferred meaning , which a l lows a final chan ge in 

colour; 

Tout~ fait 1 l ' ecart du reste de ses invitefs , Lady 

Ava attend , elle aussi , toujours assise sur .§.QQ. 

canape au velours decolore par le temps . (p . 204) 

, , 
11Sans co uleur 11 and 11decolore 11 can, through the 

common link of 11 p~le 11 , be synonymous, and thus 

Robbe- Grillet substitutes the latter for the former . 
The co mment that the canape is 11decolort par le temps" 

is an example of how Robbe- Grillet uses objects to show 

the passage of time, but this referen ce is al so i roni c 

as, in this novel, the changing colours are not caused 

by the passage of time, but by the passing from one 

level of meaning to another. This transition points 
t o t he inexactness of language and the problems which 

arise in using words wi th multiple meanings . 

In Robbe- Grillet's following novel Projet, colour 

description again highlights the difficulties in 

defining a particular colour by one specifi c term. 
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With the frequent descriptions of naked females in this 

novel, an examination of the various skin-colourings o f 
the young ~omen is particul arl y interesting. In Projet 
t hese female s belong to one of three major racial groups; 
white , black or mulatto. Description of each group 
reveals the same characteristics about our lan ~uage; 

the lack of pr ecision in our colour vocabulary and the 
resulting need to use conventions in description to 
make up for the inadequacies . 

In the whi te register, skin is variously described 

as; 11p~le 11 ( p .1 5) , "rose p~le" (p.54), "blanche" (p.75), 

and 11laiteuse" (p .1 85 ). These are all traditional cliches 
which describe mo re or less the same skin- colouring , 

that of a 11white 11 woman . 11 Rose 11 in particular is the 

colour traditionally associated with a woman ' s skin; 

Cc:>lette , for example , frequently uses "rose " for this 
purpose in her novels . This plethora of clichls points 

to the literal misnomer of describing Caucasians as 

"white", only albinos have truly whi te skin. The use 
0 £ these confli c ting terms is ~ en in the following passage ; 

--- Dechi rure au rasoir pratiqule ~ vif en 

travers d 1 une sur fac e satin6e , g{neralement convexe 

mais parfois concave, de chair blanche ou rose . (p.191) 

Al t hough 11blanche II and 11rose " are clearly 

distinguishable colours, they are practically synonymous 

in describing skin colour , that of a Caucasian , Robbe-Grillet 1 s 
distinction is in fact meaningless . This description is 
also an interesting example of Robbe- Grillet ' s use of 

intertextual assemblage , the 11text 11 in this case being 

Luis Bunuel's film Un Chien andalou , the above passage 

being roughly analogous to th e opening scene of the film 

in which an eyeball is sliced with a razor. 

We often avoid the problem of naming the various shades 

of Caucasian skin-colouring by using the one general 
term - "whi ten - to cover the whol e range. Hence 

referenc e in Pro ,jet to a "somptueuse fille de race blanche 11 

( p . 57) , is merely a linguistic convention. It again 
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demonstrates that our perception of some colours is 

influenced by our language; just as we are trained to 

see seven colours i n t he spectrum, we are also socialized 

into seeing Caucasieans as 11white 11 • This is in fact an 

example of lingui st ic imperialism, when one considers 

that white is a traditional symbol of goodness and purity. 

Thus , in Projet , ne groes are similarly described 

by convention as "black" ( 11une main d 'homme tr~s noire-"( p . 54)) . 
However in description of the television programme 

about an African ritual, the young African girls , who 

of course have common ancestry with American n egroes , 

have 11des cuis s es brunes 11 ( p . 80 ) , itself a contradiction 

of the title of the programme - "Le Rouge e t le noir 11 • 

Most ne groes have brown skin , but by social and linguistic 

con vention, we label th em as 11 black 11 • This again shows 

our linguistic imperialism as black is traditionally, in 

the Western world, the colour of evil an d the devil . 

This r acist element in description also ap pears i n 

referenc e to the young girls in th e schoolyard , who are 
11des fill e t tes de couleur 11 ( p . 11 9 ) . In t his case 11de 

couleur" takes on a pe jorative s ense , it really means 

"not white 11 , which in turn implies inferiority . This 

example again shows that meaning is relat ed to context ; 

no colour is defined in this description, but it is 

cl early implied from the conte xt . These examples do not 

i mply that Rob be-Grillet is racist , but rather that he 

is demonstrating the social po wer of language . 

The problem of defining skin colour in Projet 

appears even more difficult when describing young women 

of mixed blood , 111a belle metisse" who appears frequently 

in this novel . For example in the course of one 

description , a mulatto victim has ; 111a peau brune"' , "la 

tempe cuivre't" and "le corps couleur d ' ambre 11 (pp . 196- 197) . 

These are again traditional clich€s , each of which , 

appearing separately , would arouse l ittle comment . 

However the Petit Robert defines 11ambre" as 11 jaune dorl 11 , 

and "cuivre " as 11rouge~tre 11 , both of which are clearly 

distinguishabl e from 11 brunen . The young woman I s skin thus 

seems to be , if taken literally , red, yellow and brown . 

Once more Robbe - Grillet is exposing the limitations of 
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our colour vocabulary , the problem in this case being 
worsened by our lack of a convenient "label 11 , such as 

black or whi te , t o use in such descriptions . 
Description of skin as ("cui vrle " raises another 

interes ting point of colour use by Robbe- Grillet ; the 

description of coppe r itself. Accordin g to the Petit Robert , 
coppe r is a r ed metal . In Les Gorn.mes , Robbe- Grillet's 
"sci en ti fie II novel , there are 11des casseroles en cui vre 

rouge 11 (p . 90) , but in his next novel Le Voyeur, copper 

is described as yellow - "la lampe est en cuivre jaun e " (p . 226) . 
Similarly in Pro .jet , there is 11un bougeoir en cui vre 

jaune 11 (p . 26) ; in Topologie , 11 une grande plaque de cuivre 
poli aux r e flets de miroir p~le" (p . 33) ; and in Djinn , 
11un chandelier en cui vre , qui brille comrr.e de l ' or" ( p . 31 ) 
and a l so 11un grand chandelier~ trois branches , en cuivre 

jaune" (p . 105) . The description of copper in Djinn as both 

golden and yel l ow is interesting as gold is usually 

re garded as the "yellow" metal ; again Robbe - Grillet is 

playing with our colour conventions . 
Thus copper , like skin, resists our attempts t o as·s:i,,gn 

it one conventional colour, our limited , i mprecise 

colour vocabulary cannot match the infinite and subtle 
variations of nature . In fact each of these descriptions 

of copper can be considered legitimate from a r ealist 
point of view, as the colour of coppe r does vary greatly 
with the degree of polish or tarnish on its surface, 

just as skin varies with pigmentation or sun- tan . 
Description of copper as yellow and skin as 11 cui vree"1 

provides an interesting result ; if skin is 11 cui vr~el1 and 

copper is yellow , then the skin must also be yellow. 

Yel l ow is of course the conventional colour of Orientals , 
and thus use of the term 11 cuivrf en to describe a mulatto 

is incorrect . Our use of colour conventions can at times 
produce some unusual results . 

To return to skin- colouring , there is in Projet 

yet another type to be examined , that of the mannequin . 

This first appears as "une femme nue articul f e en 

mati~re plastique rose" ( p . 1 61 ) • In this description , it 

has the traditional rose skin- colouring of a Caucasian , 

but in th e next description it is 11Un mannequin deshabille, 
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fait d'une matiere e'lastique couleur chair" (p.176) . The 

pair 11plastique - e'lastique" is an obvious play on words, 

but the description 11 couleur chair" crea t es a problem . 
This is ambiguous, for, unless the reader remembers the 

first r eference as "rose", this could refer to any of; 
white , pale, milky , pink, amber , copper, brown or black . 

The context does not give preference to any one term and 

the description is thus meaningless . It is not until we 

read that the mannequin has a "visage de poup~e laiteuse" 

that we know it belongs in the 11whit e 11 register . 11 Couleur 

chair" is a meaningless term which emphasizes the 

problem we have in defining skin-colour in specific words . 

It makes the reader aware of the multiple terms which 

Ro bbe-Grillet uses to describe the colo ur of one object , 

and hence emphasizes once more the limita tions of our 

colour vocabulary . 

In La Belle Captive, Ro bbe- Gril l et continues this 

game wi th skin- colouring , playing with the convention of 

"rose" and showing that "whites" certainly need not 

have 11white" skin, th e " v1h ite 11 paradigm is ex t ended 

even further . 
In this "picto-roman" , there are numerous descriptions 

of sun-tanned young gi rls , who are variously described 

as; 11dor~es" (p . 56), 11d ' un joli brun clair11 (p . 76) , 
11bronz6e 11 (p.86) and 11ambr6e 11 (p . 89) . In Pro.jet , such 

t e rms would put these young gi rls in the mulatto 

re gister, but a gain context is all important , and thus 
11ambr ~e 11 , for example, can refer to either the degree 

of a certain pigmentation or to the degree of s un- tan in 

a Caucasian . Ambiguity is yet again possible due to this 

multiplicity of meaning . These conventions of describing 

sun-tan perhaps also reflect a changing view of what 

is considered 11beautiful 11 • Last century pale skin was 

regarded as a sign of beauty , a fact reflected in the 

traditional cliches such as 11p! le" and "laiteuse", but 
today a sun- tanned body is generally considered a sign 

of both good- health and beauty , and so a new set of 

conventions is needed for description . In t~is case 
we are modifying our language to suit changes in our 

collective representations . 
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Robbe- Grillet also pl ays wi th the mul ti ple meanings 
of "rose" , taking the rose as a flower from ~-'a gri t te I s 
pa "i..n tings and using it to subvert the traditional ''rose 11 

colour o.f skin , the third paragraph of the text shows 
this play on words ; 

Fra1 che rose couleur chair, pendue la t@te en 

bas dans l ' embrasure de la f engtre grande ouverte 

• • • Defchirant soudain le silence , on entend alors 

un cri de femme , tout proche , qui para1t venir de 

la chambre a cdte , a trave r s une cloison sans do ute 

tres mince; la voix est j eune, cl aire , au timbre 
pur et chaud , musi cale en depi t de la violence du 

hurlement (comme d ' une fille qu' on poignarde) qui 

meurt dans un bref descrescendo . Fleur eclatante , 

couleur de chair a blessure fra1 che • • • (p . 9) 

The first sentence is totally a mbiguous , referring 
either to a flesh coloured rose o r t o 11 r ose 11 coloured 

flesh . The context is of no assistance in deciding between 
the two ; t he next s entence i n a sense takes up the flesh 
image, producing the young gi rl ' s scream , while the 

fo llowing sentence then takes up the flower image . The 

t wo images are l inked by t he r e feren ce t o stabbing in the 

second sentence which produces n1 blessure frafche " in 
the t hird . 

No r are Magritte ' s paintings , which partly generate 

the text , of any help , as t he above passage could apply 

to two different paintings . Portrait de femme (pp . 10- 11) 
depicts the head of a woman upside down in an opening 

(which does not appear to be a window) , whi l e Le Tombeau 

des lutteurs (pp. 20- 21) depic t s a giant rose (ri ght way up ) 

in f r ont of a window. "Fra1 che rose coul eur chair" seems 
to be an amalgam of these two paintings , but it still, 

however, remains total ly ambiguous . This ambiguity is 
maintained with later reference to 111a rose chair 1 
coeur e'carlate 11 (p .1 8 ). 

This deliberate ambiguity undermines our use of 

col our conventions i n descripti on , as it shows t hat our 

language s y stem can produce situa t ions in which these 
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colour conventions no longer function , thus pointing to 
the inadequacies of our l inguistic structures as a whole . 
However this example does a lso reveal the metaphorical 
richness of l anguage through which new texts can be created , 

as we s hall show in detail in the next exampl e . 
Robbe- Grille t fu rther plays with this descriptive 

convention to link young women to the fish which appear 

in several of Magritte ' s paintings , such as La Pr~sence 
d ' esprit (p.1 03 ) and L' ~xc eption (p .1 32) . 

Si le mot 11saumon 11 a ete prononce , ea ne peut 
i 

~tre que pour evoquer la coul eur chair de cette rose 
citee a plusieurs reprises . ~t l e seul poisson en 

cause serait l a jeune fille ell e - m~me , quand les 

marins l ' ont remontee a la surface , prise dans leurs 
filets de peche . (p .1 03) 

The text is a game with i mages from Magr itte 's 
paintings (signified) and the words which r epr esent 

these images (signifier) . The transition from one 

signified , the fish , to another , the woman, is achieved 
through their common colour, this colour being the 

signifier of a third image (signified) from Magritte ' s 

paintings , the rose . Thus through this rather complex 

interplay of i mages and words the narrative is generated , 
the multiple meaning of nrose II a gain being used for 

constructive purposes , rather than to highlight 
limitations in our descriptive capabilities . 

This fish woman association a l so appears in several 
of Magritte ' s paintings ; from those depicting individual 

fish and women , to Le Vieux Canonnier ( p.71) which depicts 
a woman being embraced by a half- man half-fish , t o 

L ' Invention collec t ive (pp. 94- 95) and L'Univers interdi t 
(pp .1 20-121) which both depict half- woman half-fish 

(one a mermaid , the other r e versed). The associations 

in the paintings are recreated in the text , in this case 

through the use of col our and through , what has been in 

previous exampl es , a problem in our colour description . 

I n Topologie , Ro bbe-Grillet extends the white 
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paradigm further still with description of skin as 
11nacree 11 - "une jeune fille blonde~ la chair nacr~e" ( p . 109). 

Again the definition in the Petit Robert is revealing, 

stating that an object of this colour is iridescent , that 

is it shows the colours of the spectrum with varying 

light and position. This is indeed a rather unusual 

skin-colouring for a human , however realism does not 

appear to be the aim in this case . This t e r m again associates 

women with the sea , as did "rose~saumon 11 ( a topi c for 

later discussion) , and Robbe - Grillet onl ? more utilizes 

associations at the level of the signified to generate 

new images, pro du cing "la fine peau nacre e , qui laisse 

echapper une perle de sang" ( p . 1 64) . Nacre is of course 

mother- of- pearl. This image is then reversed on the final 

page of the novel as shells take on th e colour of flesh, 

"les frais coquillages aux couleurs de chair nacre e " ( p . 201 ) • 

As seen in discussing several exampl es in Chapt e r 

Two on the realist illusion, Robbe - Grillet explicitly 

points to some of the conventions of des cription in his 

later no vels . Thus , in To pologie, a young gi rl has 11une 

chair de lait dans la meill eure tradition decorative" (p . 162) . 

Robbe- Gril l et is overtly telling the r eader that, like 

all the adj e ctives he uses to des cribe skin-colour, 

"chair de lait 11 is yet anothe r cliche, as is another 

addi tion to the list from Souvenirs; 11 son teint de 

porcelaine p~le" (p . 20) . In Souvenirs , some unnamed 
person interrupts the narrator to aslt ; 

Le mo t 11 rutilant 11 comporte- t - il pour vous la notion 
de rouge? (p .1 28) 

This explicitly questions the problem of using 

words with multiple meanings , as 11 rutilantn can mean 

either "bright r ed0 or just 11bright 0 • This apparently 

misplaced question is the implicit question which so 

many examples in Robbe-Grillet•s earlier examples ask . 

It shows both the problem of multiple meanings, which 

suggest the basic inadequacy of our language , and that 

the choic e of one meaning over another is a subjective 

decision, as the "pour vousn clearly implies . 
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Another element running through Rob~e- Gril let •s 

novels which shows the influence of colour con ventions 
on our perception , is the description of fire and flames, 
a topic that, it may be r emembered , Pasco conveniently 
omitted from his study of Proust . In Pro jet, -qo bbe- GriTht 
r e fers to "la couleur tradi tionelle des flammes " (p . 40) 
which is of course red ; red flames being one of t he 
ienerating elements in this novel, producing nun beau 

feu bien rouge 11 ( p . 1 79) . However , desc r iption of fire in 

his other novels reveals that the 11 t raditional" colour 

of f lames is not necessarily t he "real 11 colour . 

In Le Vo yeur , fire is both ''jaune" {p.136) and 

"orange" ( p . 224); in La Jalousie, the oil-lamp produces 
a yellow l ight (p .1 72); in Topologie, a burning torch 

gives 11une faible lueur rouge~tre" ( p . 49) ; and in Djinn, 

candles burn 11~ la flamme jaune 11 ( p . 1 48) , ( in L I Eden et 
apr~s , the large bon fires appear to be an incandescent 

orange, but this is also a purely subjective assessment ). 
~hus description of flames as red is shown to be a cliche , 

a traditional convention; the colour of a flame in fact 
depends on the substance being burned. Our linguistic 

conventions of colour description are not necessarily 
always realis t, but they are convenient . 

Thus far in our discussion , most of the examples 

examined could be regarded as critical of our language 

system , showing up its limi tations and de fici encies . 

However, as we have a l ready seen in the discussion of 

"rose" as both flower and colour , Robbe- Grillet a lso uses 
these apparently negative aspects in the construction 
of new meaning . 

A game with signifier and signified can be seen in 

a description of A ••• 's blue letter paper in La Jalousie; 

Comme sa voisine , Franck regarde droit devant 
soi , vers l a ligne d ' horizon, tout en haut du 

versant oppos€. Une feuille de papier d 'un bleu tr~s 
pale, plile plusieurs fois sur elle- m~me - en huit 

,, " , probablement - deborde a present hors de la pochette 
droite de sa chemise . La poche gauche est encore 

soigneusement boutonnte, tandis que la patte de 
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l' autre est maintenue r elevee par la lettre, qui 
d~passe d ' un bon centim~tre le bord de toile kaki . 
( p. 106 , my emphasis ) 

The r e ference to "la ligne d ' horizon " in close 
pr oximity to th e colour blue creates a traditional image 

- the blue sky of the horizon - with both words 
functioning on the l evel of the signifi ed . However, 

by combining the two at the l evel of t he signifier to 

produc e 11bl e u horizon " , a new imae;e is created , fo r 
this i s the name given to the un i form wo rn by French 

sol di e r s in 1¥o rld War I . This image is f urthe r rein fo rced 
by Franck ' s shirt , khaki being another militar y colour , 

a shirt which also has 11 une a l lure vagu ement militaire '.1(p . 46 ) . 

In this case the narrative is not generated from this 
game , but a new r e ference is created . Robbe-Grillet is 
again utilizing the multi ple meanings of some wo r ds , not 

to produce ambiguity, but to demonstrate the creative 
aspects of our l angua ge syst em . This particular play on 

wo r ds in fact rea ppears in La Belle Capt ive , again 

e Jphasizing t he intertextual nature of lobbe- Gr illet ' s 
wo r ks • 

••• j e l~ve l es y eux vers la ligne brillante de 

l'hori zon, limitant ~ sa partie sup~rieur e une 

mer plate e t bleue . ( p . 53 , my empha sis ) 

Robbe - Gr i llet also plays a simil ar game wi th colour 
terms in Souvenirs , this time pl aying with the sound 
of a signifier to produce a new association • 

••• j e suis fascine par son teint de porcelaine 

p~l e , parses grands yeux cern6s , parses prunelles 

vert d'eau qui me f i xent sans un tremblement de s 
paupi~res . (p . 20, my emphasis) 

"Vert d ' eau" can produce the homophonous 11ve r re d ' eaun, 

which is support ed by the double meaning of 11prunelle " , 

which is both the pupil of an eye , and a liqueur made 

from blackthorn (sloe- gin ). The play on words thus 
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produces two images of liquid . 

Constructing a text through the sound of a word is 
generally considered to be the domain of the poet , whose 
work has both a verbal and written dimension . Thus 

Robbe-Grillet ' s use of what is foremost a poeti c technique 

is perhaps surprising when one considers that he has 

been strongly attacked for the l ack of "poetry" in his 
writing . Even a sympathetic critic like Roland Barthes 

writes in "Litterature objective "; 

L'efcriture de Robbe- Gr i llet est sans alibi , sans 

tpaisseur et sans profondeur : elle reste l la surface 

de l' obje t et la parcourt t galement, sans privil~gier 
telle ou telle de ses qualitls : c ' est done le 

contraire m~me d 1 une ecriture poetique . 8 

Robbe- Grillet's writing may indeed be the contrary 

of poetic writing , but many of the colour t erms which 

he uses in his novels demonstrate that he is capable 
of using basic poetic t echniques which work on the 

signifier , that is on the words of th e text themselves . 

As seen in the previous chapter , Robbe- Grillet ' s 
use of opposition gives balanced movement and rhythm 

to a narrative, both basic requirements for any poetry . 
Similarly the example of the 11vert d ' eau" from Souvenirs 

demonstrates the use of sound a ssociations , and 

La Jalousie i n particular uses several onomatopoeiaic 

words, such as 11 cr~pitement 11 and 11gresillement 11 • 

Onomatopoeia is another basic poetic device . It is also 
interesting to note that onomatopoeiaic wo rds constitute 

one group in which the relationship between signifier 

and si gnified is not arbitrary ; the signified , the 
sound itself, produces the signifier, the word . 

The r e are also many examples of alliteration in 
Robbe- Grillet ' s colour descript ions . In Projet , there 

is; II~ peine plUS pale 11 ( p .1 0 ), 11Un peU plUS p~le 11 ( p . 192), 

and 11un reseau de ruisselets rouges " (p . 185) . All iteration 

in two terms i s mo r e common; in Le Voy eur , 111a borne 

blanche""( p. 1 91 ) ; in La Belle Captive , 11une toison 

soyeuse aussi ptle que la paille 11 ( p . 89 ) and 11une mer 
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blanche et bleue" ( p .1 2); and in Souvenirs , 11un p6lican 
p~le" ( p . 10); there being many more examples not 
included here . 

Robbe- Grillet also uses rhyme in his colour 
descriptions . In his first novel Un Regicide , a pool 
of wate r has 11des reflets violets" ( p . 40) , with 11reflets 
later being used alliteratively in the 11 r eflets roux" 

of La Jalousie and other novels. In fact Robbe- Grillet 
often uses rhymes with 11r oux " and "rouge II in colour 

descriptions ; in La Jalousie , "la brousse roussie" (p .41); 

in Topologie, "les bouches rouges" ( p . 33); in Souvenirs, 
111a touff e r ousse n ( p. 1 07 ) ; and in the sub- title of 
Djinn, 11Un trou rouge entre les pav6s disjointes". 

Rhyme is also often used in the description of eyes, 
particularly the green eyes we discussed earlier . In 

La Maison de rendez- vous , ~obbe-Grillet plays on the 
homophonous pai r 11vert - vers" , producing on successive 

pages ; 11 s es yeux verts 11 (p. 85) , 11 t our ne enfin les yeux 

vers le lit" ( p. 86) , and "les grands yeux veri:s'' ( p . 87) . 

In his next novel the pair 11vert-ouvcrt 11 is used; 11aux 

grands y eux verts 6tonnes 11 (p .1 76) and "ses yeux sont 

e; rands ouverts 11 ( p . 179 ). Clearly rhyme is a devi ce which 

he often uses in colour descriptions . There is even 
one example from La Jalousie which uses both rhyme 

and alliteration; "~ peine un peu plus soutenu 11 (p.42) . 

Yet another example of Robbe- Grillet ' s word- games 
is the naming of characters .In Un Regicide , a tombstone 

bears the inscription 11Ci-gft Red 11 (p . 58' which becomes 

as the text tells us 11une anagramme accusatrice: Regicide !" 
( p. 58) , with the Red of the first inscription t hus 

becoming symbolic of the murder in the second . Similarly , 

in Le Voyeur , Violette ' s name symbolizes her impending 

fate through another homophonous association - "Violette -
violet - violer". 

Hence the above discussion suggests that , as a careful 

reading shows, there is perhaps a greate r degree of 

"poetry" in Ro bbe-Gril let' s novels than many critics have 

noticed . In fact Robbe-Grillet seems to use these 

poetic devices, such as rhyme and alliteration, more 

frequently than most 11traditional 11 authors . In the past , 
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his novels have perhaps been r ead more at the level of 

the signified than at that of the signifier. All of the 
poetic devices discussed above emphasize the textuality 
of the novels , rhyme and alliteration both work 
specifically on the signifier. These exampl es also point 

to the difficulties in adequately translating Robbe- Gril le t ' s 
novels; of all the "constructive " examples discussed 

above , only the fish- rose- woman game can be translated 

into English (but not necessarily any other language ), 

while still preserving t he play on words . Translation 
of the other examples woul d destroy the games whic h 

Robbe- Grillet is playing with colour. 

The above examples generate parts of a narrative at 
the level of the signifier , an d in the view of Jean 

Ricardou, Ro bbe- Grillet in fact generates a whole novel, 
Proje t , at this level . In his article "La Fiction 
flamboyante 11 , Ricar dou claims that the word "rouge " 
iS the 11Cell Ule genera tri Ce It Whi ch prodUCeS , USing 

partial anagrams , new words such as; '~rgue , rogue, roue , 
urge, orgasme 11 • 

9 However 1D_ cardou ' s argument fal ls dovm 

in that partial anagrams could eventually generate nearly 

any word through the gradual inclusion of le tters 

missing from the initial generating t e rm. As Bruce 
Morrissette states; 

It is particularly in the generative analysis of 

others ' work that Ricardou has had recourse to 

what is perhaps his most controversial principle, 
that of the "partial " anagram; obviously , if one 

is not obliged to find all, or even nearly all, the 

letters of a given word in its alleged transformation , 

the door may be opened to unlimited ingenuity of 
. t· 10 inven ions . 

In fact from the initial five let te rs of 11rougen , 

the ingenuity of Ricardou ' s inventions results in a list 

of words which includes seventeen of the twenty- six 

letters of the alphabet (ignoring accents as Ricardou does). 

Those omitted include k , w, y , z which are not too common 
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in French anyway, leaving only f,l,p,q,v as the "major" 

omi s s ions, all of which could no doubt be included if 

the process were continued. Despite Ricardou's careful 

analysis and arguments, Robbe-Grillet himself denies 

generating Projet at the level of the signifier, claiming 

tha t the novel is in fact gene rated by the colour red 
(th e signified) , and not the word . The generation of 

Robbe- Grillet's novels at the l evel of the signified 

is to be the subject of the next chapter . 

Before concluding this chapter, it is interesting 

to note that Robbe-Grillet is by no means the first 

author to us e fiction to question the nature of language . 

A young lady , by the name of Alice (to whom Robbe-Grillet 

actually makes allusions in Projet11 ), had already 

become inquisitive about the functioning of our language 

during the last century . 

She was ramblin g on in this way when she 

reached the wood : it looked ve ry cool and shady. 

"Well , at any rat e it's a great comfort ," she said 

as she stepped under the trees, 11after being so hot , 

to get into the - into the - into what ?tt she went 

on, rather surprised at not being able to think of 

the wo rd . 11 I mean to ge t under the - under the - under 

this, you know }11 putting her hand on the trunk of 

the tree . "What does it call itself, I wonder ? I 

do beli e ve its got no name - why , to be sure it 

hasn I t ! 11 1 2 

As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, 

also taking a tree as an example , the relationship 
between an object and its name is completely arbitrary . 
Alice's question , "What does it call itself, I wonder? 1n 

is a similar question to that which many of Robbe- Grillet ' s 

colour terms pose to the reader. The tree does not call 

itself anything , but '1i!l give it the name 11tree" , just as 

we name the colours of our spectrum. 

Like Alice , Robbe- Grillet questions the way in which 

our linguistic systems fu nction, the colour terms in his 

novels being good examples of this interrogation . Perhaps 
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the major point raised by this examination is the 

inadequacy of our language in our attempts to describe 
physical reality . Our attempt to cover the continuum 
of the colour spectrum with a finite colour vocabulary 
leads to vagueness and imprecision in our colour 
definition . Fine distinctions in colour are difficult to 
make and the verbal de finiti on of colour becomes a 
subjective choice , limited , not by our colour perception , 

but by our colour vocabulary . Division of the spectrum 
is a function of language and not of nature . "Faithful" 
description of a physical reality "out there" is thus 

dif ficult if not impossible . 
This finite-infinite conflict results in what amount 

to "gaps" in our colour vocabulary, which we try to fill 

by using vagu e terms , such as those with "- atre" , or by 
concocting hybrids, that is a combination of two colours 

which approximates a third. Also, to overcome the limited 

nature of our vocabulary , we give words more than one 

meaning, a solution which, as Robb e- Grillet clearly s hows, 
can easily lead to ambiguity . This use o f colour terms 

with multiple meanings also demonstrates that meaning is 
very often dependent on context , by changing contexts 

some colour terms can in fact be used to describe more 

than one colour . 
One method to avoid some of the above problems is 

to use colour stereotypes, conventions which are 
ac cepted as describing the colour of an object , even if 

t his description is not "realist" . Once the conventions 
are learned , colour description becomes less of a problem . 
This use of stereotypes also points to the strong 

socializing influence of language , that it can in fact , 

in its turn , help determine our perception and description 

of colour . 

The colour terms which Robbe- Grillet uses do not , 

however , show only the negative aspects of our language 

system , for Robbe - Grillet also uses some of the 
characteristics which cause problems for more constructive 

purposes . Through games with signifier , signified , multiple 

meanings , sound etc . he creates new images and words , 

using apparently negative aspects to gen erate new texts 
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and meanings . Such games are in fact the basis of much 
of poetry and also comedy , which are often also games 
with words, contexts and meanings . 

Similarly , Robbe- Grillet also uses language positively 
in the poetic devices that appear in his colour 
descriptions . Accused of destroying any element of 
11poetry 11 in prose writing, Robbe- Grillet nonethe:J_ess 

uses poetic techniques such as onomatopoeia , al l iteration, 

rhyme and rhythm , to focus attention on the material 

and the functioning of the text - the narration rather 
than the fiction. 

The colour terms in his novels are thus part of 

Ro bbe-Grillet ' s interrogation of our language system , 
the examples discussed illustrating both positive and 

negative aspects of this system. Robbe- Grillet ' s 
descriptions of colour again emphasize the subjectivity 
of any perception of reality and the textuality of his 

novels . The Word may no longer be God , but it is still 
a powerful force . 
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' 6. LE MOT ET APRES 
(Textual Generation) 

The previous chapter examine d the relationship 
between colour and language in Robbe-Grillet 1 s novels 
and dealt with colour mainly on the level of the signifier, 
that is looking at the words which Robbe-Grillet uses 
in colour description . However, as was pointed out in 
the discussion of Ricardou I s analyic,is of the generation 

of Pro j et , colours themselves also pl ay an important 

role in the construction of some of Robbe-Grillet 1 s 
works . Robbe-Grillet deliberately uses colour at the 
level of the signified to generate te xts, the best 
example s of this technique being Pro jet and his first 

colour film L' Eden et apr~s, both of which use colour 

as fundamental generating devices . 
These colour generators work through the various 

as sociations produced by a particular colour . This 

technique is s een in a limited manner in Dans le labyrinthe , 

in which a s e ries of red images are produced from the 

initial generator of the red flame , the red colour being 
transferred to other objects, and thus allowing the 
narrative to advance.In his follo wing novel, La Maison 

de rendez-vous, Robbe- Grillet may be using colours as 

basic generators for the whole text, although the 
technique is neither as refined nor as evident as it is 
in Projet . The clue to the poss ible generators does not 

in fact appear until near the end of the narrative . 
In this novel, there is a restaurant in Hong-Kong 

harbour which serves some rather unusual dishes and 

more significantly, it contains a pool of variously 

coloured fish; 

Il y a peu de monde ce soir, dans la grande salle 

rectangulaire , trou~e en son centre d 1 une piscine 

carree o~ l ' on aperyoit dans l ' eau verte une 

multitude de gros poissons bleus, violets , rouges 
ou jaunes . (p.200) 
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As John Sturrock points out in The French New Novel , 
the choice of the above four colours for the fish is 

by no means accidental ; 

Here Robbe- Grillet has found a more delicate if 

more mysterious way of referring to the genesis 
of a fiction than he did , for exa;11plc , in an early 

novel like Le Voyeur , where the whole in the centre 
is actually conveyed by blank ,a~es in the text . It 

is in the improbable ·::'.lol e in the centre of the 

restaurant that the monsters of the deep dwell , 

and even their colours, it seems , can be connected 

up with the characters who inhabit La Maison de 

rendez- vous : blue because of the Villa Bleue , the 
scene of most of the novel 's events , whi ch are 

"blue" indeed; "viol ets" s urely because of the 
homophonous 11viol~es"; red because of Robbe- Gril let 's 
suggestions in this novel that the mysterious Ralph 

Johnson (that is , himself) is a communist a gent; 
yellow because of the Chinese background and 

Eurasian girls who are victims of the erotic 
. t 1 experimen s . 

The role of these coloured fish as generators of 
the text is probably rather limited , they serve more 

perhaps as a common link between the various elements 

of the novel , a view supported by the fact that the 

above description appears late in the novel . The 
coloyred fish perhaps symbolize rather than generate 
the elements of the novel . 

If colours do not specifically generate La Maison 

de rendez-vous, the same cannot be said for Robbe- Grillet 's 
next novel, Projet, which is dir ectly generated by t he 

colour red. As we mentioned in the last chapter, 

Robbe-Grillet denies generating this novel at the l evel 

of the signifier by us i ng the wor d " r ouge", preferring 

instead to use images created by the col our red itself. 

His reply to Ricardou (although not directed specifically 

at him) is as fol lows; 



••• j'ai renonct tr~s vite aux mots eux-m~mes 
/ , t comme generateurs : par exemple le mo "rouge" 

pris comrne ensemble de sonorit6s ou co mme 

associations d 1 un certain nombre de consonnes 
et de voyelles, sur lesquelles on peut ensuite 
op{rer des variations anagrammatiques , ou 
paragrammatiques . 2 
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Robbe- Grillet thus r efuses Ricardou's suggestion 

that the tex t of Projet is generated by signifiers , 

claiming that such a process is an attempt to render 

writing a "natural" activity , an idea which Robbe-Grillet 
rejects because such generation denies the author's 
position in and interaction with his environment . He 

con t inues later; 

Pour cet te raison, j e ne prendrai pas comme 

gefnerateur le mot 11rouge", mais la couleur rouge , 
choisie au sein de quelques objets mythologiques 

contemporains: le sang repandu, les lueurs de 

l'incendie, le drapeau de la rlvolution, qui 

organisent entre autres le Projet. 3 (Robbe-Grillet 1 s 
emphasis ) 

Projet is to be a construction of red images 

which belong to the contemporary mythology of modern- day 
New York , a city where , the media at least would have 
us believe , murder , rape and robbery are common 
occurences. In Projet, the three major themes are 
revolutionary acts which will finally solve the conflict 
between black and white. Budding revolutionnaries 
receive lessons on the importance of the colour red. 

Le th~me de la le~on du jour parait ~tre 111a 

coul eur r ouge ", envisage'e co mrne solution radicale 

~ l'irreductible antagonisme entre le noir et le 

blanc. Les trois voix sont chac'Ulle attributes, 1 
pr6sent, a l'une des actions liberatrices majeures 

se rapportant au rouge: le viol, l'incendie, le 

meurtre . (p.38) 
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The perfect revolutionary act vnll be the rape of 

a virgin , followed by disembowellment and then burning. 
The novel then continues with various descriptions of 

such acts , the scenes often describing the sado - erotic 
tortur e of beautiful young girls . The major colours 
in the novel are black , rrhi te and red , with the predominant 

red image being that of blood . The blood images are mainly 

produced by physical violence , rather than the r ape of a 
virgin, with fire also providing comparatively few red 

i mages . The main emphasis appears to be on the tormenting 
of the young girls . 

':Phis use of the three 11red II acts is perhaps best 

seen in the sado- erotic torture of J . R. in the disused 

lot full of junk . In the course of this event a whole 

series of red images appear . J . R. herself is ttcet te belle 
crefature rousse " (p . 176) , her sexual organs are set 
alight with petrol producing 11un beau feu bien rouge 11 

( p . 1 79 ) and 11les rougeoiemen ts de la torche vi van te 11 ( p . 1 80 ), 
which is then followed by mo re physical torture with 

pliers and a sav, and thus "des fi l e ts de sang commencen t 

a couler" ( p . 1 82), followed by 11un re'seau de ruisselets 

rouges" ( p . 1 85) an d then "le sang a coule' en si grande 

abondance de cette derni ere blessure qu ' il a jail l i sur 

les aines et sur l e ventre ,macul~ de train~es rougeStre 
la mati~re visqueuse ••• n ( p .1 85). Similar scenes appear 
throughout the novel with the same emphasis on blood 
and the colour red . 

Besides the thr ee basic red images which generate 

much of the text , the r e are also number of other red 

elements in the no ve l which reinforce the thr ee ma jor 
themes of the r evolution. These include descriptions 

such a s; "la terre r ouge , mon verre de Marie- Sanglante , 

des cheveux roux , le bouton rouge , le papier pein t 
,, 
ecarlate , l a moquet te rouge , la dentelle rose , sa r obe 

rouge vif , l es aiguilles rougies au feu , leur initialle 

brodle en rouge ". The basic conflic 'Vci f the novel is c vea:n. 

r eflected i n the colours of the ga gs used on the young 
victims , being variously black , white or red . 

Some of the images generated by the colour red also 
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in turn generate more images themselves . For example , 
J . R. probably receives her 11chevelure rousse" from the 
initial generator 11r ouge 11 , but red hair is also seen 

traditionally t o denote Irish descent . The Irish are 

also traditi0nally Catholic and many Irish Catholics 
became poliemen in New York . Because of her Irish 
ancestry -7

• ~ . wears an emerald green dress. Thus from 

t he initial generator "rouge" a series of associations 
is formed which then become the elements of the crime 

for which J . R. is to be punished . She is 11 condamn6e par 
l e tribunal secret lorsqu'on a defcouvert sa triple 

a ppartenance ~ la rac e irlandaise , ~ la religion 

catholique et~ la police de New York 11(p . 201) . A further 
association which does not appear in the text is also 

created by J . R.' s ancestry and religion , for Irish 

Catholicism in the U. S. A. is symbolized by one family; 

the Kennedys . Considering the political power of this 

family of Irish Catholics, conviction of J . R. for 
belonging to their group can be seen as part of the 

overt r1 ro wing of the established political order. To 

attack Irish Catholicism in the u . s . A. is to attack 
the Kennedys, a truly revolutionary act ; an act, however , 

which is highly ironic as Projet is not a bout a political 
revolution . 

The conflict between black and white , however, does 

not necessarily refer only t o racial disharmony , for it 
can also be interpreted on a more lite ral l evel as the 
conflict which arises in trying to impose the the written 

wo rd (black) on a blank page (white) . The creative 

process is inherently one of violence, meaning is 

imposed on non- meaning , the written text is imposed on 

the empty page . In Pro jet, the conflict is resolved 

through the colour r ed , itself the colour of violence, 

as it/Provides the content for the writt en word to invade 

the blank page . Thomas O' Donnell points out in his 

discussion of the generation o f Projet4, that pen- like 

objects abound in the t ext; these include, for example, 

catheters, hypodermic needles and gun-barrels lengthened 

wi th silenc$rs. The association between such objects 

and the writer's pen is reinforced by the description 



o f Laura' s inte r rogation in t he s ubte rranean cel l ; 
Morgan t akes out 11un s t yl o en or a plume r entrante , 

don t il manoeuvr e avec prt caution le m6canisme comme 
s ' il s •agissai t d ' une seringue 1 injec t ion" (p . 148) . 
Near the end of the novel , the young Caucasian girls 
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are s tabbed with long , hollow needles producing "le sang 
s ' ecoule gout te ~ goutte par chaque fin canal d 1acier 11 ( p . 211 ) . 
Blood flows like ink from a pen and black on white is 
replaced by red on white, again r ein forcing the 

pen- weapon association . This association is to be 
expected as murder is one of the methods which will 

resolve the antagonism betwe en black and white . 

Rape is another r ed act which Robbe- Grille t uses 
to generate the text and it is not perhaps surprising 

to find pen- phallus associations in Projet . Reference 

' to a "crayon a feutre" (pp . 159 , 199 ) could be re- read as 

' "crayon a foutre " , given the productive nature of both 

ink and sperm . The three elements pen- phallus- weapon 
are then united i n the final description of the poster 

on the subway walls, which , like much of the subway 
system in New York , has been defaced with graffiti . 

The young white girl in the poster now appears with 

"un sexe masculin de trois m~tr es de haut, dress6 

vertical ement jusqu ' aux l~vres disjoin tes " (p . 173) . The 
i1tportant point is that this has been dr avm with a 
11pi stolet ~ enc r e noire", and as O' Donnell suggests , 
the instrument of writing is also one of murder and rape . 

Hence in Pro.jet , "l ' irr~ductible antagonisme en tre le 

noir et le blanc II is resolved through the violence of 
the pen, the red images allowing the black wo rds to 
cover the white page . 

It is also interesting to note that Ro bbe- Grillet ' s 

next novel ' Topologie ' begins with a "cell ule gen~ratrice II ' 

which is a room with bare , white walls . Various elements 

then appear within this room as the text is constructed , 

in the same way as black words gradually fill the white 

page . This white room in fact appears as early as Les 
Gommes , with the injured Daniel Dupont sitting in a 

small , white room in the doctor ' s clinic;similarly in 

Dans l e labyrinthe , the doctor ' s room and the objects in 
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it are the initial generators of the text; and again 

in Projet , there is 11une toute petite pi~ce nue , cubique , 

peinte en blanc sur ses six faces" (p . 33) . This apparent 
repetition in the generation of Ro bbe- Grillct ' s novels 
a l so suggests that he i s pointing more and more 

explicitly to both the artificiality and the textuality 

of his writing as the rol e of the white room becomes 
clearer in the later novels . 

Pro jet is Robbe- Gri l let ' s only novel in which the 

textual generation is based so specifically on colour , 

however his film L' Eden et apr~s , which , like Projet , 

was released in 1 970 , also uses colo ur as a basic 
generating device . This was Robbe- Grille t ' s first 

colour fi l m, the change from monochrome being inspired 
by a visit to Tunisia ; 

Effect ivemen t c ' est la Tunisie qui m' a incit~ 
& l ' empl oyer ••• Mais ce qui m' ennuyait avec la 

couleur, c •ttait la verdure . J ' ai horreur du vert 

en Eastmancolour . Par contre , la Tunisie avec son 

sable blanc , sa mer bleue et le gris de ses oliviers 

convenait parfaitement . Le r6gime nlo- destourien 

a repeint toutes les constructions en blanc et bleu . 
Done~ partir du moment OU la couleur m' a ete 

accordte, l e film a et6 con ¥u en fon ction de ce 

bleu et blanc , sur lequel tranche le r ouge du sang 
artificiel . 5 

L' Eden et apr~s is constructed fro m twelve elements 

arranged in five seri es6 , with blue and white acting as 

common linking elements throughout the film . The fi l m 

is a compositional game with these various elements and 
colour s . 

The events of thi s fi l m occur in th r ee locations ; 

a cafe, a large factory and in Tunisia. The caf e is 

constructed from sliding panel s which are reproductions 

of MondrianT.s paintings (and some of Delvaux ' s ) , these 

paintings being made up of r ectangul ar areas of primar y 

col ours (blue , r ed , yel low and whi te ), divided up by 

thick bla ck l ines . Similarly the actors ' clothing is 
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mainly in the primary shades . In the factory, several 

large pipes have also been painted with these bright , 

primary colours . In this, his first colour film, 

Robbe- Grillet makes full use of the visual impact of 

colour, the effect being at times almost overpowering 

with the constant appearance of bright, saturated colours. 

As Claude Mauriac writes in a revi ew of this film; 

Le film est en couleur, ecrit, construit pour 

la couleur , subtilement, et de fa~on on ne peut,plus 

satisfaisante pour le regard , que l ' on se trouve 

parmi les Mondrian , les Delvaux, les Duchamp du 

cafe Eden , ou dans une Tunisie bleue et blanche ••• 7 

After the lack of success of L 'homme gui men t, 

Robbe - Grillet had some difficulty finding financial 

support for a colour film, but once obtained he made 

full us e of its advantages , certa inly L'Eden et apres 

in monochrome wo uld lose much of its impact. 

One of th e major elements in the film relies on 

colour for its effect ; this is the blue and white painting 

which first appears hanging on the wall of Violette I s 

bedroom . The 11action II of the film revolves around this 

painting whi ch has been left to Violette by an uncle . 

The painting, of some value, is sto len from Violette's 

room, and co mpeting groups subsequently search for it 

in Tunisia . In traditional terms, the film is the story 

of the theft of and ensuing search for this blue and 

white painting. 

This painting is also very similar in outline to 

the postcard of a scene in Tunisia which Violette finds 

in the jacket of th e dead Duchemin . The postcard has been 

stained with blood, which is significant as many 

primitive tribes stain idols and fetishes wi th blood, 

especially in fertility rites, in order to bring them 

to life. The action then shifts to the Tunisia of the 

postcard , where Duchemin is very much alive. As Robbe-Grillet 

points out above, Tunisia is a predominantly blue and 

white country, with blue sea and sky, white sand and 

blue and white houses. The house depicted in the postcard~ 
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which has a similar outline to the painting, appears 
s everal times and it is in this house that Violette 
finally finds the blue and white painting , the succession 

of blue and white images thus coming full circle. 
Blue and white thus act as basic colour generators ; 

the blue and white painting pro du cing the Tuni sian 
postcard which in turn generates r eal scenes in Tunisia . 
Both the painting and th e other blue and white elements 
act as links, unifying th e various settings of the film. 

In his analysis of Robbe-Grillet 's films, Andr~ Gardies 
sums up this functioning of the blue and white painting 

in both writ ten and diagramatic form ( see Diagram 1); 

Au niveau des couleurs, d es formes, des constructions 
., 

en sequences, vont surgir des correspondances. Les 

themes seront alors doublement generateurs , 
gtnerateurs du rtcit, generateurs d 'une proliferation 

de sens, conduisant a un e lecture productrice. 
L' exemple privilegie du petit tableau bleu et 

blanc tracera la voie de cette ap ~roche ••• C'est 

autour de lui que s ' articulent les conflits; vols, 
poursuites, bagarres, meurtres; c'est lui qui semble 

le point de convergence de toutes les actions ••• 
Le petit tableau est l l'evidence une peinture 

de facture moderne, une surface plane (et une simple 
surfac e en raison de l'absence de perspective) , un 
jeu de couleurs simples (le bleu e t le blanc), un 

ensemble de formes gtometriques otl l'angle droit 

est temptr~ seulement par l'arc de cercle. Uiie 
premi~re filiation se dessine entre lui, la carte 
postale trouv6e sur le cadavre de Duchemin et les 

vues du village tunisien (ou plusieurs plans se 

composent exactement co mme le tableau). En raison 

de ces points communs, l'un appelle l'autre. La 
simplicit6 des lignes, le jeu des couleurs t16mentaires 

sur une surface limit6e {tabliss ent une analogie 
immldiate avec le d{cor du earl 11Edenn, lui-m~me 

compos6 en r[ference a Mondrian. La pr6sence 

implicite de la peinture justifie du m~me coup le 

Nu descendant un escalier, mais aussi l 1activit6 de 
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Dutchman : sculpteur . Par le glissement vers la 
carte postale, c ' est ~ l a photo comme mode de 
representation et mise ~ plat de la r6alit6 qu 'il 

est fait a l l usion ••• 8 

As with the coloured objects in La Jalousie , colour 

is used to establish links between the various e lements 

of L' Eden et apr~s, the colour correspondances generating , 

as Gardies points out , both the 11sto ry 11 and a pr oliferation 

of meaning , as each coloured elemen t creates analogies 
with others . 

The other important colour which Robbe- Grillet uses 

in this film is r ed . As in Pro jet, the red images are the 
product of violence , with copious quantities of blood 

(or rather red paint) flowing . Blood images in the caf6 

scenes include Duchemin ' s trick with some broken glass, 
Sonia acting as a vampire, the students ' drinks , and 

when Violette takes the "poudre de peur", she sees a 

succession of violent , r ed images which lat e r reappear 

as the scenes in Tunisia . These scenes include young 
girls with red blindfolds , others being tortured on 

spikes , bloodied hands , Marie- ~ve in a ba th of blood 

after commiting suicide and other scenes of violence 

which do not include blood . The double appearance of 
these scenes in the film again creates a link between 

the various settings , the brief images which Violette 
sees in the cafe are later repeated as t he scenes in 

Tunisia. In this case, the 11 poudre de peur 11 generates 
the first sequence of red images , which then serve as 
basic generato rs for the scenes in Tunisia ; red thus 
functions in a similar manner to blue and white in the 

construction of the film . Gardies sees red a a having a 

double meaning in the fi l m (see Diagram 2 ); 

En sa prolif6rante pro gression , le film se 
construit lui-m~me , pour peu que le spectateur 

veuille jouer le jeu et se montrer disponi ble; 
l a satisfaction esth6tique provient prefcis~ment 

de ces constants glissements et appels . La couleur 
rouge en fournira un bon exemple . 
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~ouges, bien s ~r , sont uncertain nombre 
d ' objets : le sang, le liquide coulant sur l'amas 
visqueux, le vin dans lequel sera verse le poison, 
le soleil, le feu , le drap dans l equel s'enveloppe 
Vio l ette et le slip que porte l'heroine dans le 
d~sert . Mais le rouge est aussi ~ la base de la 
composition du decor ( celui du cafe 11Eden " OU de 

' 1 ' usine) . A le decrire ainsi , il appara1 t comme 
un element statique; or, bien plus important est 
son dynamisme . Rouge est le sang , rouge est le 

liquide qui re~oit le poison , or le sang par 

contiguite appelle la mort tout comme le poison ; 

reve'lateur aussi la couleur orange des bouteilles 
/ don t est chargee la camionn e tte lors de l 'accident 

final . Le rouge est done li6 ~ la mo rt. Cependan t, 

c'est aussi l 'amour qu ' il a ppelle par l e soleil , le 
fe u, le drap et le slip . Ambivalence mort-amour , 
celle-1~ m~me que realise l ' agression m~le . 

Ainsi transpara1 t le mouvement propre au 
film : les th~mes, par leur r e tour cyclique , donnent 
naissance a la f iction et la structurent , tandis 

que les connotations introduisen t une lecture 

horizontale . Le film s ' alimente sans cesse 1 ce 
double mouvement . 9 

Once mo re we see in this film that there is a 
tension between two poles, between love and death whi ch 

are inseparably linked by the colour red . The colours 

blue , white and r ed generate elements of the film , 
which in turn generate others , with the gene ration 

finally returning to the initial elements ; again objects 

are used to show the cyclical nature of time . The film 

ends with th e a rrival of Duch emin at the cafe, the s cene 

being ve ry similar to his earlier arrival; the story 

and the elements in it all start over again . 
The texts of Ro bbe-Grillet ' s novels and the visual 

images of his films are brought to gether in his "picto
romans", such as La Belle Captive . The text of this work 

is generated by a selection ( Ro bbe- Grillet 1 s own choice) 

of Rene Magritte ' s paintings . The choice of Magritte 1 s 



paintings as generator s is not surprising in light of 

the following passage from The Shock of the New by 
Robert Hughes ; 
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Magritte ' s work serves its modern audience 

rather as the sultans of Victorian narrative 

painting , the Friths and Poynters and Alma- Tademas , 
served theirs - as a source of stories. Modern art 

has been well supplied with myth make rs , from 

Picasso t o Barnett Newman . But it had few masters 

of the narrative impulse , and Magritte was its 

fabulist - in- chief . His images were storie~ first , 

paintings second , but the paintings were not slices 

of life or historical scenes . They were snapshots 

of the impossible , rendered in the dullest and most 

literal way : vignettes of language and reality 

locked in mutual cancellation . As a master of 

puzzle- painting , Magritte had no equal , and his 

influence on the formation of images - and on how 

people interpret them - has been very wide . 10 

Robbe - Gril let makes full use of the narrative 

impulse in Magritte ' s paintings, which show concerns 

wi th some of the same points as Ro bbe - Grillet 1 s novels ; 

the relationship betwe en images and reality , for example . 

And nor are Robbe- Grill e t ' s novels slices of life or 

historical scenes , they are , like Magritte ' s paintings , 

puzzles . 

Considering the extensive use of colour as generators 

in Projet and L' Eden et apr~s , one might expect 

Robbe- Gril l et to draw on the colours of Magritte 1 s 

paintings to generate parts of La Belle Captive . I n 

this work , colour t erms are in fact used more f r equently 

than in his ea lier novels11 , however it seems that 

Robbe- Grillet has a c tually drawn very little colour 
, 

from the illustrations , the blue and wh i te sea and the 

red velvet couch being the only obvious examples . The 

text in fact appears to be generated by the images in 

the paintings , with Robbe-Gri l let 1 s i magination 

providing the colour terms . For example , an orange ro se 
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appears in two of Magritte 's paintings , Les Fleurs du mal 

(p . 16) and Le Retour de flamme (p . 147), but instead 

of using the quite noticeable orange colour of the roses , 

~obbe- Grillet takes only the rose image and gives it 

a red ~olouring whi ch is mo re appropriate for the contexts 

i n which it appears, for the games Ro bbe-Gril let plays 

with the r ose and its colour . Ro bbe-Grillet himself 

writes in a postscript to the text , that it is the images 

in the paintings which generate the narrative; 

• • • ayant d ' abord accept[ les images comme 

impulsion generatrice, c ' est bient~t l'ecart 

variable entre elles et le texte - quelquefois 

aussi le rapport metonymique ou m~me !'opposition 

- qui devient le principal parametre du jeu . 12 

Robbe - Grillet draws on the images in the illustrations 

and these images then generate appropriate colours in the 
text . 

In La Belle Captive , it is also noticeable that over 

half of the reproductions are in black and white (25 colour , 

52 b/w) , even though many of the originals are colour 

paintings. This again suggests that Ro bbe-Grillet is 

interested in the images created , rather than their 

colour, and possibly supports the view that the human 

mind functions in black and white images . Howeve r, perhaps 

selection of black and white is merely an economic 

measure to keep the price of the work at a reasonable 

level , as printing in colour is much more expensive 

than in black and white . But whatever the reasons for this 

imbalance, the result is that the colour terms in 

La Belle Captive a ppear to be generated at a s econdary 

level by the text, which is initially gene rated by the 

i mages in Magritte ' s paintings . Thus in a wo rk where 

one might expect Robbe-Grillet to use colour as a textual 

gene rator , he does not . 

As with many of the points already discussed in 

Robbe- Grillet's use of colour , te xtual generation by 

colour is explicitly mentioned in the text of Souvenirs; 
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Tout~ coup j e me souviens : l ' emprei n t e de l a 

main etait rouge , le soulier bleu, la r~gl e j a une ••• 
En combinant la r ~gle et le soulier , on pouvait 
obteni r le vert c r ude la pomme . Il doi t y avoir la 
l ' espoi r d 'une solution ••• La r~ gl e ave c l a main 
donnerait une or ange , qui ne saurait done ta r der 

~ para1 tre ••• La main puissante sur la fine 
chaussure feminine produi r ait le verbe viole r, 
dont le rappel figurait d[ j a bien e videmment dans 

le bou t de corde avachi , enroule sur lui - m~me en 

f orme de 8 . ( p . 149 ) 

By combining th e thre e colours , new colours and 

objec t s are fo rmed , thus generating new text. The green 
appl e has already appea r ed ; by pl aying with the dua l 

colour-o bje c t nature of orange ( c . f . rose) , there s oon 
a ppea rs in the t ex t 11une grosse or ange parfai temen t 

sph ~rique ~ la peau douc e" ( p . 1 51 ) • The verb 11violer 11 

speaks fo r itself in Robbe - Gri l let 1 s later novels ; the 

homophonous pair 11violet- violer" now appearing explicitly 

in the text , the asso ci ation in this case also being 
reinfo r ced by t he genera t ing ob j ec t s as we l l as the 

colours ; the powerful hand on the woman ' s shoe . 
Robbe- Gril let ' s use of red , blue and yellow , which 

a r e also the colour s of the c a f l in L' Eden et apr~s , 

is again interesting in that they a r e the three artist ' s 
primar ies , as opposed t o the pr imaries o f physi cs , whi ch 

are r ed , bl ue and gre en . An artist wishing t o pr oduce 
a di f fe r en t co l our woul d mi x varyi ng a mounts of r ed, blue 

and yel l ow, while a physici s t woµl d pr oduce t he same 
colour f r om r ed, blue and gr een - fo r him yellow is 

a combination of r ed and gre en light. The answer to this 

a pparent paradox is t hat the artist produces colour with 
pi gments, while the physicist uses combinations of 

coloured lights . All spectral colours can be created by 
adding , in varying degrees of intensity , different 

amounts of red, blue an d green; on the other hand the 

pi gment colours of the artist are produced by subtraction , 

t hey absorb certain parts of the spectrum and reflect 

others . Thus the dif ference lies in the mechanism which 
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creates the colour; the artist subtracts , the physicist 
adds . In a sense the above exa mple from Souvenirs is 
equivalent to an artist ' s mixing of pigments , and it 
is also a further example which highlights one of the 
oddities of colour in the physical world . 

Robbe- Grillet has in fact tri ed his hand at art , 
producing several collages of torn newspaper s craps on 
coloured backgrounds, which are daubed with red paint. 13 
Interestingly , the black and white pieces of newspaper 

again show the basic colour co ntrast which runs through 

all of his wo rks , as does th e colour red also . 
The importance of colour in Ro bbe- Grillet ' s 

nov els and films is perhaps hi ghli gh ted by his use of 

colours as specific textual generators , which make its 

role very diSficult to ignore . In Dans le labyrinthe , 
there is a very limited a mount of colour gene ration , 

while in his fo llowing novel , La Maison de rend e z- vous , 

we see in the coloured fish the beginnings of the 
textual gene r ation which becomes central in Projet and 

L 'Eden et apres . Robbe - Gr i llet r ejects Ricar dou ' s 
suggestion that Pro ,j et is genera ted by the word "rouge n , 

insisting instead that it is gen erated by the colour 
red itself . The text is thus pro duced by the three 

major 11 r ed 11 acts; rape , mur der and arson , acts which 
are mainly part of the sado-erotic torture of young 

girls . The red gene rators in turn generate further series , 

as seen i n the associations created by J . R. 's red hair . 

L' Ed en et apr~s , Robbe- Grillet•s first colour fil m, makes 
full use of the visual i mpact of colour , the effect 

being at t ime s almost overpowering. The blue and white 
of the painting , th e postcard and Tunisia create a 

basi c link betwe en the different series of the film , as 
do the red i mages of violence . L1 Eden et apr~s is a 

film constructed for and by colour . In La Belle Captive , 

on~ might expect Robbe- Grillet to draw colours from 
Magritte ' s paintings , but he in fact uses only the images 

as textual generateurs , whi ch then generate the many 

colour terms . Finally in Souvenirs , textual generation 

by colours appear s expli citly in the t ext , with new 

colours and objects and thus new text being created by 
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combinations of the three artist's primaries. 
In these works which are generated by colour , 

Robbe- Grillet is a gain utilizing the positive, constructive 
relationship between the spectrum and lan 3uage . Colour 
plays a major subversive rol e in Robbe - Grillet •s early 
works, but in the later ones it assumes a ~ore 
constructive rol e , gen er ating new texts rathe r than 
undermining t hem. In both processes , Robbe - Grillet 

makes full us e of th e dual nature o f language ; on the 

one hand he uses the signifier in a largely (but not 

totally) subversive role , but on the other he uses 
the signified to produce new meaning . That Robbe- Grillet 

shoul d use colour for such specific purposes highlights 

th e important and varied roles which colour plays in his 

works . 
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In a ficticious text, any colour which is used 
symbolically rather than descriptively is a metaphor; 
that is the particular colour brings to mind one or 
more associations depending on the context. The colour 
white, for example, can be used as a metaphor for either 
purity or death. The colour symbols which we discussed 
in Chapter Three are in fact all metaphors which time and 
usage have made conventional symbols known to both writer 
and reader. Obviously the study of metaphor takes us into 
a large and complex field, and even the restricted scope 
of colour in a narrative makes a large number of possible 
metaphors avai lable to a writer. However, it appears that, 
initially at least, Robbe-Grillet did not wish to draw on 
this field, for, early in his literary career, he rejected 
outright the use of metaphor in his writing; the example 
he attacks is description of a village as "blot t i au creux 
du vallon"; 

La m6taphore qui est cens6e n•exprimer qu!une 
comparaison sans arri~re-pens6e, introduit en fait 
une communication souterraine, un mouvement de 
sympathie (ou d'antipathie) qui est sa vlritable 
raison d'~tre. Car, en tant que comparaison, elle 
est presque toujours une comparaison inutile, qui 
n'apporte rien de nouveau~ la description. Que 
perdrait le vil l age a ~tre seulement 11situett au 
creux du vallon? Le mot Hblotti" ne nous donne 
aucun renseignement compl6mentaire. En revanche il 
transporte le lecteur (a la suite de l'auteur) dans 
1 1fme suppos~ du village; si j'accepte le mot "blotti", 
je ne suis plus tout~ fait spectateur; je deviens 
moi-m~e le village, pendant la dur6e d'une phrase, 
et le creux du vallon fonctionne comme une cavitl 
o~ j'aspire i dispara1tre. 1 

Robbe-Grillet believed that metaphors create a false 

relationship between man and nature which he saw as the 
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basis of all humanism. Metaphor creates a 11humanised", 
anthropomorphic world which denies the subjectivity of 
each person's perception of reality; 

Le principe de cette communion une fois admis, je 
parlerais de la tristesse d'un paysage, de 
l'indiff6rence d'une pierre, de la fatuit6 d'un 
seau ~ charbon. Les nouvelles metaphores ne 
fournissent plus de renseignements appreciables 
sur les objets soumis & mon examen , mais le monde 
des choses aura ete si bien contamine par mon esprit 
qu'il sera desormais susceptible de n'importe quelle 
emotion, de n'importe quel trait de caractere. 
J'oublierai que c•est moi, moi seul, qui eprouve 
la tristesse ou la solitude; ces el~ments affectifs 
seront bientat consideres comme la realite profonde 
de l'univers materiel, la seule realite - censement -
digne de retenir sur lui mon attention. 2 (Robbe-Grillet•s 
emphasis) 

Robbe-Grillet sees metaphor as part of the humanist 
tradition against which he is rebelling and as a result 
his early novels appear to be totally devoid of metaphors. 
For Robbe-Grillet, the world is simply there, without 
any significance above and beyond that given it by each 
individual. 

However, despite Robbe-Grillet's stated desire to rid 
his early writing of metaphors, it seems that he was not 
in fact all that successful. In his article Ingui~te 
M~taphore, Jean Ricardou points out that in Le Voyeur, 
Robbe-Grillet uses several associations which Ricardou 
terms structural metaphors.3 An example of this is the 
recurring description of figure-eights, such as the ball 
of string Mathias picks up and the marks made on the side 
of the wharf by two iron rings. Description 0£ one 
element brings to mind that of the other. Ricardou writes; 

••• la description n•est pas un outil astreint a la 
servitude. Ses mecanismes sont pi~ges. n&crire, en 
ses particularit~s apparement anodines, la marque de 



l'anneau, c•est appeler l'un des instruments du 
supplice: la cordelette. 
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En se fondant sur une similitude, par l'effet 
d'une m6taphore structurelle, la description peut 
! tout moment, sans crier gare, choisir un autre 
objet. Liberant, en ses particularit€s, des analogies 
sp~cifiques, la description trahit le narrateur qui 
prttendait ne trouver en elle qu'un pur espace sans 
rel,ations. 4 

Although Robbe-Grillet soundly condemned the 
metaphor in the perhaps simplistic polemic of Pour un 
nouveau roman, metaphorical devices, like those Ricardou 
points out, do play an important role in his early novels. 
In fact, if Robbe-Grillet is to be believed and is not 
just being wise after the event, the following quote would 
suggest that the use of these structural metaphors is 
deliberate; 

••• j'ai toujours et~ tente de mettre en pratique, 
d'un c~te, ce que je condamnais de l'autre. Pour voir, 
pour operer la contre-epreuve ••• N'oubliez pas que 
mon jugement sans appel interdisant toute m~taphore 
dans 1•6criture est exactement contemporain du roman 
La Jalousie, qui, depuis son titre jusqu'~ ses 
moindres insectes, est un vaste pi~ge l lecture 
mE!taphorique. 5 

As Robbe-Grillet admits the whole of La Jalousie is 
a metaphor of the narrator's jealousy and like Le Voyeur 
it also contains several structural metaphors, some of 
which use colour, to make associations. As we have already 
discussed in Chapter Four, Robbe-Grillet creates links in 
the text of La Jalousie between diverse elements, such as 
the scrub, the centipede, Franck•s blue car, the blue letter 
and A ••• 's hair. These associations are in fact examples 
of Ricardou•s structural metaphors, where description of 
one element brings to mind another and so on. Colour plays 

an important role in some of these metaphors, with ttrouxtt 
for example, linking the scrub, the centipede and A ••• •s 
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hair and 11bleu 11 , Franck's car and the suspect letter. 
Blue is also used in the 11indirect 11 metaphor of "bleu 
horizon", in this case the association being with a concept 
outside the text. 

' Interestingly, in Proust•s A la recherche du temps perdu, 
Allan H. Pasco sees colour as acting in a similar fashion 
to Robbe-Grillet•s structural metaphors, with colour 
linking various episodes within the novel; 

Its (colour) function is nonetheless extremely 
important, for it serves to unite related contexts 
which, when seen as interdependent provide a clear 
understanding of a major concept. As a colour appears 
over and over again in similar contexts, the colour 
finally serves to recall other contexts in which it 
was found. The reappearing colour invites the reader 
to bridge episodes and to form an extension, 
preferably because of involuntary memory, but in 
any case inviting review and comparison. 6 

In La Jalousie, the reappearing colour 11 rouxn, for 
example, acts in a similar fashion, linking descriptions 
of the different elements with this colour to give an 
overall unity to the text. 

In this novel, there is however one explicit 
metaphor which uses colour; the handle of A ••• •s hair-brush 
is described as 11 couleur d'os" (p.64). It may at first 
appear that Robbe-Grillet has allowed a 11 traditional 11 

metaphor to infiltrate into the text, but in fact this 
colour term is part of a larger structural metaphor 
which links several elements in the novel. The brush 
obviously brings to mind A ••• •s hair itself, which then 
through common sound and colour evokes the centipede; the 
colour of the brush brings to mind the bones of the crabs 
and birds eaten at meals which in turn through similarities 
in description are also associated with the centipede. 
Thus a circular series of associations is formed in the 
text by this one colour term; centipede - hair - hair-brush 
fcouleur d'os) - crabs (birds) - centipede. An apparently 
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minor colour metaphor creates a much larger structural one, 
as again diverse elements in the text are united, partly 
using colour but also by shape and sound. Ro bbe-Grille t 
uses similar structural me taphors in his next novel, 
Dans le labyrinthe, where1 as we saw in Chapter Four, 
there is a series of associations based on f lames and 
the red colour they produce. 

The structural metaphors of the early novels are 
internal devices which work within the text, rather than 
creating associations with concepts outside it as is 
usually the case with more 11tradi tional 11 metephors. In his 
analysis of La Jalousie, Jean-Pierre Vidal neatly 
describes the operation of these devices; 

L'art de Robbe-Grillet, il va de soi, n•est pas un 
lettrisme. Mais la manipulation particuli~re qu 1il 
fait subir au mattriau a pour effet de transgresser 
l'aspect informati f du language , parce que le rapport 
qui articule le signe ne se situe pas seulement hors 
de l'oeuvre mais en elle , dans une veritable r emise 
en jeu du code. 

Ainsi la scutig~re de La Jalousie n•est pas la 
simple evocation d'un animal mais, ~ travers elle, 
l'instauration de certains rapports textuels: 
--- metaphoriques: cette scutigere, par sa forme, 
n•evoque pas mais devient (soit une metaphore 
11dissemineett) t!criture sur une let t re, crabe de terre 
dans une assiette. Le bruit qu'elle ~met n•evoque pas 
mais devient le bruit d'une brosse sur une chevelure etc. 
--- m6tonymique: la place de cette scutig~re dans ce 
rlcit sans cease recompos~ est susceptible de 
variations et modifie ainsi l'ensemble ou chaque fois 
elle se situe differemment.7 

Vidal's analysis is perhaps slightly strongly 

worded in saying that one thing becomes another, but the 
process o f association is evident with textual relationships 
being created by shape, sound and also colours which 
Vidal has not mentioned. 

To recapitulate then, at the time of writing his early 
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novels Robbe-Grillet strongly attacked the role of the 
metaphor in creative writing, apparently rejecting it 
outright, but as he himslef admits, while he was saying 
one thing, he was doing the opposite. Certainly his 
early writing is largely devoid of ntradi tional n 

anthropomorphic metaphors, but instead he makes fre quent 
use of srtuctural metaphors which operate within the 
framework of each novel. It appears that, having rejected 
the conventional metaphor, Robbe-Grillet has created 
his own system of metaphors which are peculiar to any one 
novel and to a certain extent to a particular author 
(obviously he can be copied). Again this suggests that 
Robbe-Grillet's texts create their own reality, or more 
specifically their own conventions of metaphor, to describe 
and even construct this reality. For the Nouveau Roman, 
Robbe-Grillet has invented the Nouvelle Metaphore. 

However the structural metaphors are not the only 
ones which Robbe-Grillet uses, for metaphor can also be 
produced by the metonymic progression of a text. As 
Roman Jakobson points out in Fundamentals of Language, 
there are two available semantic paths, the metaphoric 
and the metonymic, along which a narrative can progress; 

The development of a discourse may take place 
along two different semantic lines: one topic may 
lead to another either through their similarity or 
their contiguity. The METAPHORIC way woµld be the 
most appropriate term for the first case, and the 
METONYMIC way for the secon«, since they find their 
most condensed expression in metaphor and metonymy 
respectively. 8 

He continues that any symbolic process manifests a 
competition between these two poles, with poetry being 
forwarded mainly by metapljor, while prose is forwarded 
essentially by contiguity. However due to the competition 
between these two semantic modes,. al though one mode may 
dominate, it does not necessarily exclude the other. Thus 

as Vidal points out above, description of the centipede 

in La Jalousie in fact functions along both axes; along 
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the metonymic, the centipede metamorphoses into various 
shapes and colours, but in the course of this metonymic 
metamorphosis the metaphoric pole comes into play as the 
shape, sound and colour of the centipede create 
associations with other elements which have similar 
properties. As Vidal states there is "l'expulsion de la 
metaphore par la m6tonymie qui s'emplit alors d 1 une 
charge metaphorisantel'. 9 

The structural metaphors in Robbe-Grillet•s novels 
are examples of a discourse functioning simultaneously 
along the two semantic axes. The narrative of La Jalousie, 
for example, is forwarded essentially by descriptions 
which are contiguous in space, that is the descriptions 
proceed from one object to another, rather than from one 
event in time to another as is usually the case in the 
traditional novel where description is contiguous in time. 
However, as we have seen, in the course of this contiguous 
progression associations are created along the metaphoric. 
axis. To concentrate on colour in La Jalousie, "rouxn, 
11bleu11 and 11 couleur d'os" all create associations with 
objects of similar colour. However, these structural 
metaphors are not the only type which can be produced 
by a metonymic discourse. For, in La Jalousie, colour 
also functions in such a manner to create associations 
"outside" the text, with abstract concepts rather than 
with other concrete objects; these metaphors are more 
symbolic than tettual. 

In Chapter Three we discussed the description in 
La Jalousie of A ••• standing in the bathroom as the sun 
sinks, with a corresponding progression through the 
colours of the spectrum; white, green, blue, violet and 
finally darkness (pp.136-138). As we pointed out this 
sequenee is a physical impossibility; it can, however, 
also be interpreted through Jakobson' s twG. semantic modes 
of discourse. The progression of colours is clearly 
metonymic, as each colour is contiguous with the next in 
the spectrum. Significantly, the preg~e·ss:ton is towards 
the cold end of the spectrum, away from the warmth of 

infra-red rays which would in fact accompany such a sun-set. 
Thus the passage could perhaps be read as a metaphor of the 
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state of relations betwe en A ••• and the narrator; that is 
relations are rather cool, a concept supported further by 
description of A ••• •s dress as "bleu froid" (p.136), as 
well as other minor details such as A ••• locking the 
bathroom door when she takes a shower. Also as our 
discussion in Chapter Five suggested, 11violet11 may well 
have a double-meaning, the suggestion of rape perhaps 
indicating that all is not well between the two. Thus, 
although Robbe-Grillet has disregarded the laws of the 
physical world in this case, he has, through the colour 
terms, created a metaphor from a metonymic progression. 
This metaphor is now an abstract concept 11outside 11 the 
text, as opposed to the structural metaphor which functions 
totally within it. 

As well as progressing towards the cool end of the 
spectrum,the description of the sun-set also moves from 
the white of sunlight ( 111a cour est blanc de soleil 11 ) to 
the black of night ( 111a silhouette noire de A ••• "). A 
similar progression from light to dark can also be seen 
in the fol l owing description of the contents of A ••• •s 
writing desk. 

Dans la poche lat6rale sont glissees onze feuilles 
de papier ~ lettres, d'un bleu tres p~le, du format 
commercial ordinaire ••• 

Dans le tiroir de la table, il y a deux blocs 
de papier pour la corr espondance; l'un est neuf, le 
second largement entame. La dimension des feuilles, 
leur qualit6, leur couleur bleu p~le, sont absolument 
ictentiques i ce11es des prec6dentes. l cete sont 
rang~s trois paquets d'enveloppes assorties, doublees 
de bleu fonc6, encore entourl de leur bande.~·· 

Except& deux crayons noirs, une gomme i machine 
en forme de disque, le roman qui a fait l'objet de 

maintes discussions et un carnet de timbres intact, 
il n•y a rien d'autre dans le tiroir de la table. 
(pp.168-169) 

The successive colour terms in this description 
become progressively darker; 11bleu tr~s plle", 11bleu ptle", 
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11bleu fonc6tt and 1tnoirn; the progression is thus analogous 
to that of the sun-set. This movement towards black can 
also be seen in one of the descriptions of A ••• •s lips 
11qui para1t plus noir sous cette lumi~re trop crue". 

The progression of colours in the above description 
of A ••• •s writing materials is again metonymic, but this 
constant movement towards black in descriptions could 
perhaps be read as a metaphor of the narrator's rather 
11black 11 view of life, that is a rather dlill and 
pessimistic attitude which contributes to his suspicions 
of A ••• •s infidelity. Marie-Georgette Steisel sees this 
pessimism as a poss ible explanation for the emphasis on 
black in the narrative. Discussing the darkening of A ••• •s 
red lips under the harsh light of the oil-lamp, she writes; 

Pourtant c' est sous 1.•oei l percant, scrutateur 
' du Jaloux qui soup~onne sa femme de vouloir le trahir 

que ce roµge naturel devient noir. Ce noir vrai, quasi 
tangible de la chose physique sert 6videmment de 
0 support" ~ la passion e xasp6r&e de celui qui imagine 
la noirceur des desseins de 1 1aim6e . Car, l'homme
qui-voit fait naturellement de ce noir exterieur 
"le support de ses passions comme de son regard". 
Ce n' es.t pas que le Jaloux voie tout en noir, sui vant 
l'expression consacree, mais bien plutOt que sa 
vision se pose de preference sur toutes choses noires, 
••• le 11pur" regard jaloux appuie avec insistance, par 
dix-sept fois, sur la couleur d'ebene des cheveux de 
sa femme, et de fa¥on nouvelle, moderne, toute 
exterioris6e, l'impression transmise au lecteur par 
ces rappels visuels, ces reprises structurales, ce 
mouvement du chat qui joue dans l'ombre avec la souris 
est celle d 1 un obsede, d 1un ~tre foncierement 
pessimiste, nerveaux, inquiet. Ceci sans aucun 
commentaire psychologique, superflu, de la part de 
l'auteur.10 

Robbe-Grillet creates the character of the narrator 
through the constant movement of the narrative towards 

black and darkness, the metonymic colour progressions 
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becoming metaphors of his pessimism. Again, as he does with 
structural metaphors, Robhe-Grillet creates metaphors 
which are peculiar to this one novel; they function only 
in the particular context of La Jalousie. Although seeing 
life 11en noir" is, as Steisel points out, a traditional 
metaphor, the way in which Robbe-Grillet makes use of the 
association is unique. Similarly, as we have already 
mentioned, the choice of paint colours for the house is 
perhaps also indicative of A ••• •s and the narrator's 
personalities. 

In La Jalousie, colour plays an important role in the 
creation of the metaphors "hidden11 in the narrative, colour 
creates internal links between various elements in the 
structural metaphors giving an overall unity to the text, 

and the metonymic progression of colours in some 
descriptions creates "psychological" metaphors of the 
personality of the narrator. Taken together all of these 
various metaphors, through the accumulation of linked 
elements which provide proof of A ••• •s infidelity and 
through the construction of the narrator's pessimism, 
produce the giant metaphor of the whole novel; jealousy. 
As Robbe-Grillet himself admits La Jalousie is nothing 
but "un vaste piige ~ lecture metaphorique". 

It is now evident that Robbe-Grillet rejected the 
metaphor as a narrative device, only to fil l his novels 
with metaphors, although these may not be readi ly apparent 
to the reader. As part of this self-contradiction, 
Robbe-Grillet also manages to subvert the traditional 
use of metaphor in La Jalousie. In the third to last 
paragraph of the text, the narrator describes the sky 
as "Violemment t!clair6 11 (p.217). Clearly a metaphor, 
the red of the sky at sun-set (which contradicts the violet 
of the bathroom scene) has been replaced by its traditional 
metaphorical association - violence. Allowing this 
blatant metaphor to slip in could be an oversight on the 
part of R9bbe-Grillet. It may, however, be intended 
ironieally, as at this stage of the narrative the narrator 
seems quite calm, the paroxysm of his jealousy having 

passed. In the context this metaphor is meaningless, it 
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is the other metaphorical devices which Robbe-Grillet uses 
that create the narrat~r's emotions. 

In his early novels Robbe-Grillet claims to reject 
but none·theless uses metaphor, if in new ways; however 
with Projet his attitude ~hanges and he begins to use 
metaphor explicitly. This can be seen in his use of 
"violemmenttt in Projet; 

Autour du lit sont dispos~s trois projecteurs 
de forte puissance, allum6s, l'un aux pieds de la 
fille, les deux autres l droite et a gauche de sa t~te, 
qui eclaire le corps nu aussi violemment que pour une 
op6ration chirurgicale. {p.176) 

In this case the use of "violemmentn is not at all 
ironic as it immediately prece des the sado-erotic torture 
of J.R. and is thus a constructive metaphor. It presages 
the coming description and draws attention to the 
mechanisms at play in the textual generation. 

In Projet and his following novels, Robbe-Grillet 
makes increasing use of the associations language can 
create through metaphor to construct his texts. As we 
have already seen, the description of J.R.!s dress in 
Pro jet as ttcouleur d' emeraude'1 and her red hair signify 
her Irish descent. Description of skin as "couleur de 
suie~ (p.11) produces a link with fire, one of the initial 
generators, and description of a spider as "une tache 
d'encre" (p.92) and hair as 0 d•un noir d'encre" (p.192) 
bring t o mind the basic antagonism of the text; the black 
word imposed on the white page. The ink black spider 
and hair are nothing more than creations of Robbe-Grillet 1 s 
pen. In fact Projet is of course initially generated by 
the three metaphorical associations of the colour red; 
murder, rape and fire. Unlike those of La Jalousie, these 
metaphors are no longer hidden, but as we saw in the last 
chapter, they now appear openly in the text as the three 
revolutionary acts. 

As we discussed in Chapter Five, Robbe-Grillet often 
uses the multiple meanings of words to construct his texts, 

the game with the flower-colour meaning of "rosen in 
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La Belle Captive being a good example. These manipulations 
of meaning are metaphorical in that Robbe-Grillet 
utilizes the various associations produced by particular 
words to generate new images and thus text. Metaphor 
thus assumes a more dynamic role than in the traditional 
novel, it is now a generative rather than descriptive 
device. 

However Robbe-Grillet does not totally reject 
traditional descriptive metaphors. In La Belle Captive, 
for example, there is "une perruque aile de corbeau'' (p.30), 
a common metaphor used to describe black hair which even 
appears in th:e Petit Robert. But in this case the 
metaphor is perhaps generated by the illustration on the 
preceeding page, L'Idole, which depicts a large, black 
bird. In tliis example the text thus appears to be a game 
with both image and word to produce the stereotyped, 
descriptive meyaphor. But again, in using such metaphors, 
Robbe-Grillet explicitly announces in the text the 
convention of creative writing which he is using. In 
La Belle Captive, he refers to "l'image m~taphorique de 
la fleur saignante 11 (p.24). As we mentioned earlier, no 
longer is the reader left to make the association; any 
subconscious power of the metaphor is destroyed. Thus while 
using metaphor Robbe-Grillet is also subverting it in a 
game with the narrative convention. Similarly, as we also 
discussed before, in his later novels, a colour and its 
metaphorical association often appear together in a text. 
This "doublen description again appears in the following 
passage from Souvenirs; 

••• les trois grandes b~tes au pelage noir brillant ••• 
l'haleine br~lante des gueules lcarlates, ••• (p.159) 

In this example, fire (brnlante) and red (lcarlate), 
the traditional colour of flames, both appear in the 
description, as opposed to that in La Jalousie of the 
sky as "violemment eclairi0 where the colour is completely 
replaced by its metaphorical association. "By using such 

double terms Robbe-Grillet may be trying to intensify 
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the image, with the two terms acting as mutual supports. 
However, to a certain extent, they also announce themselves 
as metaphors. The reference is not explicit as it was in 
the above example of 111a fleur saignante 11 , but the 
heavy-handedness does draw attention to the double ima ge , 
and again may subvert the traditional role of metaphor, 
which is to create a subconscious rapport between man 
and the world. 

It is also interesting to note with regard to 
Robbe-Grillet's use of metaphor that the titles of some 
of his novels themselves are metaphors. Les Gorn.mes can 
be read as meaning erasers, but in French t his is also a 
slang term for venereal disease which links to the 
underlying erotic themes in this novel. La Jalousie refers 
to both the narrator's jealousy and the blinds on the 
windows. In his two latest novels colour metaphors appear 
in the titles, the "triangle d' orn from Souvenirs can 
be read as a metaphor of a female's triangular pubic hair, 
or the opium triangle of South East Asia. The subtitle of 
D.iinn, 11Un trou rouge entre les paves disjointes" .is a 
possible metaphor of female sexual organs, although unlike 
Souvenirs the erotic content of this novel is not expl icit. 

Robbe-Grillet's works, it seems, are not lacking in 
metaphors if examined closely, and this discussion has 
of course been limited to those metaphors which use colour. 

In the course of our discussion of the functions of 
colour in Robbe-Grillet•s works, we have given several 
examples which link woman and the sea. A thorough 
examination of this relationship in Robbe-Grillet•s works 
is a large topic, and might well justify a thesis in its 
own right. However we shall i nclude a rather broad, if 
limited discussion at this point of some of the salient 
aspects of this topic, as, in the course of the research 
for this thesis, it became apparent that a very significant 
number of Robbe-Grillet•s colour terms, particularly blue 
and green, are used in description of the sea. 

In Robbe-Grillet•s first written novel, Un R~gicide, 
the role the sea will play in all his subsequent works 
is already explicit. The sea is a haven for both beautiful 
women, perhaps the Sirens of ancient times, and monsters 
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of the deep. The young women of the sea are defined in the 
following passage from Un R~gicide; 

Surles plages torrides, au creux des rochers, 
nous trouverons les jeunes femmes aux ecailles dorees, 
a la nage rapide et souple, ~ la chevelure d'algues 
onduleuses. (p.117) 

These young women are quite at home in the sea, and 
although they may lure man to join them, he must remain 
wary of the monsters of the deep, lying in wait; 

--- N'y va pas, pour l'amour du ciel! La mar6e d'hier 
a laisse sur le sable les demons de l '~te, les 
terrifiants poisons humains descendus des mers chaudes, 
qui ne cherchait ici que notre mart. ('p.142) 

The above two passages are good indicators of the 
many similar descriptions to follow in Robbe-Grillet's 
novels, although to date these r ecurring themes appear 
to have pas sed largely unnoticed in the critical studies 

of his works. In Les Gommes, water is still the lair of 
monsters; 

••• dernier refuge aussi, dans 1•6touffement de ces 
terres ass6chles, pour la nuit, l'eau du sommeil, 
sans fond, l'eau glauque remontee de lamer et 
pourrie de monstres invisibles. (p.49) 

Then later in the novel, Wallas looks into the 
aquarium in the caf{ and the image of a woman appears; 

Un dernier remous, vite amorti, fait un instant 

trembler la masse. De nouveau tout est calme ••• 
Jusqu•l ce que, soudain, une nouvelle forme 6merge 
et vienne caller centre la vitre son visage de r6ve ••• 
Pauline, la deuce Pauline••• qui, ~ peine entrevu, 
dispardt ~ son tour pour laisser la place a d'autres 

spectres et fantasmes. (p.126) 
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· If Wallas is a modern Oedipus, as Bruce Morrissette, 
suggests, then perhaps the face he sees is that of his 
lost mother, the object of an incestuous desire. Water 
thus becomes an erotic metaphor for the female, who remains, 
however, unobtainable. Although lured to join her, man 
cannot go for fear of the monsters, which in Le Voyeur, 
he placates with the sacrifice of a young maiden; 

••• une jeune vierge, chaque ann~e au printemps, 
devait ~tre precipitte du haut de la falaise pour 
apaiser le dieu des temp~tes et rendre lamer 
cl6mente aux voyageurs et aux marins. Jailli de 
1•6cume, un rnonstre gigantesque au corps de serpent 
et a la gueule de chien dlvorait vivante la victime, 
sous 1 1oeil du sacrifateur. (p.221) 

Man must sacri fice the woman he desires to buy his own 
safety at sea. This sacrifice is of course a veiled 
rewriting of the sadistic murder of Violet t e by Mathias , 
the murder being in a sense justified as a ritual act. 

Even in La Jalousie, where the setting is an inland 
plantation, the sea still appears in the picture in the 
calendar, and the above descriptions from Ro bbe-Grillet•s 
preceding novels explain what is at first a rather obscure 
description of A ••• ' s dress as "du bleu des profondeurs" 
(p.136). As we have mentioned the term 11 froidtt suggests the 
cool relations between A ••• and the narrator, but the 
passage again links a beautiful woman with the ocean 
depths, the distant place where A ••• can penetrate, but 
where the narrator may not. This may again be symbolic 
of the gap between them and also points to the narrator' s 
frustrated sexual desires. 

It is interesting to note that Robbe-Grillet•s next 
novel, Dans le labyrinthe, which appears devoid of any 
erotic content, is also devoid of a:ny reference to the 
sea. The water in this novel is frozen into snow, which 
could also suggest that any erotic desires are also frozen, 
if only temporarily. In the following novel, La Maison 

de rendez-vous, Hong-Kong is very much a sea-port, and 
with the sea comes the return of a very strong erotic 
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content and significantly, as was discussed in the last 
chapter, the genesis of the novel can perhaps be seen 
in the coloured fish swimming in the pool of water. 

In the chronolo gical progression of Robbe-Grillet's 
novels the emphasis seems to shift from the sea as a haven 
for monsters as well as wo men, to a greater focus on the 
erotic link between females and the sea. In Projet, 
although New York is a sea-port, the sea as such does 
not appear, however analo gies between the sea and females 

still persist; 

••• Joan, la robe trop courte et trap decollet6e, dont 
la fine soie couleur d'emeraude bouge avec trop de 

complaisance sur une chair tendre et ferme, douce, 
nerveuse, et comme trop provisoirement voil6e par 
ces algues vertes aux reflets mouvants, souples lames 
impalpables qui remuent lentement au gr~ de courant 
sournois, noye dans la masse l i quide, poisson des 
grandes profondeurs dont le corps immobile,~ demi-each~ 
dans les ulves, ondule lui-m~me & peine par instant, 
pr~t ! se cambrer de torsions so udain es,violentes, 
pr~t 1 s'ouvrir en une bouche moll e et avide aux 
replis compliquls, pr~cis, multiformes, remodel6s 
sans cesse par de nouvelles excroissances ou 
invaginations, mais qui conservent en d6pit de leurs 
sinuosites changeantes une cons tante sym6trie 

bilat~rale. (p.67) 

This 11poisson des pro fondeurs ' ' hidden away among the 
11ul ves" ( a missing "v" ? ) can also be read as a fairly 
obvious description of female sexual organs, an erotic 
link between the sea and females thus being e xplicitly 
established in this descriptio n. 

In L'Eden et apr~s we see that water is an alien 
world for man,as Duchemin is found drowned in the canal 
near the factory, and is also killed when knocked int0 

the sea in Tunisia,and Marc-Antoine is also drowned in 

a fight in the sea with Boris. On the other hand, after 
escaping from her captors, Violette flees to the sea, 

passing en route some "monsters" of the deep (what appear 
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to be the bloodied bodies of an octopus and a dogfish), 
but for her the sea holds no threat and she announces 
that she is returning to "lamer" which is a near 
homophone of "la m~re". In the plan of the film 
Robbe-Grillet writes that water provides purification 
and thus Violette's return to the sea is perhaps a 
metaphor of the return to the womb and innocence. 

As the examples on the constructive use of language 
suggest, there is, in Robbe-Grillet•s later novels, 
increasing reference to this relationship between woman 
and the sea. In La Belle Captive, for example, the hair 
of a young girl hangs "jusqu I au sol en algues onduleuses" 
(p.14), and another has "grands yeux bleu pale de noyee" 
(p.18). And as we have seen in discussion of many other 
examples that which is not readily obvious in the early 
novels is mentioned explicitly in one of the most recent. 
The following passage from La Belle Captive is revealing; 

Les algues - suivant ce qui a 6te relate, r6p~te 
m~me ~ plusieurs reprises - sent une m6taphore 
d6signant la longue chevelure blonde, d'un ton chaud 

' a reflets d'ambre, dont les boucles remuent 
doucement dans le ressac, entre les roches, sur le 
fond vert-bleu des eaux profondes. Quant au coquillage, 
~a ne peut etre qu•un genre de porcelaine, dont 
l'int~rieur est rose vif et l'ouverture une fente 
etroite a bords cr6neles. La forme g6n6rale est ovale, 
bomb~e sur le dessus; quelquefois, des rayons plus 
ou moins allong&s et sinueux flamboient tout autour 
de la fente. L'objet est trop familier pour qu'il 
soit utile de le d6crire davantage. (p.116) 

The recurring metaphors which appear in many of 
Robbe-Grillet•s novels are now designated explicitly 
and it must be remembered that in his very first novel, 
Un Regicide, the young girls from the sea had 11 chevelure 
d'algues onduleuses 11 ; description has thus come full cicle. 

From this rather superficial examination of the role 
the sea and woman in Robbe-Grillet•s works, it is evident 
that this is a topic of some importance, with even our 
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limited studt of crnlour revealing several interesting 
points. 

Although this chapter has focused on the limited 
topic of colour use, it is nonetheless apparent that 
metaphor plays a significant role in Robbe-Grillet•s 
writing. Initially Robbe-Grillet strongly rejected the 
metaphor and all anthropomorphic terms, claiming that 
they were humanist literary devices which created a false 
rapport between man and the world. Despite his loud 
protests, however, Robbe-Grillet was actually using 
metaphors of different varieties in his early works. 

In Le Voyeur and La Jalousie there are several 
linked chains of associations which Jean Ricardou terms 
"structural" metaphors, in which a common quality, such 
as colour, links two or more disparate objects. Also in 
La Jalousie the examples discussed sho w that the 
metonymic progression of colour in the text can produce 
metaphors which reflect the mental states of the 
charac t ers. The structural and metonymic metaphors 
combine to produce the giant metaphor of the novel itself; 
jealousy. Thus as Robbe-Gril l et admits, he is putting 
into practice on the one hand what he condemns on the 
other. It seems that in his early novels he rejects only 
the traditional anthropomorphic metaphor. Replacing this 
with metaphors which function only in the context of a 
given novel, Robbe-Grillet is perhaps using the Nouvelle 
M~taphore. 

Robbe-Grillet•s attitude does, however, change as can. 
be seen in the examples from Projet in which he begins to 
make constructive use of multiple meanings, employing 
metaphors to create a proliferation of meaning from 
which new texts can be constructed. In the novels following 

Projet, it is also noticeable that, at least with colour 
terms, Robbe-Grillet uses both a colour and its 

metaphorical association in descriptions. This doubling 
of colour and concept perhaps reinforces the image but 
may also draw attention to the fact that it is a metaphor, 
thus subverting any subconscious effect. And as with so 
many of the examples discussed in this thesis, in his 
later novels, Robbe-Grillet explicitiy points to his use 
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of metaphor, again subverting their traditional functioning. 
One of the metaphors which Robbe-Grillet explicitly 

mentions is that of the association between the sea and 
women which runs through all of his works. From his first 
novel, Un R~gicide, the sea is continually linked to 
beautiful women who lure man to join them, but it is also 
linked to the monsters of the deep which man fears. The 
sea thus becomes an ambivalent metaphor for man 's desires, 
but also his fears. This metaphor is not a specific 
function of colour, but many colour terms are used 
descriptively in relating the sea to females and monsters. 

The role of metaphor in Robbe-Grillet•s works thus 
shows that his writing has evolved, from the early novels 
in which metaphor was strongly rejected, b~t covertly 
used, to the most recent in which metapho r is an integral 
part of the creative process. Study of a limited element 
like colour demonst rates the ways in which metaphor 
remains an i mportant tool in a new practice of creative 
writing. 
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In the course of this thesis, it has become apparent 
that Robbe-Grillet uses colour in many different ways; 
colour terms are much more than 11descripti ve" devices, 
providing information about a surface quality of an object. 
His colour terms are subversive, but also constructive, 
sometimes both at once, and the functioning of an 
outwardly simple colour term is often far more interesting 
and complex than the reader might at first suspect. 

The first topic which we discussed was colour and 
the illusion of realism. In the traditional novel, the 
writer attempts to make the reader forget that the story 
is merely words on a page and believe that the medium is 
transparent, that is "see" the images and events as if 
they were actually happening. The creation of this realist 
illusion supposes that there is only one 0 true 11 reality 
which can be faithfully represented in words, but in fact 
any one person's view of the world is entirely his own, 
perception of reality is a subjective function which 
renders objective description impossible. If the objective 
is replaced by the subjective then art, in Robbe-Grillet•s 
opinion, constitutes its own reality without necessary 
reference to any world "out theren. The realist illusion 
created in the traditional novel is thus unjustifiable. 

In his novels, Robbe-Grillet uses colour and its 
source - light, to subvert the realist illusion and 
expose the falsehood of the omniscient, omnipresent third 
person narrator who pretends to describe the one :ntruen 
reality. References in the text to such things as lights 
suddenly coming on for no reason or the illumination of 
a scene without a light source1overtly announce the 

control of the author who is free to control the text as 
he wishes, without concern for the credibility of events. 
The examples which we discussed emphasize that Robbe-Grillet•s 
novels are fabrications in the most literal sense, products 

of his imagination and not representations of 11real" life. 
Robbe-Grillet also subverts the illusion of realism 

through the colour of blood in both his novels and films; 
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the redness of blood is excessively stressed in his novels, 
and in L' Eden et apr~s, the blood used is clearly not 
blood at all but red paint. Again the reader/viewer is 
reminded that Robbe-Grillet•s works are artificial 
constructions and do not necessarily represent any 
recognisable reality. 

Despite the desire to subvert the realist illusion, 
Robbe-Grillet allows his writing to be constrained by the 
laws of the physical world. For example, while arbitrarily 
illuminating scenes, he does not describe colour unless it 
is illuminated, that is unless the objects can be seen by 
the narrator 11insiden the text. This constraint applies 
in all of his novels and possibly explains the frequent 
descriptions of light sources. The colours which 
Robbe-Grillet uses to describe objects are also "realist" 
in that they do not appear incongruous, unrelated to 
common experience; blood in his works, for example, may 
be excessively red, but it is still red like all blood. 
Thus while on the one hand subverting the realist illusion, 
his works are also "realist" on the other, description 
remains constrained by the laws of physical nature which 
limit man's perception of the world. An unresolved 
tension is thus created between the subjective and the 
objective, the realist illusion and total abstraction. 

The illusion of realism is but one of the conventions 
of the traditional narrative which Robbe-Grillet subverts 
with colour. He ironically designates traditional colour 
symbols, showing that they are only artificial literary 
conventions. Similarly the traditional relationship 
between character and dress is degraded, as Robbe-Grillet 
demonstrates that character cannot be judged from clothing 
or situation in time and space. Colour plays a significant 
role in creating the stereotypes which Robbe-Grillet again 
designates only to subvert; the excessive stress placed on 
these stereotypes announces that they are only conventions, 

not "real" people. He does not attempt to hide the 
artificiality of these stereotypes, these two-dimensional 
cardboard cut-outs. Colour also subverts the convention 

of the "petit d~tail qui fait vrai", as Robbe-Grillet 

carefully describes objects and events which are in fact 
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impossibilities and includes minor details out of context 
thus rendering them incongruous. Through using the 
11peti t detail 11 in this false manner, Ro bbe-Grillet 
points out that such precisions are largely irrelevant 
and again emphasizes that his novels create their own 
reality and that he is free to incorporate any details 
he pleases in his texts. Thus Robbe-Grillet uses colour, 
which plays a part in the techniques and functions of 
description in the traditional novel, to ironically 
designate and subvert these techniques and functions, 
the conventions of description which are still seen by 
many to provide a definitive form for the novel. 

The functions of colour in Robbe-Grillet•s works 
are not however limited to subversion, for he also uses 
colour to construct his own forms. In Les Gommes, the 
colour terms appear to be purely descripti~e, situating 
and defining objects in the same way as the geometric terms; 
in La Jalousie, however, the colour terms take on a more 
active role, showing the shifting focus of the narrator's 
attention and also his changing emotions as he seeks 
evidence of A ••• 's infidelity. In what appears to be the 
only other significant examination of colour in any of 
Robbe-Grillet's works, Jacques Leenhardt sees some of 
the colour terms as supporting his thesis that La Jalousie 
is in fact a Marxist criticism of colonial powers. 
His analysis would, however, seem to be open to some dispute, 
at least as regards his interpretation of the colour terms. 
The colour terms in La Jalousie also play a part in 
constructing other forms of the novel such as cyclical 
time, interior duplication and the erotisation of the text. 
In the following novel, Dans le labyrinthe, Robbe-Grillet 
uses colour largely as a structural device, with the 
opposition of colours, especially black and white, giving 
movement and rhythm to the narrative. Colour is also used 
in this novel to generate parts of the text; for example, 
a series of red images is generated by flames and grey is 
transposed from one element to another as the text progresses. 
The use of colour oppositions appears throughout 

Robbe-Grillet•s no~els and provides a possible explanation 
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for the preponderance of black and white in his works. 
Robbe-Grillet has thus rejected traditional colour 

symbolism and instead, in his early novels, uses colour 
in various techniques which give them symbolic 
significance only in the context of a particular novel. 
These techniques show an evolution from one novel to the 
next, with each one creating its own reality and own 

constructive functions for colour. 
The subversive and constructive aspects of colour in 

Robbe-Grillet's writing can also be seen in the actual 
words that he uses in descriptions. Many of the colour 
terms show that attempts to describe an object can lead 

to vagueness and imprecision, as we have only a finite 
colour vocabulary but a huge range of colours in the 

spectrum. Fine distinctions of colour are often difficult 

to make and verbal description of colour is often a 
subjective choice limited, not by our colour perception, 
but by our vocabulary. Division of the colour spectrum is 

a function of language and not of nature and thus 

description of the world "out there" is rendered problematic. 
We attempt to fill the 11 gapsn in our colour vocabulary by 

using deliberatley vague, broad terms, by forming hybrids 
or by giving words more than one meaning dependent on 
context. However, as Robbe-Grillet shows, the use of these 

colour terms with multiple meanings can lead to ambiguity 

which again points to the limitations of our language 
system. 

To avoid these problems, Robbe-Grillet demonstrates 

that colour conventions and stereotypes can be used, which, 
although not always "realist", provide points of common 

agreement from which colour description ean be attempted. 
In turn these conventions pQint to the strong socializing 
influence of language and to the fact that it can 

determine our very perception and description of colour. 
On the constructive side, Robbe-Grillet uses these 

apparent limitations to create new texts and meanings. 

In games with signifier and signified, new images and 

texts can be generated, as the associative power of 

language comes into 1play. Colour terms are also employed 
in a positive fashion in the poetic techniques which 
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Robbe-Grillet often uses in colour description; these 
include onomatopoeia, alliteration, rhyme and rhythm. 
Such techniques are usually considered the domain of the 
poet, but in Robbe-Grillet•s novels they reinforce the 
textuality of the writing, foregrounding the text as an 
artificial construction of words. 

The various colour words which Robbe-Grillet employs 

thus again show the dual nature of his creativity, the 
tension between the subversive and the constructive. His 

writing is part 11anti-roman 11 and part "nouveau roman 11 • 

Perhaps the major constructive role colours play 

in both Robbe-Grillet 1 s novels and films is as textual 

generators, that is the genesis of a text lies in a specific 
colour and its associations. The beginnings of this 

technique can be seen in the coloured fish of La Maison 
de rendez-vous and it becomes explicit in Projet where 

the colour red generates the text through its three 
metaphorical associations; rape, murder and fire. In his 

first colour f mlm L'Eden et apr~s, Robbe-Grillet makes 
full use of the visual impact of colour, with the constant 
appearance of saturated primaries and the main generating 

colours of the film; red blood and the blue and white of 

the painting which generates the post-card of Tunisia 

and then in turn Tunisia itself, a land of white sand 
and blue sea and sky. Surprisingly perhaps Robbe-Grillet 

does not use colour from Ren6 Magritte•s paintings to 
generate the text of La Belle Captive, which appears to 
produced by the images in and titles of the paintings, 
with the colour terms being generated at a secondary 
level by these images and titles. 

In using colour to generate images and texts 

Robbe-Grillet is again utilizing the constructive, 
positive relationship between the spectrum and language. 
In demonstrating through colour both the positive and 

the negative characteristics of our linguistic structures, 

he points to the functioning of the dual components of all 

language; the signifier and the signified. 

A constructive aspect of language which Robhe-Grillet 

at first rejected is the metaphor. Initially he refused 

it as he saw it as a humanist anthropomorphic device 
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which created a false rapport between man and the world. 
However, at the time of these early polemical statements 
he was nevertheless using "hidden" me,taphors in his 
novels. In La Jalousie for example, Robbe-Grillet employs 
both structural and metonyrnic metaphors to produce the 
giant metaphor of the novel's title. These metaphors are 
peculiar to a given novel and thus Robbe-Grillet is 
perhaps creating the Nouvelle Metaphore for the Nouveau 
Roman. Hence while condemming and subverting metaphor on 
the one hand, he was actively using it on the other; again 
we see the tension between subversion and construction in 
his novels, or as Robbe-Grillet himself puts it, between 
construction and deconstruction. 

In his later novels, however, Robbe-Grillet's 
attitude changes and he accepts the metaphor as a literary 
device, using it to generate new meaning from which new 
texts can be constructed. One metaphor, which colour 
helps create, and which runs through all of Robbe-Grillet's 
works, is that of the sea as a haven for beautiful women 
and lair for monsters of the deep. The sea is thus a 
metaphor for man's unobtainable desires. Thus after his 
initial rejection but continued use of metaphor, 
Robbe-Grillet comes to accept it as a legitimate device 
in the practice of creative writing. 

Our examination of colour shows that some colour 
terms have specific finctions in themselves, as textual 
generators for example, while others play significant 
roles in the functioning of much larger elements in 
Robbe-Grillet's works. It is also clear that these 
functions of colour are by no means simple operations. 
The complexity and skill of Robbe-Grillet's use of colour 
is evident in that this one limited element reveals so many 
of the characteristics of his novels and films. 

In the course of our discussion, the reader may 

have been concerned that several examples are used more 

than once - A ••• 's red lips for example - to illustrate 
quite different and often unrelated points. These examples, 
however, fulfil more than one function. In one context 
a colour term may be subversive, in another constructive. 
These colour terms in particular, and indeed all the 
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colour terms which examine and question elements of the 
novel, suggest that there is a deliberate multiplicity 
in Robbe-Grillet•s works, a constant proliferation of 
meanings. La Jalousie,for example, is simultaneously 
the story of a love triangle, a possible "Marxist" novel, 
and an exercise in narrative point of view - and as our 
discussion shows meaning multiplies in a similar fashion 
in all of his works. 

Thus the first main conclusion which we might draw 
from our examination of Robbe-Grillet•s use of colour is 
that multiplicity of both function and meaning is an 
integral and possibly essential part of the construction 
of his novels and films. 

It is often said that conflict is the basis of all 
literature and our discussion suggests that Robbe-Grillet•s 
works are no exception. Frequently during the discussion, 
the various functions of colour have shown both positive 
and negative aspects, a subversive and constructive role. 
Thus his novels are "realist" and yet subvert the 
traditional illusion of realism, they thus contain a 
tension between the illusion and total abstraction. The 
conventions of description in the traditional novel are 
designated, only to be ironically degraded and reworked. 
Again Robbe-Grillet creates a tension between their 
presence and the desire to subvert them. We also discussed 
the basic antagonism of creative writing, between the 
black of the words on the white of the page, and also the 
use of colour oppositions to generate texts. Robbe-Grillet•s 
colour descriptions reveal many inadequacies in our 
linguistic structures, but he also turns these inadequacies 
to constructive purposes in games with meaning. He rejects 
metaphor only to fill his novels with "hidden" metaphors 
which themselves manifest a competition between the 
metaphoric and metonymic poles. 

Throughout his works Robbe-Grillet creates unresolved 
tensions and antagonisms between opposing poles; texts 
say one thing but imply the opposite, statement then 
contradiction. In denying the traditional novel, 
Robbe-Grillet•s works in fact draw their life-blood from 
the traditional conventions of description and narration, 
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for these conventions must first be present in his novels 
and films so that they can be questioned and subverted. 
It is in this unwanted but necessary presence that the 
antagonisms lie. His works feed on conflict, they are 
produced through violence, which perhaps explains the 
violent content of much of his work. 

Thus our study of the functioning of colour in 
Robbe-Grillet•s novels and films may allow us to conclude 
that, in common with much of literature through the ages, 
conflict is also an integral, if not essential part, of 
Robbe-Grillet•s creative world. His works are generated 
and sustained through the creation of internal tensions, 
as opposing poles compete in the never to be resolved 
conflict of creative writing and film production. There 
is a constant competition betwe en the "anti-romann and 
the "nouveau roman". 

The third and final major conclusion to be drawn from 
our study is that the changing functions of colour point 
to the constant evolution of Robbe-Grillet•s work. Each 
of the works mentioned in this thesis exhibits some 
different use of colour to the next; colour is "scientific" 
in description, shows shifting attention and moods, 
generates texts, subverts literary conventions and creates 
new ones. Robbe-Grillet•s use of colour is in a constant 
state of flux, changing from one no~el to the next, 
overlapping but never exactly the same. Thus Robbe-Grillet•s 
writing and films are not static repetitions of a basic 
formula, but they constitute dynamic investigations into 
the processes and techniques of creativity. 

This discussion also shows quite clearly that 
examination of a limited element, such as colour, in 
an author's works can be a particularly useful means by 
which to obtain an understanding of his works as a whole. 
Characteristics of the lesser element can often mirror 
more global trends in the whole. 

Finally to conclude this thesis, our examination 
of the functions of colour in Robbe-Grillet•s works 

thus reveals three major characteristics of his creative 
production: the internal tensions which he creates and 
employs, the conflict basic to all literature; the 
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multiplicity of meaning and function, an ess ential part 
of his creative process; and the constant evolution of 
his works, in the examination and questioning of the 
modes of creativity. These major characteristics and 
the various functions of colour discussed in this thesis 
reveal the at times bewildering complexity, but also, 
and more importantly, the skill, beauty and pleasure 
to be found in the creative and coloured world of 
Alain Robbe-Grillet. 

000000000 
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9. APPENDICES 

1 • Les Gommes 
(All feminine and plural terms are included under the 
masculine singular.) 

blanc 27 jauni 2 
blanchi 1 jaunissement 1 
bleu 10 multicolore 1 

bleua.tre 2 noir 35 
bleui 1 noirci 1 
brun 6 ocre 1 

dore 2 rose 2 
gris 1 5 rouge 8 
gris!tre 2 rouille 4 
gris-jaune 1 vermillon 1 

gris-perle 1 verdAtre 6 
jaun~tre 10 vert 1 

jaune 3 144 

Colour ratio: 1 colour term/ 530 words of text (approx.) 
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2, La Jalousie 

beige-grisatre 1 multicolore 1 

blanc 48 noir 47 
blancheur 1 noirStre 1 
bleu 24 noirci 1 
brun 7 p~le 6 
brunAtre 2 rose 1 

brun ro ugea t re 2 rouge 10 
clair 10 rougeAtre 4 
dart 3 

A roussatre 1 

d'os 1 roussi 1 

fonce 3 roux 5 
gris 15 sans couleur 2 
grisaille 1 sombre 4 
gris~tre 2 verd!tre 1 

gris-rose 3 verdi 1 

jaun~tre 4 verdure 1 

jaune 4 vert 25 
jauni 1 violet 1 

kaki 4 249 

Colour ratio: 1 / 165. 
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3, Pro.jet r~volution ' pour une a New York 

ambr~ 3 grisatre 1 
argent6 1 incolore 1 

blanc 72 jaune 14 

blanch~tre 3 laiteux 4 
blancheur 3 mul ticolore 1 

bleu 20 nacr~ 1 

bleu!tre 3 noir 85 
blond 20 noira.tre 1 

brun 8 noir bleute 1 
4 brunatre 3 pale 6 

clair 3 rose 9 
couleur chair 1 rouge 33 . , 
cuivre 4 rougettre 2 

d'em~raude 1 rougeoiement 1 

d'encre 2 rougi 1 

de porcelaine 1 roux 20 

de rubis 1 
, 

sepia 3 
de suie 2 sombre 5 
dore' 6 vermeil 2 

e'carlate 3 verdatre 1 

fonce 3 vert 13 

gris 14 violet _L 

384 

Colour ratio: 1 / 143. 
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4, La Belle Captive 

abricot 2 multicolore 1 

ambre 2 noir 41 

blanc 29 noir!tre 1 

bleu 6 orange 1 

bleu£tre 1 poivre et sel 1 

bleui 1 rose 4 

blond 10 rose-saumon 1 

bronz6 2 rosi 1 

brun 3 rouge 9 
brun-rose 1 rouge!tre 1 

clair 2 rougeoyant 1 

couleur chair 2 roux 1 

de paille 1 sombre 3 
dore 9 vermillon 1 

ecarlate 2 verd!tre 2 

gris 6 vert 2 

jaune 1 vert-bleu 1 

laiteux 1 153 

Colour ratio: 1 / 100. 
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5, L'Eden et apr~s 

Les Duchemin L1 usine Djerba: Ev~nements 
~tudiants ' a l' Eden et ses maison de ~ Djerba 

sans environs Duchemin 
Duchemin 

viol 1'€tranger les le danse 
1 • col l ectif. arrive. ombres. 

,, 
cinema. du feu. 

sexe m~le portes imagination imagination !imagination 
l e hall main le les la 

2. de la fac. sanglante pi~ge. indica teurE: prison. 
danse sang prison labyrinthe prison 
roulette 1 1 Afrique. l 'epreuve tableau les 

3. russe. du verre. des portes. tortures. 
imagination portes " prison sang ~exe male 

bleu et le l'objet l'eau le 

4. blanc. L.S.D. innomable. lustrale. pc,piison. 
tableau double sperme eau sperme 

j eu du la cha1nes les les 
5. poison. peur. et fouet. coupoles. cadavres. 

sperme D.abyrinthe sexe mlle danse sang 
marche l'eau qui egarement. tableau l 'evasion. 

6. fun~bre. gu6rit. suicide. 
mort eau labyrinthe mort portes 

portes courte flottement. le bain le 
7. de verre. paille. de sang. disert. 

portes prison danse sang labyrinthe 
la l'oeuf la porte tableau le 

8. limonade. 
, 

des cages. double. cru. fermee. 
eau sperme portes prison double 

le faux la le tableau des - combat 
9. pro fesseur. clef. canal. supplices. ~ans l'eau. 

double sexe m!le 4 eau sexe male eau 
le amour la colle accident; 

10 has chi eh. et mort. mort. blanche. crime. 
imagination mort mort sperme mort 
les issues le k:l€doublement vol du coeur du 

1 1 bouches. jerk. tableau. la byrin the. 
labyrinthe danse double tableau danse 

la le _e tableau les don du 
12 vampire. lavabo. disparu. charrues. tableau. 

sang tableau tableau double tableau 
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